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1. Contributions related to the main topics of the

Conference are divided into three sections:

A Crystal and molecular structures

B Diffraction analysis of physical phenomena

C Powder diffraction and real structure

2. Fosters with miscellaneous topics are districted

among the sessions PA, PS and PC
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reproduction of texts submitted by the respective

authors. The names of all authors (not only the

first author's names) are given in the Author Index

in the Programme.
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What about playing with us?

See pages 57,76,114.
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MOBIL IONS IN CRYSTALS

H. H. Schulz

Institut fur Kristallographie, Universitat Munchen

D - 8000 Hunchen 2, Germany

Mobil ions can move through a crystal lattice due to

thermal activation- The ions jump from an occupied to an

unoccupied position. This situation can be described by

very low potential barriers between these positions. Dif-

fraction experiments allow to derive microscopic pictures

of these processes, e. g. the determination of diffusion

paths, the calculation of the hights of potential barriers

and the analysis of local domain formations. Such local

domain formations may cause a reduction of the hight of pot-

ential barriers.



LARGE INFLUENCE Off SMALL STRUCTURAL CHANGES ON THE

ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF METALLIC TRANSITION METAL

COMPOUNDS

K. Yvon

Laboratoire de Cristallographie aux Rayons-X

Universite de Geneve, 24 quai Ernest Ansermet,

CH-1211 Geneve 4, Switzerland

Examples for the large influence of small structural

changes on physical properties are known mainly for non-

metallic compounds. In ferroelectrics, for example, the

paraelectric-to-ferroelectric transition temperature and

saturated spontaneous polarization correlate with the

I saturated displacement of certain ions (typically between

| 0.1 A and 0.5 A) during the structural phase transition.

I- For metallic compounds similar correlations exist.

| Examples are found with PbMogSg and analogues, V 2O 3 and

:-. analogues, the oxide superconductors 7882^307,

\ YBa2Cu408, Tl2Ba2Cu06, etc., and refractory metal

I compounds such as TiC1_Jt. Their structural changes as a

;' function of temperature, pressure or composition are of

i the order of 0.1 A and correlate with large changes of

;; macroscopic properties. The correlations confirm that the

valence electrons responsible for the chemical bonding

are to a large extent identical to those that determine

the physical properties.
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STUDY OF LOCAL ATOMIC ARRANGEMENTS IN DISORDERED SOLIDS BY ELASTIC
NEUTRON DIFFUSE SCATTERING

C.H. de Novion, B. Beuneu, T. Priem and P. Barberis

CEA/DTA/CEREM/DTM, Laboratoire des Solides Irradies,
£cole Polytechnique, 91128 Palaiseau cedex, France

Real crystals with static chemical or topological disorder at the atomic
level present in their X-ray, neutron or electron diffraction patterns a
continuous distribution of intensity between the Bragg peaks. This
"elastic diffuse scattering" gives important information on the
structure of defects in the solid. Neutron scattering is particularly
interesting for such studies, because of validity of the kinematic
approximation, experimental discrimination of inelastic scattering by
phonons, easy possibility to perform high temperature experiments in
thermodynamic equilibrium.

In general, one can separate the chemical and topological disorder
contributions to the diffuse scattering, because of their different
symmetries in the reciprocal space. In the case of concentrated solid
solutions, one can then obtain the Cowley-Warren short-range order
coefficients, and effective "ordering" interatomic pair potentials,
which are important ingredients in the thermodynamic description of the
solid. For systems with isolated defects (for example interstitials),
the strain field of a defect is directly related to the Fourier
transform of the diffuse scattering.

Recent results of our laboratory will be presented for the following
systems :
- short-range ordering of metalloid vacancies in non-stoichiometric
transition metal carbides and nitrides,

- lattice distortion and magnetic perturbation induced by carbon
interstitials in nickel metal,

- local atomic arrangements in defect clusters in cubic stabilized
zirconia (Zr,., Cax) O2.x and (Zr,.2j( Y2x) O2.x .
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Orbital-occupancies as least-squares parameters in structure refinement and
crystal field energy levels

W. Gonschorek, Fachbcrcich Matcrialwissenschaft, FachgcMct Strukturforschung tier
Til Darmstadt, AuOcnstcllc in KFA/ZFR I'ostfach 1913, D-5170 JOlich, FRG

The charge distribution /\(r) of a v-th atom in the crystal is partitioned into the charge
distribution pr.(r) of the free atom and its deformation density Ap,(r) /Rcf. 1/:
PM = pf,(t) + &p,(r) with &p,(r) = W r ) ^ r ) and

with spherical polar coordinates r, 0, <fi of r centered ;it the nucleus of the v - th atom.
The radial functions in (I) are cither Slater Oj*(r)~ NNr"e'"" or gaussian functions
Ofm[r) — NNr"e-"s {n and a depend upon v) and the parameters a, the expansion
coefficients ofm = XL + iyu are least-squares refined together with the structural parame-
ters. It must be ensured that the wavefunctions leading to pi(r) and pf(r) at two different
positions r, and r, arc orthogonal to each other and to the wavefunctions defined in (I).
Orbital functions \/I,(T — r j and ^v(r— r,) centered at different nuclei may turn out not to
be orthogonal to each other. In this case, molecular orbitals ^(r) = 2c.^.(r — r.) are
considered and proved to be periodic with the translation periodicity of the crystal. They
are Fourier transformed:

1 -"- , (2)

so that, as can be shown, the deformation density &p(r) = ^(r)'/'Xr) '»as l^c structure
factors

These, plus the structure factors that correspond to the free atoms, are used as calculated
structure factors in the least-squares refinement. Further, the Fourier expansion oC ̂ (r)
allows the cvaluatin of many center overlap integrals

by summation in reciprocal space and this facilitates considerably the process o!
cthogonalization. The crystal field is expanded in spherical harmonics with coefficient?
depending on the structure factors F, of the deformation density. Only a few terms of this
crystal field expansion influence the orbital potential energy. Energy levels arc
determined. The procedure is discussed for a variety of crystal structures.

I. W. Gonschorck, Z, Kristallog. 187 (1989) 267-277.
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X-RAY DIFFRACTOMETRY APPLIED IN STRUCTURAL CHEMISTRY

A. Kalman

Central Research Institute for Chemistry, Hungarian Academy of

Sciences, Budapest 114, P.O.Box 17, H-1525, Hungary

Since the early seventieth the computer controlled X-ray diffracto-
metry has resolutedly become a powerful tool not only for professional
crystallographers, but also for chemists, opening thus new dimensions in
structural chemistry. In particular, structural organic chemistry has
been enriched by enormous amount of crystal data as proved by the
Cambridge Crystallographic Data Base possessing currently more than
70,000 entries. Due to the fast structure determinations the hands and
capacity of organic chemists are no longer bound by tedious structure
degradations and subsequent total syntheses. Instead, they are able
either to synthesize novel compounds of theoretical or practical interest
(potential drugs) or just co-crystallize meticulously biologically active
molecules to elucidate e.g. functional group assisted clathrate formations.

The present lecture selects examples of studies of polymorphism shown
by important medicines (e.g. the histamine H«-receptor antagonists).
When different polymorphic structures also display different conformations
of the same molecule (i.e. conformational polymorphism) it is possible to
investigate structure-property relationships. In contrast with the wide-
spread occurence of polymorphism in the world of molecular crystals
(nearly 3000 entries in the January 1989 release of CCDC indicate the
existence of polymorphic forms of numerous compounds) there is a rare
phenomenon called isostructuralism which was observed recently among
the cardiotonic steroids. However, its study also enables crystallographers
to shed light on the other aspects of crystal formations.

The increasing accuracy of measurements (guaranteed by the proper
quality of crystals) confirmed by the comparison of structure determina-
tions performed in remote and independent laboratories, permit even the
interpretation of small structural differences. To underscore this state-
ment X-ray analysis of about two dozen tetracoordinate tetravalent sulfur
compounds will be presented. Analysis of the fine structure of sulfuranes
and related sulfuranium salts permit to distinguish between the closely
related hypervalent bonds and non-bonded interactions.
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MOLECULAR STATICS AND DYNAMICS BASED ON THEORETICAL

CALCULATIONS AND EXPERIMETNAL DATA FROM DATABANKS

K. Huml

Institute of Macromolecular Chemistry, Czechoslovak

Academy of Sciences, 162 06 Prague 8, Czechoslovakia

Statics and dynamics of molecules have been based on

a detailed study of individual structures for many years.

More recently, databanks containing many thousands of solved

crystal structures have been available to more sophisticated

investigation of molecular properties. Particularly, organic

chemistry and biochemistry gain from this approach a new

insight into chemical reactions, inclusive conformational

interconversions, attack of an atom or a molecular fragment

on a molecule, docking and intercalation of a low molecular

fragment into a macromolecules, etc. Pharmaceutical industry

received in this way a powerful method which reduces time

and money necessary to develop new drugs. Moreover, the method

gives an opportunity for reaching series of possible drug

candidates in a fully automated way. Specialized computer

programs developed by academic and industrial laboratories

have been partly published, but many of them are in fact

secret private property of the respective companies.

Some basic ideas concerning the method are illustrated

using simple examples intended to show advantages and

pitfalls of the procedure. Particularly, the construction

of templates and structural archetypes for computer aided

molecular modelling are discussed briefly. A combination

of experimental data from databanks with theoretical cal-

culations of the potential energy and other characteristics

of the system are also reported.
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X-RAY IDENTIFICATION OF PHYLLOSILICATE POLYTYPES

Z. Weiss" and S. fiurovifi**

H Coal Research Institute, 716 07 Ostrava-Radvanice, Czechoslovakia

** Institute of Inorganic Chemistry, Slovak Academy of Sciences,

B42 36 Bratislava, Czechoslovakia.

Using the order-disorder theory the following number of MDO polytypes

(maximum degree of order) for various phyllosilicate families were derived:

Micas: 6 MDO polytypes for homooctahedral family (identical occupancy of oc-

tahedral sites), 14 MDO polytypes for mesooctahedral family (identical occu-

pancy of two octahedral sites). Serpentines: 12 MDO polytypes for homoocta-

hedral family). Talc: 10 MDO polytypes (homooctahedral family). Pyrophylli-

te: 22 MDO polytypes (mesooctahedral family). Chlorites: 20 MDO polytypes

for homooctahedral family.

Diffractions with k=3n (orthogonal indexing) are sharp and characteris-

tic for all polytypes belonging to a given subgroup of polytypes in the fra-

mework of a given family. Diffractions of this type correspond to a 3-fold

hypothetical superposition structure. This is a structure which is common to

a given subgroup of polytypes, the so called subfamily. Subfamilies are deno-

ted A, B, C, ... etc. Diffractions 201 and/or 131 are the most suitable for

X-ray identification of subfamilies. According to the distribution of the in-

tensity of the above diffractions the MDO polytypes may be divided into two

subfamilies A, B for talc, pyrophyllite and micas and into four subfamilies

A, B, C, D for serpentines, kaolinites and chlorites.

Among diffractions with h^3nAk^3n which are characteristic for individu-

alpolytypes, there are also diffractions Okl. These are characteristic for

YZ projection of the particular structure. All MDO plytypes of the same fami-

ly of phyllosilicates which have the same YZ projection, have the same type

of intensity distribution of diffractions Okl. Therefore, according to the

YZ projection of the structure, MDO polytypes may be devided into M M groups

?n the framework of a given family. Diffractions 021 are suitable for X-ray

identification of MDO groups. They are denoted I, II, ... etc. Thanks to this,

a "cross classification" table may be written for each family and individual

MDO polytype may be identified if the subfamily and MDO group are determined.
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POLYMORPHISM OF THE LiND.SO.CDLAS> SINGLE CRYSTAL INVESTIGATED
4 4

BY HIGH RESOLUTION X-RAY SYNCHROTRON RADIATION DIFFRACTION

I. Sosnowska*, T. Vroblewski , B. Hilczer+ and J. Sosnowskix

<*O Institute of Experimental Physics, Warsaw University,

Poland, C+5 HASYLAB, DESY, Hamburg, F. R. G., C+> Institute

of Molecular Physics, Polish Academy of Science, Poznan,

Poland, Cx> Institute of Atomic Energy, Swierfc, Poland.

Since the coexistence of the ex and ft modifications in the

LAS single crystals grown at 300IC was recently observed

Cl,2], we performed the experiment with x-ray synchrotron

radiation at the high resolution powder diffractometer using

a wavelength of 1.4368 X. The DLAS polycrystalline material

was obtained by powdering a single crystal grown at. 3Q0K. At

room temperature we observe diffraction maxima of the both

a and ft phases of DLAS. Due to the very good quality of our

powder the line widths CFVHM) of the ft phase are close to

those that could be expected from the theoretical resolution
—4

of the instrument <5d/-d=8xlO , whereas most lines of the

a phase are almost twice broader. May be that the line

broadening in the a phase can be due to some disorder

existing in this phase. In the ft phase, existing in the same

single crystal of DLAS, the observed order is perfect.

1. I. Sosnowska, B. Hilczer, P. Piskunowicz ,

Solid State Communication, 1990 in press.

2. P. Fischer, I. Sosnowska, T. Vroblewski,

Physica B 156&157 C1989J 118

*Supported by the project CPBP 01.06
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STRUCTURAL INVESTIGATIONS WITH X-RAYS AND NEUTRONS OF

UNDOPED AND DOPED ZIRCONIA UP TO 1800 K

F. Frey and H. Boysen

Institut fUr Kristallographie, LMU, 8000 MUnehen, FRG

The monoclinlc- tetragonal transformation in ZrO2 is of fun

damental importance in zirconia based ceramics /Ref.1 /.

Pure ZrO2 was investigated by high resolution neutron powder

diffractometry and multiphase Rietveld 4ata evaluation (down

to an amount of 1 vol$ of the minority phase ) /Ref. 2/. A

transformation in two steps (displaeive precursor, main raar-

tensitio part) is deduced from the behaviour of lattice

constanta, anisotropic thermal parameters, and strains.

Zirconia with 15 mcle? CaO was studied with single crystals

and annealed powder. Mobile O-Ions are responsible for en-

hanced ionic conductivity at high temperatures (1800 K) as

found by anharmonic temperature factor analysis /Ref. 3/-The

conductivity is affected by the formation of defect clusters

which were analyzed quantitatively by diffuse neutron scat-

tering /Ref. V . The structure of an intermediate phase

CaZrjjOg could be determined by combined X-ray and neutron

powder work /Ref. 5/, although this method was rather at its

limits (Vos 3000 A
3; 108 parameters). Y-TZP-Y2O3 stabilized

tetragonal zirconia exhibits superior physical properties

/Ref. 1/. A B-factor analysis of X-ray powder data shows the

dominating influence of absorption, which cannot be circum-

vented by a suitable sample preparation. Extremely careful

absorption considerations are necessary.

1. Ceram. Sci. & Techn. Congr., Anaheim, USA (1989)

Meeting Abstracts

2. F.Frey et al., Acta Cryst. B (in press)

3. G.Lorenz et al., Sol. St Ionics 28-30(1988)497

k. R.Neder et al., Acta Cryst B (in press)

5. H.Marxreif-er et al., Mat. Res. Bull, (in press)
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RES'Dl'AL STRESS GRADIENTS AND ATOMIC DISPLACEMENTS IN
N-JMPLANTED Nb AND Mo

Charles R. Houska and Satish I. Rao.

Department of Materials Engineering, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University, Blacksburg, Virginia 24061.

X-ray diffraction profiles and diffuse scattering from (III) and (100) oriented

single crystal Nb and Mo implanted with N to average levels of 5 and O.S atomic

percent are discussed. Theoretical analysis of the asymmetric Bragg profiles are

used to determine the strain profile in the implanted films. The measured strain

profile results from two factors: (i) depth distribution of implants and knock-on

damage and (ii) elastic constraints. Residual elastic strains develop due to the

constraints imposed by the substrate. Comparison of the diffraction results with

theoretical predictions indicates the presence of measurable knock-on damage.

Huang and Stokes-Wilson scattering measurements made using synchrotron

radiation were used to reveal the identity of defects formed during the knock-on

process. The strain profiles show agreement with the knock-on damage energy.
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PHASE REACTIONS AND PHASE TRANSITIONS IN THE SYSTEMS Ti - N

AND Nb - N INVESTIGATED BY XRD AND METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF

DIFFUSION LAYERS

Walter Lengauer and Peter Ettmayer

Institute for Chemical Technology of Inorganic Materials,

TU Vienna, Getreidesnarkt 9, A-1060 Vienna, Austria

It is well known that in the systems Ti-N and Nb-N several

subnitride phases occur [1,2]. To avoid the problems

associated with conventional techniques of establishing phase

equilibria within narrow composition and temperatures ranges

the phase reactions from diffusion layers were investigated.

Ti-TiN diffusion couples were prepared in an autoclave,

annealed isothermally and non-isothermally (with a

temperature gradient [3]) in silica tubes, and finally

quenched. By combining XRD with the stepwise removal of

material by grinding, the nature and sequence of phase bands

as narrow as 20 um could be determined. The non-isothermally

annealed samples showed the phase reactions as a function of

temperature.

The Nb-NbN diffusion couples were prepared in an autolclave

at nitrogen pressures up to 8 bar, which allowed the

preparation of q-NbN diffusion layers. By mechanical or acid

removal of layers and XRD inspection the increasing of

distortion of the r-Nt*N3 lattice with decreasing nitrogen

content could be observed. The 5-NbNi-x > Y~Nb4N3 tran-

sition resulted in a Widmannstatten-type structured phase

band. The findings are consistent with the proposed 2B<I order

phase transition [4].

[1] W.Lengauer and P.Ettmayer, Mat.Sci.Engineer. A105/106
(1988) 257

[2] G.Brauer and W.Kern, Z.Anorg.Allgem.Chem 512 (1987) 7
[3] W.Lengauer and P.Ettmayer, Discussion Meeting "Thermo-.

dynamics of Alloys", 23-26 May 1990, Barcelona, to be
published in Anales de Fisica, special issue

[4] H.F.Franzen, s.-J.Kim, W.Lengauer, J.Less-Common Met., in
press (1990)
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PRECISE LATTICE PARAMETER MEASUREMENTS B* USING MONOCHROMATIC
PARALLEL X-RAY BEAMS AND CORRELATION TO IMPERFECTIONS in GaAs
CRYSTALS

Y.Takano

Department of Materials Science and Technology, Faculty of In-
dustrial Science Technology, Science University of Tokyo,
N'oda, Chiba 278, Japan

Y. Fujtsaki and T. Ishiba

Central Research Laboratory, HITACHI Ltd. 1-280
Higashikoigakubo, Kokubunji, Tokyo 183, Japan

The X-ray diffraction method for precise lattice

parameter measurements of single crystals was developed. The

method can measure lattice parameter differences from a stand-

ard crystal which has low impurity and dislocation densities

and stoichiometric composition. The accuracy of the measure-

ment , Ad/d( Ad:difference between the standard and a specimen

crystal), is about lxlO"6. The equipment can be controlled

with a personalcomputer and measured automatically.

The distributions of lattice strain, Ad/d, of an order

of 10"5 were measured in a undoped GaAs wafer and 1O"4 in a In

doped GaAs one. The former is found to be due to the composi-

tion change and the latter to be due to In concentration

change. The lattice strain distribution due to the composition

change could be decreased by reducing temperature change of a

GaAs melt during crystal growth and suppressing unstable con-

vection flow in the melt.

Two kinds of lattice strain distribution were measured

in a In doped GaAs wafer. The one has a long distance and the

other has short distance period in the wafer. Both of them are

found to correspond to the change of In concentration.

It is found that these strain inhomogenelties affect

electrical characteristics such as threshold voltage (Vth) of

field effect transistors. Macroscopic and microscopic fluctua-

tions of the Vth could be decreased by reducing the strain

distribution.
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A STUDY OF DIFFUSE NEUTRON SCATTERING IN Sr^Baj^NbjOg

MIXED CRYSTALS AT THE FERROELECTRIC DIFFUSE PHASE TRANSITION

F. Prokert, D. Sanqaa and B.N. Savenko

Zentralinstitut fUr Kernforschung, Rossendorf, DDR

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, LNP, Dubna, USSR

Using iime-of-flight and triple-axis techniques single

crystals of Sr Ba, Nb-O, (x=0.70 and x=0.75) are studied

in the temperature region above and below the transition.

The phase transition is indicated by an additional (quasi)

elastic diffuse scattering. The dependence of intensity of

this component on wave vector q in vicinity of distinct

Bragg reflections is measured and can be described by the

Ornstein-Zernike relation. The calculated parameters of the
i

static correlation function show that the correlation radius

grows at decreasing temperature approaching a value of some

' hundred of A-units. Such values for the polar clusters are

* comparable with data from Rayleigh scattering /Ref. 1/ and

I agree with results published for other structuial disordered

]', relaxator ferroelectrics (PbMg^^/3Nb2 ,3O, and Nax ,_Bi, <2Ti0,)

f: /Ref. 2/.
|

s 1. F. Prokert and R. Schalge phys. stat. sol. (b) Bl_,

| 179 (1978)

I 2. S.L. Vachrushev et al. Izvest. Akad. Nauk SSSR, Ser.

| . 5J., 2142 (1987)



NEUTRON DIFFRACTION STUDIES OF ATOMIC ORDERING IN

TRANSITION METAL CARBIDES

A. I . Gusev and A. A. Rempel

Insit i tute o-f Chemistry, Ural Division of the USSR Academy of

Sciences, Pervomaiskaya 91 , GSP-145 Sverdlovsk 620219, USSR

Nonstoichiomstric NeC C3rbides of group IV and V transition metals

are very convenient entities to study atomic ordering. These compounds

have a BKNaCl) basis structure. The octahedral interst i t ia l sites of

the FCC metallic sublattice serve as positions for the instrusion of car-

bon atoms and form a FCC nonmetallic sublattice. A feature peculiar

to MeC carbides is that their composition nay deviate largely from stoi -

chiometry, i . e . , the presence of a high (up to 30-50 at.X) concentra-

tion of unoccupied octahedral in terst i t ia l sites (structural vacancies).

According to external conditions, the distribution of carbon atoms and

vacancies in the nonmetallic sublattice may be ordered or random / R e f . l / .

A Major method to investigate the structure of ordered nonstoichioaet-

ric carbides is structural neutron diffraction. Investigations have

shown that when nonstoichionetric group V transition metal carbides

suffer ordering Me^Cj-type superstructures of different symmetry fora.

The formation of these superstructures is associated with several wave-

-vector stars for each of which there is a corresponding long-rang

order parameter. Depending on the symmetry of the superstructure, the

disorder-order structural phase transition channel of MeC -Me^Cg invol-

ves the arms of the stars {k?} , { k 4 } , { k 3 } , and {kQ} in different com-

binations /Ref. 1 / . A study of an ordered tantalum carbide has shown

that i t s superstructure is close to Me^CjSiiperstructures that fora in

varudiu* and niobium carbides but is incommensurate /Ref. 2 / .

A thorough structure investigation of niobium and tantalum has not

revealed any ordered M'^Cj or HeQC7 phases.

1. A. I . Gusev and A. A. Rempel, Structural Phase Transition in Non-

stoichi©metric Compounds, Nauka, Moscow 19B8.

2. A. A. Rempel, V. N. Lipatnikov, and A. I . Gusev, Dokl.Akad.Nauk

S8SR 310 (1990) 878.
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X-RAY DIFFRACTION DEPTH PROFILING

J. Fiala

Central Research Institute §KODA, 31600 Plzen, Czecho-

slovakia

The depth profile /Ref.1/ of the phase composition

x , c2 x ,..., cf x Jx=o"cT(x) = (1)

where ci(x) is the (volume) concentration of the i-th pha-

se (i = t, 2, ..., f) in the depth x below the (original)

surface of the sample analyzed can be determined as a so-

lution of the following system of integral equations

• /
ci(x)

€ A
(2)x=z

for z€Z, -9*€ © , y£ $

Here, I.(z,^,y ,A ) is the contribution of the i-th phase

to the intensity of the diffraction line corresponding to

the Bragg angle ^ for the wavelength A and the incidence

angle jf> after a layer of the thickness z has been removed

from the surface. The coefficients k-^x, z,-$,f,\) de-

pend in their turn upon the depth profile

equations

^(x) ki(x, z,...; ~cT(x))dx (3)

so that the

= J
of the system (2) are not linear with respect to the con-

centration profiles to be determined. Another difficulty

stems from the fact that the depth profile "?(x), which

appears in (3), must be known for a range broader than

that ( zc ( 0; z m a x)) in which diffraction intensities

are measured.

1. H. Oechsner, ed., Thin Film and Depth Profile

Analysis, Springer Verlag, Berlin 1984.
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X-RA* POWDER DIFFRACTION STUDY OF PegO, - MgO,, M = Ga, In, Eu, Gd

S.Music(1\ S. Popovid(1'2), M. Bistic(1> and V. Ilakovac(1), (1)Ruder
(2)

Boskovic Institute, POB.1016, and Physics Department, Faculty of

Science, POB.162, 41001 Zagreb

The title systems were studied at room temperature in the whole concen-

tration range. The samples were prepared by chemical coprecipitation and

thermal treatment of corresponding hydroxides. The relation of crystal

structures of o<,-Fe20, and MgO, and ionic radii of Fe and M strongly

influence the structure of phases appearing in particular systems.

ot-Fe.O. and Ga2O,
 b e l o nS t 0 t h e s a o e space group, while Fe and Ga

have similar ionic radii. Solid solutions exist at all concentrations,

with Fe and Ga statistically distributed at cation sites. A gradual decre-

ase of unit-cell parameters takes place as Ga substitutes Fe.

Chemistry of In is similar to that of Ga; however the ionic radius of

In is much bigger than that of Ga . The crystal structures ofo£-Fe20,

and In.O- are different. In the system Fe^O.-In-O, solid solutions exist

only in narrow regions, namely at the Fe-rich side, being isostructural

and at the In-rich side, being isostructural with cubice.O,,

In.O.. An increase of the unit-cell parameters takes place as In replaces

Fe. In most of concentration range these two phases coexist having constant

unit-cell parameters.

The structure of Eu.O, and Gd-O. is similar to that of In,>0_. Also, their

ionic radii are rather similar. However, the behaviour of the systems

Fe20,-Ln20,, Ln = Eu, Gd, is different from that of the system Fe20,-In203.

As Fe is replaced by Ln the following phases appear: ct-Fe2O, up to the

fraction of the rare earth jc(Ln)«0.3; Ln.Fe_O12> being dominant at jtCLnMM;

LnFeO,, being dominant at x(Ln)~0.5; I<n.O- for x(Ln)>0.5. No solid solutl-

ons were observed with certainty, even at the very ends of the concentrati-

on range. Obviously, the nature of the rare earth cations plays an inpor- '

tant role in formation of different phases.

The results of XRD were confirmed, by MOssbauer spectroscopy.
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X - RAY PROFILE ANALYSIS IN STRUCTURALLY INHOMOGENEOUS POLY-

CRYSTALLINE MATERIALS

P. Klimanek

Department of Materials Science, Academy of Mining,

DDR - 9200 Freiberg, P.0.3. 47

X - ray diffraction peaks of real polycrystalline materials

are often dlffractior. tnultiplets (i.e. weighted sums of par-

tial reflections due to crystallite groups with different

degree of lattice disorder / 1,2 / } , the physical line bro-

adening of which has to be interpreted in terms of both

- the lattice disorder of the 2nd kind (e.g. dislocations ,

stacking - faults, subboundaries, precipitations etc.) be-

ing present within the individual grains, and

- the characteristics of the microscopical architecture as,

for instance the lattice - disorder statistics, the grain-

: size statistics, and the texture of the irradiated sample

volume.

The treatment of line - broadening parameters (e.g. line widths

or Fourier coefficients) of diffraction multiplets should the-

refore be based on a realistic model especially of the lat -

tice - disorder statistics of the scattering polycrystal.

After some general rcnark9 concerning this problem the lec-

ture deals with the procedures end limitations of line - bro-

adening evaluation in crystallite ensembles with a) a quasi-

continuous and b) a discrete binary lattice - disorder sta-

i tlstics. The verification of the theoretical considerations

I is illustrated by the results of experimental investigations

(; of carefully prepared model specimens as well as by diffrac-

| tion studies with technically interesting oolycrystalline

| objects.

* / 1 / Klimanek,P. in: Freiberger Forschungsheft 6265(1988)76

t / 2 / Klimanek,P. In: Advanced Methods of X-Ray and Neutron •

; Structure Analysis in Materials Science (Ed. 3. Hseek),

j. Plenum Frees, New York 1988, 124
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POLYTYPISW IN METALS. STRUCTURAL ASPECTS

E. Nikolin

Institute of Metal Physics, Academy of Sciences of the

Ukr.SSR, Vernadsky street 36, Kiev 142, 2526S0, U.S.S.R.

Folytypes in metallic alloys can be equilibrium or

nonequilibrium. Equilibrium polytypes of the ^ B

composition are formed on diffusion at crystallization of

the alloys Stn-Ni, Sm-Co as well as Laves phases in the

Mg-base pseudobinary alloys /Ref.1/. The metastable

martensitic polytypes are formed in metallic alloys with low

stacking fault energy (r < 30 MJ/m2) and contain up to 100

and more close-packed planes of the

unit cell /Ref.2, 3/.
type {111}

/cc
in the

Alloys Polytype structures

I. Equilibrium polytypes

Sm5Ni19

-base

2H..3R, 4H, 5T, 9R, 12R

2H, 3R, 4H, 5T, 6H, TT, 9R, 12R, 15R, 1SR

2H, 3R, 4H, 15R

2H, 3R, 18R

2H, 4H, 6H, 8H, 9R, 10H, 14H, 16H, 21R

II. Martensitic polytypes

Fe-Mn-C, Fe-Mn-Cu, Fe-Mn-N,
Co-Cu, Co-Ti, Co-JTb, Co-Ta,
Co-C, Co-Al, Co-Sn, Co-W
Cu-Al-Ni, Cu-Zn, Cu-Sn, Au-
Cd, Ag-Cd, Ti-Ni, NI-A1

3G (fee) , 2H, 18R1

ISR^ 48R, 84R,96R, 102R,
111R, 126R, 138R, H4R
2H, 7T, 9R, ISRg, 18R4,
6R, 90R

1. y.Koraura, Proc. M0SP0Q-88
2. B.I.NIkolin, Multilayer Structures and Polytypism in

Metallic Alloys, Naukova Dumka, Kiev (1984) {in Rxjssiaro.

3 . Z.Nlshiyaraa, S.Kajiwara, J.Appl.Phys.Japan,2{1963),478
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X-RAY DIFFRACTION ANALYSIS OF MACROSTRESSES AND MICROSTRAINS

IN TEXTURED MATERIALS

A.Schubert and B.Michel

Institute of Mechanics, Academy of Sciences of the GDR,

9010 Karl-Marx-Stadt, P.O.B. 408, BDR

The presence of lattice strains in polycrystalline

metallic materials is well established by the help of X-ray

diffraction method /Ref. 1/. But the interpretation of these

strains is still discussed. Up to the present, the relation

between the determined strain and the originating macro and/or

micro stresses is not fully clear. A review of the current

knowledge about the evaluation of residual stresses by X-rays

on textured polycrystalline materials is given.

In materials with strong textures, large oscillations of the

lattice spacing have sometimes been reported and thus for a

complete interpretation of the experimental data the texture

and the residual stress states have to be represented by

lattice deformation and texture pole figures. The measured

diffraction strain is a weighted average of the dilatation in

lattice spacing of the diffraction set of planes taking into

account the volume fraction of the differently orientated

grains that diffract (Influence of texture described by the

orientation distribution function ) and the strain in these

crystals, where the elastic anisotropy is decisive. In a first

simple calculation the Voigt and Reuss model can be used. In

addition, the influence of the heterogeneity of the plastic

deformation is discussed by the determination of line broade-

ning pole figures.

1. V. Hauk, E. Macherauch, (Editors), Eigenspannungen und

Lastspannungen, Carl Hanser Verlag, Muenchen Wien J9S2.
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I c y a IN C^iLL.-IC LuVP3it:L'.L3 OIF ZUOi

3..31: iTU'Oi-D /.-I TIL3 FOAi: CP PC".<I>Bit3 Al'TD PLASMA

SPJUY33 COAT

L. .Gorslci and T. '..o

Division of Cold Plasaa Physics and

Technology, Institute of Atomic 3ner^y,

ZD3U3, 05-400 Sr/ierk, Otwock, Poland.

These works are connected v/ith the problea of

high temperature plasma sprayed coatings especial-

ly used as tlierual barrier coatings.

Several materials on ZrO2 base with stabilising

additions of such oxides as: Y o0 o, CaO, llgO etc

v/erc studied by X-ray diffraction methods. In sone

cases neutron diffraction methods are also applied

as a better for revealing oxygen-deficient phases

in ZrO2-72°3
 anti Zr02~Ca0 systems duo to large

value of oxygen scattering amplitude.

Phase transitions froa cubic to tetragonal uodi-

ficatioa and the aartensitic transforuation fro:j

I tetragonal to conoclinic systsr.i bave been revs-

f led.in the dependence on the type and amount of

"• stabilising additions,

' Tbe influence of thermal cycling experiments for

the above transition in comparison vita steady

temperature action up to 1500IC baa been estimated.
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STRUCTURE VARIATIONS OF TERMINAL PHENYL RINGS

J.Hasek, J.Vojtecbovsky
Institute of Macromolecular Chemistry CSAV, 162 06 Pnha 6

The deformation of the 1,3,3',5 - tetraphenyl substituted six-member ring
can bs explained by electron mesomeric and inductional effects1 and also by
the influence of a special thermal motion. Originally we were interested in
2,4,4',6 - tetraphenyl-l,4-dihydropyridines and 2,4,4',6-tetraphenyl-4H-pyrans,
which possess photochromic properties. The mathematical corrections of bond
lengths for the thermal motion take into account only a part of this effect due
to the rigid body and small harmonic oscillation approximation, however a
comparison between the room and low temperature measurements showed that
the influence of thennal motion is lower than the electronic effects (Table 1).
The electronic effects cause deformations as large as two degrees (cf. pbenyls
substituted at C and N sites).

Table 1; The mean values of the phenyl bond angles

PYRA
PYRA
METH
BENZ
PEPH

T=105K
T=295K
T=295K
T=295K
T=295K

118.2
117.8
117.4
117.1
118.2

120.8
121.0
121.2
121.6
120.7

120.4
120.4
120.2
119.9
120.6

119.6
119.4
119.5
119.8
119.5

PH-N T=295K 119.4 120.2 120.3 119.4

PYRA: 2,4,4',6-tetrapkenyl-4H-pyran, METH: l-me1hyl-S,4,4',6-ietraphtnyl-
1,4-dihydropyridine, BENZ: l'benzyl-2,4,4>6-tetTaphtnyl-l,4-dihydTopyridine,
PEPH: l^JU'e-pentaphenyl-lJ-dihydropyridine, PH-N: the phenyl group of
PEPH substituted at N site.

The phenyl ring geometry variations are discussed also using other structures -
from the Cambridge Structural Database3 with the central ring showing various
electronic effects.

REFERENCES

1. Domenicano,A., Murray-Rust,P.: Tetrahedron Letters 24, 2283 (1979).
2. Allen, F.H., Bellard, S., Brice, M.D., Cartwright, G.A., Doubleday, A.,
Higgs, A., Hummelink, T., Kennard, O., Motherwell, W.D.S., Rodgers, J.R.,
Watson, D.G. : Acta Crystallogr. B35, 2331 (1979).
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' THE USZ G? POWDER DIFFRACTION DATA FOR BUILDING THE MODEL

STRUCTURE OF THE POLIMSR OOOADINATIOM COMPLEX 0? EUROPIUM

BZ-2-EInYUilKYL PHOSPHATE (EuA-,).

Yu.I.Trlfcnov, S.K.Legin, A.A.Tutor

Roentgen st.i, Khiopin Radium Institute, 197022,

Leningrad, USSR

The knowledge of the molecular and crystal structure

of rare earth elements (RE) normal di-2-ethylnexyl

phosphates can be useful for understanding the RE

extraction under conditions of eztractant metal high

loading when these salts precipitate. The attempts to

obtain single crystals were unsuccesful. The powder

samples of LnA3 (In = La, Nd, Eu; A = D2SHPA anion) were

synthesiedby exchange reaction in organic solvents and

presented as solid paraffine-like substances. The powder-

diffraction pattern of EuA3 has been indexed as hexagonal

with unit cell parameters: a = 18.8 A, c = 10.4- A, Z = 2.

The density measured by picnometric techniques using

acetone is 1.21 gem , while that calculated is 1.16

genf3.

For constructing the model of EuA3 structure were

aiso used the spectroscopic data (infrared, luminescence

which testify the presence of octahedral coordination

polyhedron EuOg and bidentate - - bridge alkylphosphate

groups in the structure of EuAo . According to the model

the neighbour octahedons of EuOs are connected by three

bridge bonds Eu-0-P-O-Eu yielding polimer chains parallel

to c - axis. Hydrocarbon radicals In the form of "three

blade propellers " . are arranged in planes

perpendicular-to-polimer axis. Polljner chains (EuA3)n are

linked by Van der Waals forces into a common frame.

The comparison of LaAg, NdA3 and EuA3 powder

diffraction patterns allows to draw a conclusion about the

likeness of their crystal structures.
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IMPLEHENTATIOH OF CAMBRIDGE STRUCTURAL DATABASE SYSTEM

(CSD) FOR PC COMPUTERS

A. Kowalski

Institute of Chemistry, University of Wroclaw,

14.F.Joliot-Curie St. 50-383 Wroclaw, Poland

In spite of Cambridge Structural Database System is

predestinated for mainframe computers, there is

possible (\mder some conditions) to run it on PC

computers. I_t, may be very usefull when no networks nor

mainframe machines are available or when costs of CPU

time are to big.

For full implementation of o'tabase at least PC-AT

with 2 MB of RAM and 200 MB of disc space (may be on

some drivss) is required.

Whole database search takes 30-160 min and depends

only on system architecture - practically not on CPU j

type or clock rate - so interactive sessions are rather j

difficult, but still possible so there is preferred to - I

run • some seaerches for the night. Screen plots from j
i

PLUTO with automatic recognition of any type installed . . j

graphic card are also available. . i i

References:

Allen,F.H., Kennard,0. and Taylor,R.

(1.983) Ace. Chen). Res. 16, 146-153 i.



CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OP A PHOSPHORUS ANALOGUE OP EDTA
AND OP IIS COMPLEXES

J . Podlahova and J . Podlaha

Department of Chemistry, Charles Univers i ty ,
128 40 Prague, Czechoslovakia

Ethylenediphosphinetetraacetic acid, 2 2 2 2 2

= H.L, was synthesized as a phosphorus analogue of the fa-
miliar aminopolycarboxylate sequestring agent, H.EDTA. Whilst
the structure of the bis-hydrobromide, HJL.HBr (Ref.1), re -
sembles c losely that of H.EDTA.2HC1, the coordination be-
haviour and, hence, the structures of i t s metal complexes
differ drastically from those of EDTA. This i s most l ikely
to be caused by different electronic and/or s ter ic require-
ments of the phosphorus donor atom when compared to nitrogen.
Crystal structures of three representative complexes revealed
the following bonding modes of the ligand.

P,P'-chelating to square-planar Pd(II) with the carboxyl
groups uncoordinated and partially protonated: Pd(H,L)p.
2H2O.O.5HBr, PT, a • 10.809, b a 14.922, c « 10.617 %, *~
108.87, (3= 102.77, / = 102.97°, Z = 2, R = 0.031.

P,P*-chelating to strongly distorted sqare-planar Ni(II)
and simultaneously 0,0,0'-bridging to three octahedral
Mn(II) ions: Mn3NiL2.i6H20 (Ref.2).

P,P',O,0*,O*»,0'"-hexadentate bridging to s ix various
trigonal-bipyramidal Cd(II) ions: Cd2L.8H2O, P2../c, a =
8.617, b = 16.054, c - 8.250, B = 103.46, Z = 2, R » 0.028.

1. J . Podlahova, B. Kratochvil, V. Langer, J . Silha and
J. Podlaha, Coll.Czech.Chem.Cominun. £6, (1981) 3063.

2. J. Podlahova, B. Kratochvil, V. Langer and J. Podlaha,
Polyhedron £ (1986) 799.
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STRUCTURE AND CONFORMATION OF CK-4-OH-PRAZIQUANTEL

3.KAR0LAK-WO3CIECHOWSKA,W.KWIATKOWSKI,K.KIEC-KON0N0WICZ

Institute of General Chemistry,Technical University,90-924 t<5d2j[nstitute of

Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Medicinal A cade my, 31-065 Krakdw, POLAND

The crystal structure of racemic ds-4-OH-PZQ Cttie main metabolite of an

anthelmintlc drug,Praziquante]) has been determined by X-ray structure analysis

and refined to R=0.064.In C-nmr spectra of 1 measured in MeOD two sets

of signals existed with nearly equal intensity for fast all carbons and in C D Cl,

one in each pair of signals was far more intensive.In the unit cell there have

been found two independent molecules,but with a similar configuration. The

molecules of the same enantiomer (pined by

H-bond) form in the crystal the column along

|l00| direction. Molecular mechanics calcula-

tions indicate that the conformation in solid

(9=0°>see scheme) dose not correspond to

the energy minimum and there are two lower

energy conformers with If=120° and 250*. Thus,

in solutions these two conformers can most

,0H probably exist. Their concentration in solutions

depends of the solvent polarity and the value

of the dipole moment (u) for the respective form of the molecule 1.

The values of u were found from semiempirical molecular orbital calculation

(MND 0-2). This discussion can be applied as an interpretation of the 15C-nmr

spectra for cis-4-OH-PZQ.

The structure research was financed by P.R.H.10 project of Polish Ministry
of Education.



MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF PURINES WITH LACTAM RING.

J.Karolak Wo.jciechowska*,Z. Kaczm arzyk**,M .Pawfowski***

* Inst.of General Chemistry,Tech.Univ. 90-924 tddz";

** Dep. of Chem.Agricult. and Teacher Univ. 08-110 Siedlce

*** Inst.of Pharmac.Chem.Med.Acad. 31-065 Krakdw, Poland.

The cantral nervous system stimulatory properties of theophyUine is well known.

The annelation of lactam ring to theophylline changed the profil of its activity

Cref.l). Incorporation of third ring allow to expect the higher Upophility and the

better absorption to the central nervous system of such compounds. These pharma-

cological results prompted us to extend the investigation in this field and to the

searching the relationship between compounds with six and seven membered lactam

ring in the aspect of their infuence on pharmacological activity.

N^^N^\N-^*

k , k2-
C6H

Two solving structure of 1 and 2 will be used as a model compound in futher

analysis using molecular mechanics calculation.

1. Pawtowski M.Prabczynska A.,Gorczyca M., Malec D., Modzelewski J.

(1989) Pol.J, Pharmacol Pharm, in press.

I-
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STRUCTURE OF ADENINE TBIHYDRATS

J.Maixner and J.Zechova".

I n s t i t u t e of Chemical Technology and I n s t i t u t e of Hiysics,

Charles University^ Praha, Czechoslovakia

Structure cf adenine t r i hydra t e was solved aa a part of
systematic s tudies of protonation H-bcnds and in te rac t ions
between of comparatively simple molecules. Crystal s t ruc tu re
Gf t i t l e compound was determined by Tret jak. However, the 3
fac tor remeined r a t h e r high 0.103 thanks to dehydration pro-
cess at room temperature. The present work deals with r e f i -
nement cf the c ry s t a l s t ruc tu re from a new data co l lec t ion
performed on difractcmeter CAD4 in order to obtain be t t e r
accuracy in atomic pos i t ions of a l l atoms including hydro-
gens. Crystal was mounted in a cap i l l a ry with a matrix so-
lu t ion and no signs of dehydration process were observed.
Crystals are t r i c l i n i c with a=6.614(1), b=7.941(1), c=8.7C7(l)
«6=96.80(1) , /5 =92 .84(1) , /* ' = 99.C1U), Z=2, PI, R=O.C-32 for
1493 r e f l e c t i o n s . Comparison with previously publisched r e -
s u l t s wi l l be presented.

1. S.K.Tretjak, V.V.Mitkevitch, L.F.Sukhodub, K r i s t e l l o -
graf iya , J2. , 1268 (1987)
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c-f

3AV, Oufcravski. ; £ 4 2

I.-sti £-..£* or rtac-SJaclscular Chs.uistry SSftV, Hsy.-cvskeha

r.is. 2, 1£2 E£ Fraha

It was -fauna by Gociany st =11* that Si.-sptDs-.jcss

aurscfaiiens pr-duces antimicrobial activs substance which

is di-f-fsrent -from tstrs.zYclir.s ant ibiot ics . Substancs was

purified tc hciscasr.it y and i t i= activs against gramposi t i vs

bactsr a. ar.d Car.siic&a ailica-w. Results af ths unairact

c.sasurs<r.er;t3 showed that an t i r io t ic is a rascfaer c-f macrc-

t s t rc i ida -fa.n-1/.*" Tc csr.-fir.T ths a r . t i t i c t i ; is dir;j; tm ; r

i t s iscner ths norocr/stai structure ar.aiyzis was dons.

Antibiatic was i scl =tsc" f.-osi cui t i vation .TSiiu.T: s-f S.

aiirsot-facisris 22E1 by prsceriLire described b>- FsrsciiC at s.li.

Cr/staZi = sti=r, u-* puri-fisd prcduct was carried ;ut -frcm

n-he::are sc-luticn at 4 C.

The di.T.snsiar. o-f tne P 3 unit cell are a=i2.553 (4> ,

b=9. 445(3) , c=25. 432 ( i 1} A, ;a=?1.22(3)> f3=?7.02'3; ,

on. « > = - i A - • i-x ~r~~Z •• i- \ - ^ e n ^ - 1 „ , ,

rerlscticns cut c-f 4=62 ware used rcr ths solatia-: and

rsfiTemsr.t with R=E.235 and K '3.S3G7,

w

1. A. Esdan:', E. Hsstir.ova, S. Zslinkcvi, J. Zslir.iti,

Plas.T.icJ 2NP.S fro.?. S.aure-fasisr.s. In: J. Zalir.ka, J.Balan

(sd3.>! Fi-fth Intarr-.aticnal Sy.-npasijm OP, Metafccl iazi and

Er.zyrr.clcsv c-f fiuclaic Acids Including Gene Manipulations,

PP. 19S-223. Vsda, Bratislava 1934.

2. X>. Pereckc s t a l l , Manuscript in preparation.
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STRUCTURE OF l-PHENYLSULFONYL-2-CHLOR(XPHENYLSULFONYL>-

-METHYLENE-l,la-DIKYDROAZIRIDINOH,2-a)QUINOXAUNE

Romana Anulewlcz and Barbara Pniewska

Department of Chemistry, University of Warsaw

uJ.Pasteura 1, 02-093 Warsaw, Poland

• Department of Chemistry, Agricultural and Teachers

University, ul.3-Maja 54, 08-110 Siedlce, Poland

This investigation is the fifth in a series of structure
determinations of bisCaziridine) and cyclopropaneaziridine
derivatives obtained in the reaction of quinoxaline and
naphrhyridine with a-halocarboanions. The compound was
prepared in the Institute of Organic Chemistry, Polish
Academy of Science by Qolinski, Ma,kosza a Rykowski.

The crystals of the t i t le compounds were crystallized from
acetone, methanol 1:1. The space group was determined from
Weissenberg photographs. The cell parameters and Intensities
were measured on Enraf-Nonius CAD-4 diffractometex-.

Crystal data:

space group P2./C

a - 13.552OOA
b • 34.185C8JA
c = 18.866CSOA
ft - 100.17<5>°
V • 8602.82 A
2 - 1 6
D - 1.460 gem
u •• 35.6 cm
FCOOO> •« 3904
R - 0.0697
wR • 0.0715 for 8918 ref lec t ions

The asymmertic unit contains four molecules with disorder
in th© molecules A and D for the small rinps formed by Ntl>,
CC7) and CC83 atoms. The disordered rings are bent in another
way without changes in the posi t ions of the phenylsulfonyl
groups connected with C<7> atoms. The molecules A,B,C and D
differ each from the other by rotat ion phenyjsulfonyl groups
•round Ct7>-SCl> and CC105-S<:2> bonds. The values of the bond
lengths between C<9>-C<10> atoms indicate double bonds in
four independent molecules. However bond an&'les « t CCJO>
atoms exhibit g r e a t dlstorsion from regulai- sp geometry. An
incerase of CC9i-C«.10)-SC2> anggles t o 126.9CO - 128.3C4i°
may b« rationaUzed by applying the Walsh-Bent rule and
taking into account high e lectronegativi ty of Cl. Ab initio
calculation by R.D. Topsom giv« too an increase of th i s
angl*.
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HYDROGEN BONDS IN ORELLANINE AND ITS MODEL COMPOUND

Maciej Kubicki. Teresa Borowiak and Wieslaw Z.Antkowiak

Adam Mickiewicz University, Faculty of Chemistry.

Grunwaldzka 6, 60-780 Poznan, Poland

A toxic substance, orellanine, has been found in several

species of Cortinarius mushrooms, especially in Core11anus

and C.speciosissimus. In order to explain the facile step-

wise oxygen elimination from the orellanine (1.) molecule we

have undertaken an X-ray analysis of orellanine base. Until

now, only the structure of salt of 1. with trifluoroacetic

acid has been determined (Cohen-Addad et al., 1987).

Due to a specific intermolecular hydrogen bonding and

protonation of N-oxide function, both of the aromatic rings

of orellanine involved in the salt mentioned above, are

almost perpendicular. We have expected that the con-

formation of orellanimj base should be controlled by the

intramolecular hydrogen bonds N+O-H-0 which is the case of

a model compound, 2-(2-hydroxyphenyl)pyridine-l-oxide (i).

1
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The X-ray results of 1. have shown, however, that both of

the aromatic rings are also almost perpendicular to each

other, the angle between the planes of these rings equals

90.20(5)°. The conformation of 1 is controlled by the

intermolecuiar hydrogen bonds between i and water mole-

cules which cocrystallize with 1 in the crystal lattice.

References:

Cohen-Addad, C , Richard, J.-M. ang Guitel, J.-C. (1987)

Acta Cryst. C43, 504.
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MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF l-(4-CHLOROPHENACYL)-2-METHYL-5-PIPE-

RIDINE-4-NITROIMIDAZOLE

Irena Wo1ska and Teresa Borowiak

Adam Mickiewicz University, Faculty of Chemistry,

Department of Crystallography, 60-780 Poznan. Poland

4-Nitro-5-substituted imidazole derivatives were found to

be effective as radiosensitizers (Adams et al., 1980). Unfor-

tunately, nitroimidazole derivatives do not possess good wa-

ter solubility, so we decided to synthesize some 4-nitro-5-

aminoimidazole derivatives which, in principle, should give

hydrochlorides or other salts. In this work we present the

X-ray structure of l-(4-chlorophenacyl)-2-methyl-5-piperidi-

ne-4-nitroimidazole.

The attempts to obtain a salt of this compound failed and.

due to the bond distances, the inactivity of NU9) towards

protonation can result from the structure that contributes

to a resonance hybrid:

—C(4)=N(6)

1, Adams. G. E.. Ahmed. I.. Fielden. E. M.. O'Neill. P. &

Stratford. I. J. (1980). Cancer Clin. Trials, 2, 37-43.
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CRYSTAL STRUCTURES OF 4,4•-DIAMINODIPHENYLOXIDE AND OF ITS

ORTHO-BROMINE DERIVATIVES

L.A.Chetkina, A.N.Sobolev, V.K.Belsky, L.E.Serdyuk

and I.E.Kardash

Karpov Institute of Physical Chemistry, 103064 Moscow,

U S S R

X-Ray structure determination of 4,4'-diaminodiphenyloxide

and of its ortho-mono- and dibromine derivatives was under-

taken to establish the conformation and the geometry of the

molecules, the H-bonding in the crystals.

R,

I. 4,4'-Diaminodiphenyloxide R.=R2=H

Space group P2,2,2lf Z=4, R=0.038

II. 4,4'-Diamino-2,2'-dibrominediphenyloxide R1=R2=Br

Space group PI, 2=4, R=0.042

III. 4,4'-Diamino-2-brominediphenyloxide R.=Br, R,SH

Space group P21/b, 2=4, R*0.045

Dihedral angles between the A and B cycles are 79.4°(I),

85.3° and 79.5° for the two independent molecules in II,

87°(III). Dihedral angles between the C-O-C plane and A,B

cycles are *A*64.4°, $B*23.7°(I), *A=33.3° and 39.6°, *B=

65.4° and 75.2°(II), *A*52°, *B«45°<III). Ortho-bromine in

II are in trans-positions, the configurations of indepen-

dent molecules are different. In I only one of the amino-

groups takes part in H-bonding:N(l)-H{l)...0* 3.142 A,

N(1)-H(2)...N(1) "3.257 A. In each of the independent mole-

cules of II only one intermolecular bonding N-H...N' reali-

sed ( 3.090 and 3.346 A ). In III both the aminogroups have•

one H-bond:N(l)-H(l)...N(2)' 3.29 A, N(2)-H(2)...N(l) "

3.31 A. The specific intermolecular interaction Br...Br'

3.646 A, C-Br...Br' 166.9° was found in structure II.
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STRUCTURE CF AKIOINIUM CARBOXYLATES

B.Kratochvfl, J.Cndra'Sek and J.Novotn^

Department of Solid State Chemistry, Prague Institute of

Chemical Technology, Suchbatarova 5, 166 28 Prague 6, CSPR

The specific feature of carboxylic substrates fixation in

many enzymes consists in formation of two parallel H-bonds

between their active centre arginine and a carboxylic group

of the substrate. Amidinium carboxylates are suitable models
1 for study of this interaction.

Benzamidinium pyruvate. The structure contains inter- and

intramolecular H-bridges between the amidine nitrogens and

the carboxylic oxygens. Intermolecular H-bonds give rise to

infinite chains of molecules parallel to the c axis.

Benzamidinium bromoacetate. Intramolecular H-bonds form

ion pairs in the structure between the N atoms of the ainidi-

nium group and the 0 atoms of the bromoacetate. Intermolecu-

lar H-bonds,. also between N and 0 atoms, connect the molecu-

les in infinite chains, similary as in benzamidinium pyruva-

te.

p-Methvlbenzamidinium formate monohvdrate. The molecule con-

tains an amidinium-carboxylate bond, formed by two intramole-

•• cular H-bridges of the N-H...0 type. Intermolecular H-bonds

'": are formed by the side H atoms of the amidine and the H atoms

of the water molecule and are of the N-H...0 and. OH...0 ty-

pes; they form a three-dimensional network in the crystal struc-

ture .

N.K*- Diohenylacetnmidin^ujB oxalate. Intra- and intermolecu-

f lar H-bonds between amidinium nitrogens and oxalate oxygens

| of the N-H...0 and 0-H...0 types form infinite chains parallel

\ to the 010 direction in the structure. Mutual interactions

| between the chains are mediated by van der Waals forces. Con-

l trary to similar model structures (see above), the structure

j of N,N'- diphenylacetamidinium oxalate does not exhibit the

} aaidinium-carboxyl interaction through two parallel intramo-

i lecular N-H...0 bonds.
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THE STRUCTURE OF SOME INTERESTING ORGANIC COMPOUNDS

J. Novotn^, B.KratochvM and J.OndraCek

Department of Solid State Chemistry, Prague Institute of

Chemical Technology, 166 28 Prague 6, Czechoslovakia

1,2,-4,4,6-Pentaaethyl-l,4-dthydropyridine-3, 5- d1carboni-

trile. The 1,4-dihydropyridlne six-membered ring of this mo-

lecule assumes the boat conformation, while in the related

compound, 1-ethy1-2, 4,4,6-tetramethy1-1,4-dihydropyridine- 3,

S-dicarbonitrlle, the 1,4-dihydropyridine ring has the enve-

lope form. No internoleculsr H-bonds were found in the studi-

ed structure, from which it follows that the crystal is held

together through van der Wants interactions.

2,3'-Anhydrosacrose.

The furanose five-membered ring assumes the envelope form

contrary to sucrose, where the five-raembered ring has the

twist-chair conformation.

<1R*», 3S», 4R*, 6S*>-l,4-Dlmethyl-3, d-dlpheny 1 -2, 3, 7-tr ioxo-

bicyclo£2,2,1]heptane. Determination on the absolute configu-

ration based on the refinement of the *J parametr using all

2 783 observed intensities (selected from a set of 4 8O8 re-

flections) was unsuccesful as assumed before - see a nonspfe-

ricat shape of the crystal studied, using molybden radiation

and no heavy atom present in structure.
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CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OP DIAQUABIS [TRIS(N-PIPI:RIDIIJC-

KTHYL) PiiOSPHDE OXIDE]COBALT(II) P3RCHL0KATS

P.VoJtisek and J.Novotey

Department of Inorganic Chemistry Charles University,
128 40 Prague 2

The complex [Co(tppo)2 (H,,0)2] (Cl<>4)2 (tppo i s
tris(piperidinomethyl) phoaphine oxide,
( \ ^ N - CH2 - ) ,P a 0) has been synthesized by reaction of
Co(ClO4)2 . 6H2O with tppo in ethanol (96%) and i t a
s t ructure has been e s t a b l i s h e d by X-ray crystallography.

CjgHygHgO.jgPgClgCo C I > y s * a l l i z e s (pink c rys ta l s , melting
point 180 ~ 182 °C with decomposition) in space group
P2.,/c (no. 14) with ce l l dimensions (at 25 °C> a =
= 11.395 (4) , b = 10.485 (4) , c = 20.4&0 (5)S, (I =
= 92.64 (2)° , V =. 2475 (3)S3 and Z = 2 . Solution of the
st ructure accomplished by the Patterson method. All non-
hydrogen atoms were found on successive Fourier maps| the
hydrogen atona of CHg-groups in piperidine r ings were fixed
in theoret ical posi t ions . The structure was refined by
block-cascade least-squares to R-value 0.048 using 2018
signif icant deta.

The structure involves a six-ccor dinate coba l t ( I I ) ion
(s i tuated in inversion center) with two chelated ligands
bound through oxygen atom and one of the three nitrogen
atoms. The coordination sphere of coba l t ( I l ) - ion i s
completed with two molecules of water. This s tructure i s
similar to e a r l i e r established s t ructure of diaquabis
[trisfdimethylaoinomethyl) phosphine oxide] cobalt ( I I ) per-
chlorate (ref. 1) and contains five-membered nonplanar
chelate rings too.

1. P.Vojtiselc, J.PodlaJbovd and
RTG-colloquitua, High Tatras 1989
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CRYSTAL ASD MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OP TSHHARY COBALT(III)

COMPLEXES OP LIHBAR TRIAMIHES

J. Ondragek*, B. Xratoehril*, J. Maixner* and P. Jursikb

"Department of Solid State Chemistry, ^Department of

Inorganic Chemistry, Prague Institute of Chemical

Technology, 166 28 Prague 6, CzechosloYakia

Structure of sym-fac-H-(2-aminoethyl)«l,3-diaminopropane-

->(S)-aapartatocobalt(III) perchlorate. Orthorhomble, P2^2121,

a = 7.040(6), b = 9.394(7)t « = 83.69(2) 8, Z = 4» (/AMeKoi/)

= 0.71073 5, R s 0.096, wR = 0.101 for 1514 unique obserred

reflections. Structiore of syn-fac-(l,9-diamins-5-azattonane}-

-(RtS)-aspartatecobalt(III) perchlerate zaonohydrate. Monscli-

ais P21/c, a = 11.980(1), b = 12.130(1), t = I2.64IU) t,

A - 108.18(1)°, Z = 4. (AMoKat/) = 0.71073 fi, R = 0.1177,

wR s 0.1180 for 997 unique obserre* reflections, strueturs

of unsya-fas-N-(2-aainoethyl)-lt3«diaminopropane-(S)-asparta«

tocobalt(III) perchlorate. Ortkerhombie P212121, a = 9.664(1),

b * 11.805(1), e = 13.966(2) 1, 2 = 4 , (vAM«KcL/) = 0.71073 £,

R a 0.121, wH = 0.117 f«r 1935 unique obserred reflections.

Large number of isomerie posibilities, presence of fused

chelate rings of different size make unequivocal structural

assignments of fco(ABA)-(S)-Asp]+ (ABA = linear triamine)

isomers purely on the basis of their chireptical properties.

Thus, their moleeular structure which is important fro* the

Tiewpoint of optical actirity ef octahedral cobalt(III) oonp-

lexes of Uganda forming fused chelate rings, can be determi-

ned using X-ray analysis.
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THE X-RAY INVESTIGATION OF THE NEW Cu(II) COMPLEX WITH

SHIFF BASE

H.Bukowska-Strzyzewska and W. Haniukiewi.cz

Institute of General Chemistry, Technical University

90-924 L6d± , Poland

The copper(II) salts fora different in a composition and

structure coordination compounds with Shiff base obtained from

2—hydroxyethylamine and 2—hydroxy—1—naphthaldehyde . We have

studied the compound Di-/*-chloro-bis (N-(2-hydroxyethyl)naphth-

-aleneiminato—N,O,O') dieopper(II) monohydrate .

Crystal data : f C u
2
C 1

2<
C
1 3

H
12

N 02 )2 1 H2° ' monoclinic c 2^ c •

a= 21.633(3) , b= 19.936(2) , c= 12.997(2) X , £= 116.24<1>°

V= 5074.1 X Z= 8 . The structure has been determined by

direct methods and refined anisotropically to final residual

R factor of 0.051 for 4376 observed reflections ( I>3o(I) ).

The complex is built of two deformed tetragonal pyramid

copper(II) centers which are connected by two chloride ligands.

The Cu(l)-Cu(2) distance in the dimer is 3.498(1)X . The

Cu(l)^|J2^ C u* 2> bridge is unsymmatrical . The two shorter

bridge Cu(l)-Cl(l) and Cu(2)-Cl(2) distances are 2.242(1) and

2.255(1) X , the two longer Cu(l)-Cl(2> and Cu(2)-Cl(l) are

2.789(1) and 3.130(1) % respectively . The Cu(l)-Cl(l)-Cu<2)

and Cu(l)-Cl(2)-Cu(2) angle* are 79.4(1) and 87(2)° .
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A QUANTITATIVE DESCRIPTION OF STRUCTURAL DISTORTIONS IN

FIVE-COORDINATED DINUCLEAR Cu(ll) COMPLEXES WITH

Di-p-CHLORO AND DI-p-BROMO BRIDGES.

M. Bukowska-Strzyzewska

Institute of General Chemistry, Technical University, 90-924 Lodz, Poland

It has been shown that the structural distortions of 49 di-p-chloro and

8 di-p-bromo dinuclear Cu(ll) complexes form a continous series between

the idealized trigonal bipyramidal (D ,J and sauare pyramidal (C, }

representations. The distortions [analyzed by means of the Cambridge

Structural Database (1)J are distributed along the Berry intramolecular

exchange coordinate. Despite the lack of symmetry in the coordination

polyhedra of dinuclear mixed complexes, the local angular C~ symmmetry

is observed. Quantitative assessment of structural distortions is performed

by the sum of angles method and dihedral angle method (2, 3).

1. Cambridge Structural Database, (1988) by Cambridge Crystallographic

Data Centre.

2. M.A.Porai-Koshits and L.A.Aslanov, Zh. Struct. Khim., J.3, 26

(1972).

3. E.L.Muetterties and L.J.Guscfnberger, J.Am.Chem.Soc. 96, 1748,

(1974).
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STRUCTURES OF Cu(II) AND Mg(II) BIMETALLIC HALOGENIDES

COMPLEXES WITH 15-CROWN-5

N.R.Strel*tsova, V.K.Belsky, O.K.Kireeva, B.M.Bulychev

Karpov physico-chemical institute,103064 Moscow, USSR

The systematic investigation has been carried out for

the structure of reaction products due to the complex forma-

tion between the mixture of anhydrous magnesium(II) and cop-

per (II) dichlorides with 15-crown-5 along with aprotic solve-

nt - acetonitrile. It has been shown that the composition and

the structure of compounds yielded depended on the ratio of

original reagents. If the latter was 1:1 (according to MgCl,

and CuCl,) the molecular complex fCH3CN-Mg-15-crown-5-(u-Cl)

CuCl,](I) has been obtained, and the magnesium atom has been

observed as intracavital one. In this complex the interaction

between different metal atoms has realized throught one chlo-

rine atom bridge and the coordination polyhedron of Mg atom

turned out to be pentagonal bipyramidal, the copper atom's

f one - tetrahedral.

, Having had the above-mentioned ratio as 1:2 we'd observed

the formation of ionic complexes comprising the more complica-

; ted polynuclear anions Cu2Clg
2~(II) and (Cu,clg2~) (III). The

,' cation structure had been observed identical as [Mg (CH,CN) 0"15-
'* i2+

<• crown-5J in both cases and the Mg polyhedron has been penta-

'' gonal-bipyramidal with two nitroganes as axial ligands.

; The anion Cu2Clg ~ represented the centrosymmetrical dimer

where the copper atoms has distorted tetrahedral environment

;.• and are connected by ^"tyP 6- I n a n polymeric anion [Cu,Clg ~J

f. the tetragonal-pyramidal and tetragonal-bipyramidal coordinati-

; on alternated.

• The farther hydratation of the complex III lead to the

, rupture of direct bonds between metals with macrocycle molecule

and to the crystalliEation of an ionic complex Mg(H-O)g • 2(15-

& 2 i n t e r a c t i o n g

was of hardly complicated hydrogen-bond nature.
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CRYSTAL AND MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF DIMETHYLPHENYLSULFONIUM

TRICYANODICUPRATE(I)

„ , * •» '
J. CernaJc and M. Dunaj-Jurco

Department of Inorganic Chemistry, P.J.Safarik

University. 041 54 Kosice. Czechoslovakia

Department of Inorganic Chemistry. Slovak Technical

University. 612 37 Bratislava, Czecholsovakia

The title complex in the form of colorless crystals was

prepared by slow crystallization from aqueous solution [1].

Crystal data are: monoclinic, P21/n, a= 8.582(5). b=

12.979(5), c= 11.745(6) 8. ft= 101.10(4)°. Z= 4. DQ= 1.79.

D = 1.79 gem . The structure was solved by the heavy atom
c

method and refined by least-squares to a R= 0.0532 for 1244

observed reflections (F S 4cr_) .

° F +
The crystal structure consists of an isolated [Me,PhS)

cation and a polymeric tCu2^CN)3'» anion. This anion is

built up from deformed sheets, which are linked via long

Cu(2)-C(l) bonds (2.419(2) 8). From crystallographically and

stereochemically point of view there are two different

copper atoms in the sheet. The Cu(l) atom exhibits classical

trigonal coordination, while the Cu(2) atom exhibits a very

deformed tetrahedral coordination. A very short Cu(2)...

Cu(2) (in an adjacent sheet) distance 2.655(2) A* was

observed. This distance was found to be 2.95 8 in the

similar KCu2(CN)3.H2O complex [2].

The space within the sheets is occupied by the pyramidal

sulfonium cation which is disordered in two positions. Fror.i

the refinement the occupation probabilities 68:32 were

found.

1. K. Gyoryova, not published results.

2. D. T. Cromer and A.C. Larson, Acta Cryst. 15 (1962) 397.
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CRYSTAL AND MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF TRISBUTYL(IV)-

U R A C I L A C E T A T E [ ( C 4 H 9 J

Eleonora Kello, Viktor Vrabel and Vladimir Rattay

Department of Analytical Chemistry, Slovak Technical University

RadlinskeTio 9, 812 37 Bratislava

A great attention has been paid to the study of the crystal

structures of organotin compounds because of their varied types

of coordination geometry at tin atom and because of their bio-

logical activity, too. The industrial importance of organotin

compounds is well documented but questions of their mode of
1 2

action still remain ' . A central question in the structural

chemistry of triorganotin(IV) carboxylates is in which way the

carboxylate group will chelate. The crystal structure of Bu,-

Sn-uracilacetate was solved by heavy atom method and refined

with diagonal-matrix least squares to R = 0.059 and f?w= 0.061.

The crystals are monoclinic, a space group C2/c and lattice pa-

rameters : a = 18.402(17), b = 16.861(19), c = 16.328(16) t,

G = 117.04(7)°, 2 = 8 . Trisbutyltin(IV) uracilacetate is one-

dimensional polymer with five-coordinate tin with the electro-

negative oxygen atoms occupying the apical positions of the

distorted trigonal bipyramid. The bond lengths Sn-C(l) 2.131(15)

Sn-C(5) 2.164(12), Sn-C(9) 2.147(11), Sn-0(l) 2.120(6) A of the

coordination polyhedron C-jSnOj is completed by the fifth inter-

molecular bond Sn...0(4) [l/2-x, 1/2-y, 1/2-z] 2.672(6) %. The

bridging 0(4) atom belongs to the uracil molecule. 0(l)-Sn-0(4)

[l/2-x, 1/2-y, 1/2-z] angle is 172.9(2)°. The acetate group acts

as a monodentate ligand which is quite unusual in the polymer

crystal structures of the triorganotin carboxylates.

1. G.K.Sandhu, N.Sharma and E.R.T.Tiekink, J.Organomet.Chem.

371 (1989) C1-C3

2. M.M.Amini, S.Weng Ng, K.A.Fidelis, M.J.Heeg, C.R.Muchmore,

0. van der Helm and 0.J.Zuckerman, 3.0rganomet.Chem.365

(19B9) 103.
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CRYSTAL STRUCTUR2 AND PROPERTIES OP SOME DITHIOCARBAMATO-

-ORGANOTIN(IV) COMPLEXES

Y.Vra'bel, J.Lokaj, E.Kello, A.C.Batsanov and Yu.T.Struchkov

Department of Analytical Chemistry, Slovak Technical

University, Redlinskdho 9, B12 37 Bratislava,Czechoslovakia

Interest in dithiocarbamate idtc) complexes of organotin

species arises in part because of their varied structures

i and because of their biological activity. Crystallographic

studies of these complexes have revealed a variety of coor-

dination geometries around the Sn 8tom, with coordination

numbers ranging from 4 to 7. There are three ways of coor-

dination of dtc to Sn atom: 1) monodentate-one Sn-S dis-

tance is approximately 2.5 R and the second Sn-S distance

is longer than the sum of van der Waals radiiJ 2) bidentate-

both Sn-3 distances ere in the interval 2.5-2.8 R\ 3) aniso-

bidentate-one of the Sn-S distance is approximately 2.5 and

the second 3.0 S.

In a continuing effort to understand to coordination chem-

istry of such complexes we studied end report here the erys-

: tal structure of (n-C.HgJgSnfSgCNlCgH-)^ (I) 8nd (n-C.Hg),-

\ Sn[S2CN(C,H7)2]2 (II). The structural features of the com-

% pound (I) 8re similar to the compound (II). The dtc ligands

; in both complexes are anisobidentically chelated to tin, with

'.: one longer and one shorter Sn-S bond (av=2.953 and 2.531 R

in compound (I); 2.979 and 2.527 R in compound (II), respect-

j ively). The long Sn-S distances are significantly less than

| the sum of the van der Waels radii, and the coordination num-

t ber of tin is unembiquously assigned as six. The overall ge-

'% ometry at tin is, however, highly distorted from trans octa-

| hedral ; the C-Sn-C angles are only 140.8 and 132.6° in com-

?- pound (I) and 132.5° in compound (II), respectively. The tin

and four sulfur atoms of the dtc ligands are nearly coplanar

but are badly distorted from square-planar geometry (cis

S-Sn-S angles range fro-n 63.8 to 148.6°).



THE STUDY OF STRUCTURAL ASPECTS OF SOg ADSORPTION ON ZEOLITE

NaY BY X-RAY POWDER DIFFRACTION

S.D.Kirik, S.A.Dubkova, A.A.Dubkov,

O.M.Sharonova, A.G.Anshits

Institute of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, Siberian

Branch of the USSH Academy of Sciences, 660036, Krasnoyarsk

Now it is obvious that the investigations of adsorption

properties of zeolites need in direct structural information

on a location of adsorbed species in zeolite cavities. Only

X-ray and neutron powder diffraction methods are able to gi-

ve such information because of polycrystal form of materi-

als. In the communication the results of investigation of

adsorbed S0« location will be presented.

Samples of NaY zeolites with different Al/Si ratio were

studied in two states: initial dehydrated (723K) and pretre-

ated with S0?. X-ray powder patterns were collected in low

temperature chamber at 120K. The data were processed by Rie-

tveld method and the technique of electron density map were

used for location of species with great thermal movement.

In the adsorption state the zeolite framework shrunks

a little. Two places of location of adsorbed SOg molecules

were distinguished. The first one is situated in region of

12-ring in the case of high Al content and near the walls of

large cavity (site S.-.) at low Al content. These places are

characterized by weak interaction with framework, so the

peaks of electron density are rathar erosive. The second one

well locates near 6-ring in a great cavity. This form of ad-

sorption firmly interacts with cation system of zeolite and

causes of serious alterations of cation structure of zeo-

lite. The quantity of adsorbed SOg is directly correlated

with quantity of cations in position SJJ.
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DYNAMICAL HYSTERESIS PHENOMENA IN PROUSTITE IN THE RANGE OF
COMMENSURATE AND INCOMMENSURATE PHASES

I.M.Shmyt'ko, B.Sh.Bagautdinov, N.S.Afonikova

Institute of Solid State Physics Academy of Sciences of the
DSSR, Chernogolovka, Moscow distr, 142432, USSR

Proustite (AgtAsSs) has four phase states: PI below 28K,
the commensurate modulated structure at 28-50K, the
incommensurate phase at 50-60K and R3c at 60-400K. This
communication deals with the results of an X-ray investigation
of dynamical hysteresis phenomena in proustite in the range of
phase transitions (PhT) between the high temperature and the
incommensurate phases and between the incommensurate and the
commensurate phases. It is shown that:
- there is an anomalous temperature hysteresis of the high
temperature-incommensurate PhT in which the temperature of PhT
under cooling is higher than the temperature of PhT under
heating (reverse hysteresis). The width of hysteresis depends
on the velocity of temperature change and it is the greater
the greater is the rate of cooling, and the lower is the
temperature of the reverse heating;

- the dynamical hysteresis phenomena was also observed in the
range of the commensurate modulated phase;
- it is shown that the structure state of the incommensurate
phase is dependent on the temperature course: the quality of
structure state is better if the incommensurate state is
obtained under heating from the commensurate phase;
- the relaxation process is observed in the range of
commensurate-incommensurate PhT.

The results are explained on the base of ordering processes
of Ag* ions from ecrivalent positions in high temperature
rhombohedral cell.
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THE INCOMMENSURATE MISFIT LAYER STRUCTURE OF (Ca,Sr>2Cu?03 x

x 1.42 CuO2.

J. Stepieri-Oamm, I. Uszyriski, A. Zygmunt, K. tukaszewicz

W. Trzebiatowski Institute for Low Temperature and Structure

Research, Polish Academy of Sciences, pi. Katedralny 1,

50-950 Wroclaw, POLAND

The crystal structure of (Ca, Sr)2Cu20, x 1.42 CuO- has been

solved independently by a few research groups (1-4) by using

different assumptions and approximations. We have shown, that

this is a typical example of a doubly periodic intergrowth modu-

lated crystal structure consisting of two interpretating sublat-

tices incommensurate along the c-axis, with the following lat-

tice parameters: a- = 11.375 A, b = 12.897 A, cL = 3.920 A,

c- = 2.756 A. The first sublattice consists of (Ca, Sr^Cu-O,

layers and the second one of CuQ2 ribbons. The basic structures

of both sublattices have space groups Fmmm. The coefficient in

the ratio of c-parameters Cj/Cg - 1.42. We have also shown that

both sublattices are modulated.

The structure of (Ca, Sr)2Cu20, x 1.42 Cu02 can be also des-

cribed as a superstructure with cz 7xc, * 10xc2. In this appro-

ximation, however, the essential features of the crystal struc-

ture resulting from its incommensurability are lost.

1. 3. Beille et al., Physica C 156, 448 (1988).

2. E.M. McCarron Mat.Res.Bull. 23, 1355 (1988).

3. T. Siegrist ibid., 23, 1429 (1988)

4. J. Ste,pieri-Damm et al., Collected Abstr. of XII ECM, 3,

457, Moscow 1989.
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THE TRANSFORMATION FROM a TO ft MODYFICATION OF THE CRYSTAL

STURCTURE OF NH4LiS04 CRYSTALS.

*
A.Pietraszko and B, Hilczer

Institute for Low Temperature and Structure Research,

Polish Academy of Sci., Wroclaw. Poland.

Institute of Molecular Physics, Polish Academy of Sci.,

Poznart, Poland.

The crystal structure of the /9-NH4LiS04 (/3-LAS) crystals

belongs to the crystal sturcture family of (NH4) 2
S 0 4 tVP18-

Single crystals prepared by slowl evaporation aqueous solution

above 30°C belong to ft-LhS modyfication. Single crystals grown

at 5°C belong to the second modyfication a-LAS [1].

The temperature dependence of the diffraction pattern obtained

by using the high-temperture Guiniei—camera confirmed the

inreversible transformation from a to ft modyfication of LAS

crystals at about 135°C. The Weissenberg photographes at room

temperature showed three type of X-ray reflections. Strong

[1 reflections correspond to the orthorhombic unit cell with

ao-17.105A, bo-4.941A, and co~5.103A with Pn2.a space gorup.

Week reflections indicate on the superstructure with the

p lattice parameters a'-a ,b'-b ,c'-2c and the space group

jv P21ca. Diffuse reflections require still futher multiplication

|! of lattice cell with the lattice parameters a''-2a ,b"-b and

?• c''-2c (P2.ca). The crystal structure with the unit cell

' a ,b and c has been determined at room temperature and it is

isomorphic with the crystal structure NHLLiSeO. crystal [3].

I The temperature dependence of lattice parameters and the

jj. intensity of the selected ref lctions have been measured by

f using the Bond diffractometer and the automatic 4-circle

\ diffractometer .

••• 1 T.Hildmann, doctor dissertation, Uni Achen, 1980.

2. I.Sosnowaka, private communication, (1989).

3. A.Watkowska and R. Allmann, Cryst .Struct .Comtn. 11 (1982)
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X-RAY STRUCTURAL REPINMENT AND MODELING OF
Fe/Mg DISTRIBUTIONS IN OLIVINES AT VARIOUS T AND fO2-

S.S. Meshalkin, N.R. Khlsina, V.S. Urusov

Crystallochemical laboratory, Inst. or Geochem. & Analyt.
Chem. Acad. of Scl. of the USSR, Moscow, USSR.

Distributions of Fe and Mg over structurally-nonequivalent
positions Ml and M2 of natural ollvine Mg^ <8Fe 2S10 4 were stu-
died by X-ray structural analysis (XRSA) before and after an-
nealing at temperatures 800, 1000, 1200°C and ro2 10"

8- 10~19

bar.Preclslon XRSA (Mo i^.SYNTEX Pf, averaging over 4 nonequl-
valent areas) and subsequent refinement (RFINE-IV [11) using
different models (with chemical constraints as well) show Ml
and M2 octahedra of Initial sample ol-RS are filled complete-
ly, distribution coefficient of Mg and Fe KD is 0.94.Annealed
samples show Kj> 1.09-1.15 at experimental T and fO2.
Effective distribution coefficient K§f=(Fe*(Mi )/Fe*(M2))
(Mg(M2)/Mg(M1)) is Introduced (Fe*=-Fe+NifCo+Mn) because
XRSA allows to determine only total occupancy of structural
site by atoms with close atomic numbers (Fe,Ni,Co,Mn).Large
Influence of Nl/Mn ratio on Kp* in samples studied was detec-
ted by modeling of KJj* dependence on sum of d-element-lmpuri-
tles.Calculated Kp* 1.06 for ol-RS strongly deviates from ex-
perimental one,but the deviation is lovered after annealing.
The increasing of KJj* is stipulated only for Increasing of
Fe* In M1.while Fe* In M2 Is constant. The fact can be ex-
planed by entering of Fe 2 + cations Into M1 after annealing.
Fe 2 + was Initially located In a bulk of sample as Fe 3 + or
"FeO" created in oxidized conditions by reaction
2Fe2+(M1)+2Fe2+(M2)+1/202->Fe

2+(M1 )+V"(M1)+2Fe3+(M2)+"Fe0".
Modeling of dependence of Kpf on the amount of vacancies In
M1 was done to check these hypothesis.

1 Finger L.W., Prince E. (1975) System of FORTRAN-IV com-
puter programs for crystal structure computations. Inst.
Mater. Res. Nat. Bur. Stand. Wash.(D.C.).NBS technical
note 854.
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THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF EUgCOgGA3 g COMPOUND

Vu. N. Grin, O. M. Sichewich

Lviv State University, Lviv, USSR

The new ternary compound with approximate composition

Eu_Co,_Ga_ „ has been found during phase investigation in the

system Eu - Co - Ga. The samples have been prepared by direct

reaction between the components in the arc furnace using the

protective argon atmosphere vtxth the following annealing at

870K C400 Yd in vacuum.

The crystal structure of EugCogGa^ _ compound has been

studied by means of single crystal method Cautomatic

diffractometer "Syntex P2. ", MoAC -radiation). The dimensions

of the tetragonal unit cell have been found from rotation

patterns and refined on the single crystal diffractometer:

<2-lO. 474C33, c-11.045C4)A, K-1211.7 A3, 2-4.. The reflection

conditions for 560 observed reflections lead to only one

possible space group - Pi/nntm. The structure has been solved

by means of direct methods and refined by least squares method

for isotropic secondary extinction and with anisotropic

thermal parameters CR-O. 063 for 360 independent reflections}.

The final values of' atomic position and thermal parameters are

as follows: 8Eui in 8Cj3 xxz, x-0.0139, 2-O.6684, S-0. 78; 4Eu2

in 4C/!> 3^4 1X4- s, 2-O.3459, B-O.8; 4Eu3 in 4C<£> 0 O 0, S-0.6;

£Eu4 in 2Cci 1X4 1^4 s, s»0.0.7036, B-0.8; 2Eu5 in 2Cc),

2-0.999, B-l.l; 8Col O C o 0 7 gGa 0 gg3 In 8C i5 lx4vs, y-0.629,

z-0.O84O, BmQ.7; 8Co2 C-CoQ 5 3Ga 0 ^ in 8Ct3, y«0.437,

f s-0. 4687, B-0. 7; 8Co3 C -Co0 gjGa 3 in SCO, y-0.551,

s-0.8677, S-0.5; 8Co4 O C o Q ggGa0 ^3 in SCO, y«0.0481,

£-0.2110, B-O. 6; 8Co5 C -Co i in £Cc5, s-0. 316, S-O. 7.

The structure of EugCogGa3 g is the first representative of

the new structure type with a cubic coordination of the

smallest atoms and can be described as one related to the

fv CsCl-type and contents the distorted cubic packing of Eu-atoms'

I!.' with the Co- and Ga-atoms in the centers of cubes. The part of

jj.j Eu-atoms in the tops of cubes is replaced either by

)!-'. tetrahedrons from Cot GaJ -atoms or by extra Co-atoms.
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X-RAY INVESTIGATION OP THE PHASE EQUILIBRIA AND CRYSTAL
STRUCTURES IN Pr-Re-B AND Ho-Ni-B SYSTEMS

Yu.B.Kuz'ma, S.I.Mylchalenlco, I.B.Gubych and N.F.Chaban

Department of chemistry, I.pranko Lvov University,

Lomonosov str. 6, Lvov 290005, USSR

The interaction between components in ternary systems

Pr-Re-B and Ho-Ni-B has been studied by means of X-ray

analysis (powder and Bingle crystal methods). The isother-

mal sections of the phase diagrams at 800°C have been con-

structed. There were 5 ternary compounds found in the sys-

tem Pr-Re-B and crystal structures of 3 ones were determi-

ned. The system Ho-Ni-B has 16 ternary bcrides and their

crystal structures have been established.

The structure determination of the new compounds

PrgRe.j2_:xB12 and Ho^Ni^B^Q ussing the single crystal auto-

matic difractometer syntex P2- is reported now. These bori-

des are the first representatives of new structure types.

The programs of Patterson function automatic analysis and

the calculations of complet and differencial electron den-

sities were used. The structure of Pr8Re13-xB12 (Xs0»39»

space group R3m, a=10.665(3), c=14.830(3)A, RaO.04) is

built from the columns of deformed trigonal prisms and the

empty tetrahedra forming the six-member channels. There are

both isolated Pr or Re atomj and the groups of atoms Re, or

Be in the channels. Boron atoms form the flat groups B ^

consisting of six-member rings with 6 sidelong atoms. The

isostructural borides ^Q^e-\^x^2 tin » Ce, Nd, Gd) have

been obtained.

The structure Ho,Ni^qB^0 (space group C2/m, a-13.177(2),

b»8.719(2)i c«5»780(1)A, p«91.33O)°, R-O.O55) consists of

layers of metal atoms being parallels to plane XZ and boron

atoms are placed in a space betwee;i them. The serie of

compounds IHjS±^B^Q (In • Y, Gd, Tb, Dy, Er) belongs to

the same structure type*
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X-RAY IHVESTIGATIOIT OP SYSTEM Ni-Si-P

O.ff.Ilnitskaya and Yu.B.Kuz'taa

Department of Chemistry, I.Pranko Lviv University,

lomonosov Str.6, Lviv 290005, USSR

The interaction between components in ternary system

Ni-Si-P has been determined by X-ray powder and single cry-

stal analysis in the range up to 0,70 at.parts of phospho-

rus. The isothermal section of phaBe diagram at 1070 X baB

been built. Samples were prepared from the mixture of ele-

mental components by arc melting or by annealing in evacu-

ated silica tubes at high temperature ( range 0,6-1,0 and

0-0,6 at.parts of Ki content respectively). There are 7

compounds and solid solution NipSi-P..x ( 0^x^:0,85 ) in

]Ji-Si-P system. The crystal structure of several compounds

has been determined by means of single-crystal method :

Hi2Si? ( sp.gr.Pbca, a=0,5927(2),b=0,4938(2),c=1,3633(5)nra,

R=O,O65 ), Ni5Si2P3 (sp.gr.Pbca, a=3,414(1}, b=0,5941(2),

c=0,4932(2) nm, R=O,O63), Hi-j -jgSi., 7 6P 6 (sp.gr. Imm2 ,

a=0,35068(2), b=1,1087(1), c=0,5313(1) nm, R=0,036 ) and

P4 ( sp.gr.I42m, a=0,51598(8), c=1,0350(1) nm,R=0,029>

The crystal structure of compounds ifipSiP, KicSipP-j

and ^NiySi2Pc are the representatives of homological

serie of structures related to MnP-type structure.

The coordination polyhedra of phosphorus atoms in these

structures are trigonal priBms of Ni atoms.

The structures of compounds Hio -jcSi-i ncJ?c and MiSioP*

are derivatives from : sphalerite structure and charac-

!;f terized by tetrabedral coordination of all atoms.
•3
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X-RAY lavjiiJTI&ATIOM OP ISRMARif SYSTEMS {zr,Nd,Sm,Tb}-Ni-P

7a,?•lx:;:Ltskiyz, 3.V.Grlshchiu, s,I.5hikhri.1 and

Department of Chemistry, I.Pranko Lvov University,
Lomonosov ^tr. 6, Lvov 290005, USSR

The interaction between components in ternary systems
fzr,Nd,sm,Tbj-Ni-P in the range of 0-0,67 at.parts of phos-
phorus content has been investigated by means of X-Ray phase
and structure analysis, polycrystalline samples were prepa-
red from the mixture of elemental components with nominal
stated purity higher than 99,7 % by arc melting (0-0,33 at.
parts of P) or by annealing in evacuated silica tubes (the
other part). The isothermal sections at 1070 K for investi-
gated systems have been built. There were 12, 10, 8 and 8
ternary compounds obtained in systems />Zr,Nd,Sm,TbJ-Ni-P
respectively.

Crystal structure determination was carried out by means
of X-Ray single crystal and powder methods. The structure
of Zr2Ni.,_xP, x=0,52 (R=0,044), Nd2Ni?P4 (R=O,O54), N d ^ N i ^
(R=O,O61), SmJfi4P2 (R=0,041), Tbj_xNiP, x=0,05 (R»O,O75)
are the first representatives of new structure types.

The solid solutions Zr2(Ni,P), Zr14(Ni,P)g, O-Zr(Ni,P)
with the substitution of Ni and P atoms form in Zr-Ni-P sys-
tem on the base of binary compounds. In ternary compounds
Zr-jNî Po and Zr,N±Po there is the statistic arrangement of
Ni and P atoms. All ternary lanthanoid transition metal
phosphides has the constant composition and regular arran-
gement of Ni and P atoms. No solid solutions form in these
systems. Compounds with metaljnonmetal ratio as 2:1 have
two-layers structures, which consist of the same composi-
tion blocks of atoms. Coordination polyhedra of phosphorus
atotaa in these structures are: trigonal prism (compounds
with 0,25-0,33 at.parts of P) or Archemedian cube ( compo-
unds Zr4NiP, 3r»

i2_xP2'
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CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF 0Hnj,Te3 AT HIGH PRESSURE UP TO 10 EPa

AND ROOM TEMPERATURE.

N. Serebryanaya.

INSTITUTE of HIGH PRESSURE PHYSICS of USSR ACADEMY of

SCIENCES, 142092, Troitsk, Moscow region,USSR.

The ambient pressure Ctln2Te3 has the ordered super-lat-

tice structure of zinc-blende type. The high pressure phase
II VI

transition of zinc-blende A B compounds (chalcogenides

of Zn and Cd) and also InTe was known. The crystal structu-

re of NaCl-type is characteristic of the high pressure phase

of these compounds. In the present study the high pressure

powder diffraction investigation of Ofrln Te (In Te )
2 3 *O.l SP.£>

was carried out. X-ray apparatus in situ of the anvil type

was used. Pressure was determined by the equation solid sta-

te data of NaCl used also as the international standard.

MoK .j-rays and film technique were used.

The reversible phase transition was found at p=2.7 GPa.

The change of crystal structure with the pressure rise was

observed! strong odd lines o-? zinc-blende sub-cell (111),

(311) became weaker at p>2.7 GPa and dissappeared at p>3.8

GPa. Simultaneously the even (200) line became strongest and

(222) and some extra lines were appeared. The structure

of high pressure phase of I n 2
Te

 3 < T'P
tiOlse} W Q S proposed as

', the super-lattice structure type Sc S .The 7"P^ose structure

is based on a slightly tetragonally distorted NaCl sub-cell:

" a=5.81 A, c=5.99 A, the change of volume -Av/V =3.7 7. (at

j; 2.7 GPa). The equations of s*ote of Ot- and 7"Phcse's were co

lculated. After unloading the apparatus, some quantity c-f

t the 7"Phase remined at normal conditions. The crusicii che-

mical properties and phase transition of In le ̂ , inTe c.rd

A B compounds were discussed.

II
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THE RELATIONS BETWEEN MINERALOGY AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

OF SEDIMENTARY ROCKS

J.Rusek

Mining Institute, Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences,

Studentska 1768, 708 00 Ostrava, Czechoslovakia

X-ray diffraction phase analysis, energy dispersive

x-ray microanalysis and digital image analysis were used to

study sedimentary rocks from Czechoslovak part of the Upper

Silesian Coal Basin. Sandstone samples rich in quartz were

selected as well as siltstones and claystones rich in clay

minerals.

The paper is focused on finding: (a) the differences in

the mineralogical and chemical composition of the matrix and

grains, (b) the composition and characteristics of the clay

minerals separated from the samples.

On the basis of the results the author study the

relations between the mineralogy in the rocks and their

physical properties.

1. 3.
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ALUMINATES : CRYSTAL STRUCTURES AND X-RAY DIFFRACTION PATTERNS

Z. Weiss", M. Chmielova"* and 3. LeSko**

M Coal Research Institute, 716 07 Ostrava-Radvanice,

«* Inst. of Theory of Metallurgical Processes, Academy

of Sciences, Ostrava, Czechoslovakia

We excerpted data from recently published refined structures of alumina-

tes and computed crystallochemical and geometrical characteristics of poly-

hedra in their structures (Al-tetrahedra and Ca-polyhedra). These characteri-

stics enabled us to derive the degree of deformation of individual polyhedra

One of four tetrahedra of 5Ca0.3Al20j structure, one of two tetrahedra of

12CaO.7Al2O, structure and both tetrahedra of 3CaO.Al2O3 structure exhibit

a high degree of deformation. In contrast, all tetrahedra of CaO.Al,^ and

4Ca0.3Al20, structures exhibit a relatively low degree of deformation. The

Ca atoms are coordinated by different number of oxygens. The most heteroge-

nous situation is in the 3CaO.Al2O, structure. The atoms Ca(l), Ca(2) and

Ca(3) are octahedrally coordinated. The atoms Ca(4), Ca(5) and Ca(6) are

irregularly coordinated by nine, eight and seven oxygen atoms, respectively.

The first group of oxygen forms a first-nearest-neighbour coordination sphe-

re and another group of oxygens forms the second one. The Ca-atoms are coor-

dinated by six oxygens in all polyhedra of CaO.AlJD, and 5f,'aO.3Al2O, structu-

res. The differences between contributions of the first ami second coordina-

tion spheres are not so pronounced as in the polyhedra of the 3Ca0.AL20,

structure. Next group of aluminate structures forms the structures CaO.2Al2O,

and 12Ca0.7Al20j, where the Ca atoms are irregularly coordinated by five and

seven oxygens, respectively. A differentiation between the first and second

coordination sphere is not possible.

The structure data enabled us also to calculate X-ray powder diffraction

patterns which is an important step because published powder data of indivi-

dual aluminate phases differ somewhat. The possibilty of identification of

aluminate phases by powder diffraction is very important (e.g. in cementite

mineralogy) and we hope that single-crystal data provide a good basis for .

calculations of reliable X-ray powder data.



?H2 X-RAY CHARACTERISATION OF COMPLEX DISORDERED POLYTYPICAL

STRUCTURES IK ZnS:Cr SINGLE CRYSTALS

M.J. Kozielski and J. C-osk

Institute of Physics, Warsaw Technical University

ul.Koszykowa 75, 00-662 Vferszawa, • Poland

The results of X-ray investigation of real structures of

ZnS:Cr single crystals are presented. The dopsd ZnS single

crystals were grown fron the melt by hijrh-pressure Bridgem-

an's method, Cr dopant convertes the structure of ZnS sin-

gle crystals from 3C with individual stacking faults ( for

pure ZnS ) to the complex polytypical structures disordered

ir. one dimension with superimposed specific orderings of cp

layers into polytype cells LH (L=21, 1=2,3,4 and 5), The

structures are character!sad by Farkas-Jahnke statistical

parameters 7r'(m,p), (1) and by the polytype unit cells for-

mation probability parameters Pj.., (2).

The original method of investigation of specific graphs

•7T*(0,p) vs. hexagonality parameter <̂  is elaborated.

References:

(1) Farkas-Jahnke M., Acta Cryst. B29 (1973) 407.

(2) Palosz E. and J. Przedraojski, Acta Cryst. A32_ (1976)

409.
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STRUCTURE OF THE FROZEN M.B.B.A. NEMATIC.

L.A.Novomlinsky.

Institute of Solid State Physics, USSR Acadeny of Sciences,

Chernogolovka, Moscow district. 142432, USSR.

Frozen liquid crystals (FLC) are of particular significan-

ce among a great number of disordered solid-phase structure.

The things is, that macroscopicnl structural anisotropy can be

created in a liquid-crystal (LC) sample by orienting the mole-

cules of the substance by an external magnetic or electrical

field. When frozen (in liquid nitrogen), a liquid crystal

maintains its basic structural properties.

A disorder in orientation and disposition of the centers of

gravity in a nematic "are frozen" in FLC. As the temperature

insreases, some structural (and macrostructural) rearrangement

take place,and before melting to the mesophase (293K) a crys-

tal substance is formed. In the present work we have performed

an analysis of FLC at 85K and 205K (after the first phase tra-

| nsition), which permits drawing conclusions on the fundamental

characteristic features of the FLC structure and structure roo-

: difications in the system.

:• The distribution of the diffracted X-Ray intensity in a re-

i ciprocal space in oriented FLC forms complicated figures. The
i

J reciprocal space is characterised here by cylindric symmetry

•/ with infinit order axis oriented along director n - orientati-

• ons of long axes of molecules.

In our experiments we constructed two-dimensional charts of

'.: isolevels of distribution of the diffracted X-Ray intensity by

P means of a set of cross-sections along the radius-vector.

I It should be noted that the specific ordering of the near-

?; est neighbour molecules is displayed sample average, but local

disordering of molecules may occur ind can be significant. The

I »tructure of a new phase (above 2O2K) is intermediate between

j? disordered state of nematic FLC and crystalline compound. It'

quite possible that this is a paracrystalline state.
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Model of MBBA solid phase structure by X-ray
and Neutron Diffraction

Gy. Torok -L. Rosta

Central Research Institute for Physics,H-1525 Budapest P.O.B. 49 Hungary

The molecular packing of liquid crystals MBBA has been investigated.
In order to get an insight into the molecular structure,we have studied the solid
state polymorphbm [1] of MBBA and beside the X-ray diffraction experiments
[2] neutron powder measurements were carried out [3] on each solid phases.

The the structure refinement of C5 phase (stable crystalline phase below
200 K) was made by the Rietveld profile analysis. Because of the little differ-
ence of molecules EBBA and MBBA (one -CH2 group in a butyl chain) we
started from the known crystalline structure of the EBBA compound (space
group P2/c). The diffraction peaks were approximately indexed, and the first
step of fit was made to obtain a probable parameter set of elementary cell. In
the triclinic lattice found, the atomic coordinates of the MBBA molecule were
fixed, and a next refinement step was made by changing the atomic positions
in order to obtain the best fit to the structure factor function. The refinement
procedure of other phases i.e. C6 was made by changing the molecular con-
formation and then using the Rietveld analysis too. The best conformation
was obtained by minimizing the following functional

mill =
hkt

In this way a successive fitting to different parameter sets of conformation in
the refinement process gives the molecular arrangement.

As a result, a molecular packing scheme is proposed for the crystalline
phases of the MBBA and the frustration of molecular segments can be evalu-
ated for the less ordered states.

1 -L. Rosta et al. Mol.Cryst.Liq.Cryst. 146. pp.463(1987)
2 .G.Pepy et al. Phyi Scrypta (1989, in press)
3 .V.K.Dolganov et al. Comm. JINR.Dubna P-14-486(1985)
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STRUCTURE ANALYSIS OF PERCOLATION - AMORPHOUS PHASE.,
IN SOLIDS

A.E.Kiv , I.G.Zaharchenko

Department of Theoretical Physics , Pedagogical
institute Ushinskoho , 270020 Odessa , USSR

We investigated by computer modeling method the initial
stages of amorphous phase formation under the ion implanta-
tion of solids. The method is based on the assumption that
each ion hitting in lattice atom leads to disodered region
(DR) arising. The DR size is depended on the ion energy.

The model is performed a simple cubic lattice with one
thousand atoms. On each step of the modeling the random num-
ber generator detected lattice site where the DR is arised.

Then we can determine the step ("the ion dose") when DR
: formed the infinite cluster of DR in percolation theory
terms /Ref <, 1/.

We have found that infinite cluster was arised when DR are
occupied very little part of model volume. From the structure
analysis point of view we have not amorphous material.

Our quantitative investigations show that we received a new
material modification. This material has amorphous properties
when we considered processes of carrier transfer. But it has
properties of crystal when we carry out the structure analysis.

Our results are compared with experimental dates.

1. B,I.Shklovskiyl A.L.Efros , Electronnaya teoria neupo-
ryadochennyh poluprovodnikov , Nauka , Moskva 1987.
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STRUCTURE INVESTIGATIONS OP ORIENTATIONAL GLASSES IN THE

SIMPLEST MOLECULAR CRYSTALS

A.P.Iaakina, V.B.Kokshenev

Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering

Ukr.SSR Academy of Sciences, Kharkov, USSR

In solutions of spherically symmetrical impurities in mo-

lecular cryocrystala the orientationally ordered high-tempe-

rature phases can sometimes exist even at helium temperature.

The interest in such disordered phases is due to the peculi-

ar behaviour of their rotational subsystem. At low tempera-

ture the molecular orientations are frozen and the orienta-

tional glass state is formed.

X-ray studies of the structures and the thermal expansion

coefficients (TEC) of the concentrated fee solutions CD^-Kr

revealed anomalies of TEC at T 25 K, analogous to observed

in solid ortho-para solutions of H_, D2 and in freezed hep

solutions N2-Ar. The anomalies of TEC are revealed as a ma-

ximum, which decreases and is displaced to lower T with dec-

reasing molecular component. The temperature and concentrati-

on dependencies of TEC for CD,-Kr are compared with those

for hydrogens ortho-para phase mixtures and the range of T,

where the octupole glass state can exist, is estimated /Bef.

1/. It is shown, the peculiarities observed are due to enha-

ncing of short-range orientational order in molecular subsys-

tem associated with cooperative character of hindering of mo-

:• lecules rotation at temperature lowering. Comparison was pe-

| rfonaed between microscopies for short-range orientational

% order areas of fee solutions CD,-Kr and the recent data for

j?v hep solutions of No-Ar, Op-Ar and Og-Kr. Theoretical analy-

£".; sis for non-central intermolecular interaction contributions

'!; in anomalies of thermodynamical properties was carried out.

' We offered possible mechanisms responsible for the formation

>'; of different short-range order in molecular systems obser-

1. A.P.Isalcina at al.,Sov.JLTP 13 (1987) 312.
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INVESTIGATION OP THE VISIBILITY OP X-RAY PATTERNS BY

JffiANS OP A TRIPLE POUR-CRYSTAL INTERFEROMETER

P.A.Bezirganyan, A.O.Aboyan and A.A.Khzardzhyan

Dept.of Physics, Yerevan State Univ., Mravian St.1,

Yerevan 375049, and Dept.of Radioengineering, Yerevan

Polytechnical Inst., Terian St.105, Yerevan 375009,

Armenia, USSR

Double and triple four-crystal interferometers are very

convenient tools for experimental investigation of the de-

pendence of visibility of interference patterns on various

factors.

By the multiplicity of an interferometer we mean the num-

ber of symmetrically equivalent families of planes properly

arranged for the LLLL reflections.

For the triple interferometer (three symmetrically equi-

valent families of reflecting planes) such are the families

(1TO), (011), (T01) .

The advantages of such interferometers become apparent

in the following investigations:

The utilization of multiblock interferometers allows one

to carry out the investigation in several composite inter-

ferometers with the same family of reflecting planes at the

same orientation of the interferometer. The proposed inter-

ferometers are not only multiple function sets, but they

are also polyinterferometers, as for the given orientation

several interferometers are simultaneously operative - three

three-block and two four-block interferometers. This enables

one, first, to investigate the same defect (without changing

its orientation) by means of various interferometers belong-

ing to the same family of reflecting planes, and second, to

study the visibility of interference patterns in dependence

of the difference of amplitudes of interfering waves by de-.

laying different diffracted beams.
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CF iaULi'Ii'Lî -Ii-Av.i X-RKY Wii/iihCTOiCTftY TC SCi*Iii

FHOBLJiiiS Cr CrtYo

I...1 .Lurova, i'.i.I.Folyak, V.V.Ikachinko and S.A.Sheludko

Lcpart-nsnt of Solid state Physics, Chernovtsy University,

2 iCotsyubinsky Str., 27^012 Chernovtsy, USSR

A survey of works dealing with the geometrical aspects

of the multiple-beam X-ray diffractometry indicates that

the early studies were mostly concerned with indexing of

Renninger diagrams and determining lattice parameters of

single crystals (mostly of cubic symmetry) from the measu-

red angular separations between the multiple-beam peaks.

The present work is an attempt to reconsider the multip-

le-beam diffraction geometry as applied to the experimental

arrangements employed in multiple-beam diffractometry. The

familiar relationships between the multiple-beam diffrac-

tion vectors, X-ray wavelengths and the angular positions

of the peaks on the azimuthal scanning diagrams are ampli-

fied by a description of multiple-beam diffraction geomet-

ry in bipolar and spherical coordinates. The advantages of-

fered by the above approaches in solving specific problems

of geometrical crystallography and in understanding the me-

chanism behind the angular positions of the peaks on the

diagrams are demonstrated. Thus, by considering the recip-

rocal lattice geometry in conjunction with the Ewald sphe-

re in bipolar coordinates, one can easily show that angu-

lar positions of multi-beam peaks are not sufficient for

determination of all three coordinates of the relevant re-

ciprocal lattice points. Using the same approach, a proce-

dure for solving the above, problem is proposed which is ba-

sed on a combination of multiple-beam and two-beam diffrac-

tometry.

Expressions are obtained which can be employed for peak

indexing and determination of lattice parameters.
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THASB INVARIANTS AND PHASES OF DIFFRACTED WAVES UNDER

•7JLTIFLE-ZZM X-SAY DIFFRACTION

S.A.Sheludko and Yu.P.Stetsko

"Phonon" Design Bureau, Chernovtsy University,

27^029 Chernovtsy, USSR

The phase problem in X-ray crystallography is caused by

the impossibility of direct structure factor measurement of

X-ray reflections. The problem is of fundamental nature,

and is a consequence of the fact that there is little sense

in describing the positions of atomic planes which give the

observed X-ray reflections in any other way than in refe-

rence to an origin associated with other atomic planes,just

as it is in measuring the phase of an electromagnetic wave

in any other way than in reference to the phase of another

wave. This circumstance has the consequence that the only

potentially measurable quantities are the phase invariants

which are the sums of phases of several structure factors.

The probabilistic estimates of the phase invariants are

the subject of the "direct" methods of X-ray crystallogra-

phy. At the same time, multiple-beam X-ray diffraction is

a powerful tool for direct determination of phase invari-

ants from the measured angular intensity distributions of

multiple reflections.

The present paper is a study of the mechanism of pha-

se sensitivity of multiple-beam reflections as applied to

experiments based on multiple-beam X-ray diffractometry.

The angular intensity distributions are shown to be a re-

sult of interference of two coherent X-ray beams, one of

which can be assumed to be a reference beam. The above in-

terference is found to be related to the magnitude of the

phase invariant through the angular distributions of pha-

se differences between interfering beams in the multiple

beam case,
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AUTOMATED DECIPHERING OF NONSTAMDARD LAUE PATTERNS

I. Shs»r -:r??t,yev and A. Ttirbal

Crystallochemisiry Laboratory, Chelyabinsk University

ui.Molodogvardeitsev, 70-b, Chelyabinsk, 45^136, USSR

The i_aus method acquires nowadays quite a new life and

significance due to the use of computers in data deciphering,

thus turning to be the most universal, reliable and available

vehicle for the solution of ms"y problems in crystal studies.

The universal Laue camera scheme is analytically developed

which enables to treat both transmission and reflection X-ray

patterns of crystals taken at any geometry while controlling

sample and detector misorientations with respest to the

primary radiation beam. New effective computer methods are

suggested for the solution of basic orientation problems

arising in white X—ray studies of crystals with known atomic

structure (X-ray topography using both divergent and

synchrotron beams, diffuse scattering studies, crystal and

subqrains orientation etc.). For practical needs a number of

FORTRAN programs was written which provide: (A)the simulation

of a full set of reflections on the detector with regard

to their intensities; (B)indexing particular reflections when

the crystal orientation is controlled; (C) indexing a Laue

pattern and the complete crystal orientation when only the

sample cut indices are known; (D)complete deciphering a Laue

pattern when no information on crystal orientation is

available (indexing and orientation); (E)the simulation of

particular topography reflections for a sample with known

defect boundaries distribution; (F)the sample defect

boundaries reconstruction from the X—r*y topography data.

The autodeciphering procedures arm based on checking up

all the permitted crystal orientations in Laue experiment

finishing by the choice of the one most of all satisfying the

diffraction pattern within the real measurement accuracy. The

simulation of Laue patterns enables to verify the solution and

also to design the optimal geometry of diffraction studies.
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APPLICATION OF COMPUTER METHODS TO LAUE PATTERN INTERPRETATION

E.V.Shulakov and V.Sh.Shekhtman.

Institute of Solid State Physics, USSR Academy cf Sciences,

Chernogolovka. Moscow district, 142432, USSR.

Interest to computer methods for X-ray Laue photograph in-

terpretation arose at the beginning of the 60's. The problem

is solved either by the method of Laue patern simulation for

different crystal orientation and drawing atlas of standard

patterns or by the method of inverse problem wherein the spots

coordinates in the photograph are directly used to their inde-

xing and determination of the crystal orientation. Practice

has revealed that the first method had a limited application.

The second method is more promising, yet, it involves conside-

rable difficulties resulting from the necessity to analyze a

very large number of indexing schemes and the possible ambigu-

ity in interpretation.

This problem has been analyzed using the set theory. Condi-

tions under which the probability of the ambiguous interpreta-

tion is much less than 1 have been found and checked by compu-

ter experiment. A new computer solution of the inverse problem

was developed. Particular attention was paid to the optimiza-

tion of calculation algorithms with respect to^the processing

time minimization. The dialogue-service mode widely used in

the program structure provides its application by users with

different qualification. Output data are presented both in

tables and plots. In addition, the program . includes a set of

service routines enabling correction of input data, analysis

and optimisation c. results, as well as direct recommendation

such as tilt angles for specimen holder. The program can be

used for determining orientation of crystals with any structu-

re, indexing crystal faces, simulation and analysis of Laue

photographs. It has been successfully applied in structural

investigations of high-To superconductive crystals.

The program needs about 256K of memory, is written in MS

FORTHAN-5 and available for interactive work on MS-DOS.

1. Shulakov E.V. Acta Cryst., A40 suppl. (1984) C-435.
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INFIOfflCE OF ULTRASOUND ON CRYSTAL GROWTH FROM SOLUTION

V.I.Rnkin , A.L.Stolypko

Komi Science Center of the Ural Division of the USSR
• +

Academy of Sciences , Syktyvkar State University ,
167610, Syktyvkar, USSR

It is known, that ultrasonic wave leads to additional

pressure and heat effect in the solution /Ret.1/. Both

phenomena cause an opposite and sometimes comparative in-

fluences on growing crystal, which has direct dependence

of solibility upon temperature.

Growth rate, surface morphology of the K-alum crystal

and supersaturation near the observing face were measured

in situ with Michelson and holographic interferometers.

Frequency of the ultrasound was 1.5 HEGC.

Noticeable increase of growth rate was determined under

the influence of low intensity of ultrasound (less than

0.005 W/cm ). But response of clear vicinal face was weaker

than one of the face covered with many growth steps. Relief

of the crystal face was changing, while boundary layer was

becoming thicker and nonsteady. In the growth kinetics res-

ponse period of the switching on of the ultrasound is 2-3

times more than the relaxation period.

High intensity of ultrasound (more than 0.05 W/cm ) was

created by its transmission through crystal holder. Under

such conditions heat effect prevailed over additional pres-

sure and growth rate decreased. The wave-like srtucture in

the boundary layer and cells in the crystal face, which

have similar sizes (about 0.5 mm) were observed. In the

course of growth or dissolving periodic structure appeared

near the crystal face, but was not observed near the crys-

tal holder.

At the ultrasonic fields about 0.01 V//cm total kinetic

effect was equal to zero, yet morphology began to change.

1. V.S.Arakelyan, Acta Phys. Hung. 61 (1987) 185
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ADVANCED DIFFRACTION OPTICS FOR NEUTRON SCATTERING EXPERIMENTS

B. Alefssld*. J. Kulda. P. Lukas. P. Mikula, R. Scherm?

P. Strunz and V. Wagner

NPI, 25OO8 Re£. Czechoslovakia; C+5 PTB. 33OO Braun-

schweig, FRG; C*O KFA, 517O Julich, FRG.

Recently we have devoted much effort for developing some

neutron optical elements on the basis of elastically bent

perfect crystals for neutron scattering techniques. In our

contribution we demonstrate some examples of employing bent Si

crystals generally set in asymmetric diffraction geometry. The

application of focusing principles .In real space enables one

to concentrate on a sample a neutron beam with flux density

comparable or even larger than that achieved with conventional

mosaic crystals. In addition an easy application of focusing

in reciprocal space affects directly the instrumental

resolution /Ref. 1,2/. The utilization of two bent crystals in

the nondispersive setting opens the possibility of

constructing highly efficient double bent crystal

monochromators /Ref. 3/ or diffractometers for medium re-

solution SANS experiments /Ref. 4/. The use of the crystal

analyzer in the fully asymmetric diffraction geometry enables

the angular dependence of the SANS intensity to be transformed

into the positional dependence /Ref. 5/. In this way we

present actually the first experimental results obtained by

means of a high resolution position sensitive detector of KFA

Julich.

1. P. Mikula et al., J. Appl. Cryst. 19 C19863 334.

3. P. Mikula et al. , J. Appl. Cryst. 23 C19903 Cin prinO

3. P. Mikula et al. , J. Appl. Cryst. 17 C19842 189.

4. J. Kulda and P. Mikula. J. Appl. Cryst. 10 C19833 498.

5. P. Mikula et al. , J. Appl. Cryst. El C19883 33.
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Chernovtsy Ur.ivs-=:tv, 274012 Chsrncvtsy, LSSR

Liwecirrgcur; o1 £ siscuiarly ci-ftrsctsi w~.v2 with

close to :sro structure gnd.'cr polarisation factcrs is prs-

iicted aid analysed. It is similar tc the L'mwegsnrscunc o-f s.

difracted wave with closs to zero structure /Re-f.l/ and/or

polarization /Re-f.2/ -factors observed for other than erasing

dif -f ractior. geometries. snd /nanH?^" itsel-f as tfis increase

in the specularly diffracted bean intensity in the case of

the multiple-beam diffraction involving an allcwsd Umwegan-

ragung path. Ths possibility o-F such an effect was dadc.:rsc

from the si mi 1 arl i ty o-f structure and polarization dependen-

ces between the diffracted and specularly dif-fracisd /Ref.3/

waves in the twet-bea.-n case.

Calculations o-f angular and spectral distributions of

the reflection ccef-ficients of the specularly diffracted

baam for the thrss-heas; diffraction case fcr a grazing dif-

fraction geometry were carried cut which confirmed and pre-

dictad effect. This effect can be utilised for determining

the lattice parameters of the thin (10 - 100 A) single-

—crystal surface layers by measuring tha Umweg—type specu-

larly diffracted beam intensity as a function of sample

tsflspsrature. Such a measurement bscoraes possible because of

the arbitrary nature of multiple-beam diffraction for a

grazing diffraction ceamatry.

1. M. Renninv.er, Z. Phys. Bd. 106 (1937) 141 *

2. B.A- Kshevet-sky et a!. , Kristallographiya. A30 (19S5) 46S

3. A.M. Afanas'ev et al., Acta Cryst. A39 <19S3) 207
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The APPLICATION of 6 - 2 S SCANNING TECHNIQUE to the X-RAY

OCHSRETfT BRAGG REELECTION ROCKING CURVES from the

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE STRUCTURES

N.N.Faleev, L.I.Haks, I.K.Solomin, S.V.Batashova,

S.G.Konnikov.

A.F.Ioffe Physiko-Technical Institute. 194021,

Politeknicheskaya, 26, Leningrad, USES.

The new technique "based on the triple crystal scheme

(TCS) usage with 9-29 scanning of the investigated sample

and the crystal-analyserhave been suggested recently for

the X-Ray rocking curve (RC) recording /Ref.V and applied

to the superlattice (SL) investigations /F.ef.2/. Unlike the

SL case,most of the semiconductor device structures have

has some handreds angular second wide RC. In this report

we study the possibility of g - 2€ technique application

to these objects. Porthis purpose the comparable measure-

ments of the diffuse scattering (DS) contribution to RC in

the ordinary double crystal (DC) scheme and in TCS have

been carried out on the perfect Ge crystal. At small 20"

deviation from the exact Bragg angle the DS contribution

was found to be more then 15%« A* AG^IOO" it supresses

the coherent one. For TCS the DS is smaller then 10% and

at a6*>100" diffuse background disappears. Thus the TCS

recording is more informative and sensitive to the device

structure layers parameters, especially with thin (tens

nanometers thick) layers. This conclusion is confirmed by

the various real heterostructures measurements.

1. J.M.Vandenberg et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 49 (1986)

2. J.M.Vandenberg et <?1., J. Appl. Fhys. 62 (193?) i27S.
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE DIRECTED DISPLACEMENT OF ATOMIC PLANES

ON THE X-RAY DIFFRACTION ROCKING CURVES

L.I.Flaks. N.N.Faleev, I.K.Solomin, S.G.Konnikov

A.F.Ioffe Physico-Technical Institute

194021 Politekhnicheskaya 26 Leningrad , USSR

The thin ( tens nanometers ) layer presence confined by

twothick ones in heterostructure leads to the strong rocking

curve (RC) variation /Ref. 1 , 2 / . The aims of the present

report were the theoretical clarification and experimental

confirmation of this phenomenon. For this purpose we have

obtained the expression for the RC of the crystal with upper

and lower layers displaced with respect to one another along

the reflecting plane normal. It takes the simple form in the

case of the same layer thicknesses and small absorption :

4- p t y 3 t y S
- ? s i n 2 c o s 2 ( )

where y-standard angular deviation, t-layer thickness,

t-extinction lenth, S-atomic planes displacement, d-lat-

$ tice spring. One can see that it is extremely sensitive to

I:, the tiny atomic planes directed displacements. The experi-

r£ ment have been carried out at the multilayer heterostructu-

* res and the good correlation with the theory have been ob-

X served. Thus both the RC and the photoelectron yield angu-

| lar dependence are sensitive to the small atomic planes

$• displacements. In case of RC it occures when the upper dis-

placed layer is thick enough to form the diffracted wave

similar to the lower one by its amplitude.

1. G.T.Baumbach et al., Phys.Stat.Sol.(a) 109 (1988) K?

2. N.N.Faleev et al., Phys.Stat.Sol.(a) 113 (1989)
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MULTIPLE X-RAY DIFFRACTION IK MULTILAYER CRYSTALS

A.V.Ladanov

Siktivkar Stata University, Biktivkar, USS2

When carculating multiple diffraction of X-Rays in

multilayer crystal structures the difficulties apper with

making the solution equations field on the boarders of the

layers. There difficulties can be avoided if we use recur-

rence correlations for amplitude coefficients passing and

reflection which are founded by method of Darvin summing.

In limits of This method convienient for modelating

and carculating recurrence correlations for amplitude

coefficients reflection and passing in case multiple diff-

raction of X-rays have been received. Analasis in receiving

decisions has been made on the basis of conversion to the

case of two strong waves. There is a diagram ray interpri-

tation of received expressions and the estimation deposit

in the expression of quantity for double layer structure

the upper layer of which is cinematic.

It is made numerical modelation of X-diffraction

curves in case of symmetric Bragg-Iaue diffraction of do-

uble layer system "crystal-film".
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CRYSTAL STRUCTURES AND PHASE DIAGRAMS OF Li, Na, and K

AT LOW TEMPERATURE.

V.F.Skok, V.A.Sukhoparov

L.F.Vereshchagin Institute of High Pressure Physics, USSR

Academy of Sciences, 142092 Troitsk, Moskow region, USSR

O.E.Parfenov, A.A.Chernyshov

I.V.Kurchatov Atomic Energy Institute, Moscow, USSR

The methods of acoustic emission and neutron diffraction

analisys was used to investigate crystal structures and phase

diagrams of Li, Na and K in the pressure range up to 3 GPa

and temperature 4,2+120 K.

The crystal structure of the low temperature phase of Li

under pressure up to 0,5 GPa was identified to be close-

packed rhombohedral 9R (samarium-type) with the stacking

faults. The slope of the phase transition line on the lithium

P-T diagram is positive and approximate eguel to 15 K/GPa/l/.

The slope of the phase transition line for sodium is

negative and equel to 170 K/GPa. The sodium low temperature

phase has the 9R structure with the stacking faults too,

perhapse, with admixture of HCP phase /I/. To increase the

quantity of low temperature phase the specially prepared

sample was placed into the high gas pressure cell and was

worked mechanically by helium gas pressure cycling up to 200

MPa at low temperature of 20+40 K. The resulting concentra-

tion of the low temperature phase was increased up to 40%.

The crystal lattice parameters of the new 9R structure

are: a*»3,752(5), c=27,59(2), c/a = 1,634-9/2 at T = 4,5 K and

P-10 MPa. The lattice parameter of coexisting BCC lattice is

a- 4,287(6) at the same conditions. The 9R lattice volume was

greater than that of BCC lattice, so that AV/VO« o,4%.

A martensite phase of potassium the existence of w M \

was discussed previously had not been found even after col •

working.

/I/ Vaks V.G., Chernyshov A.A., Skok V.F., Sukchop*.rov V.A. e

al. J. Phys.: Condans.Matter 1 (1989) 5319.
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HIGH PRESSURE FACILITY FOR NEUTRON INVESTIGATION OF CONDENCED

MATTER AND ITS APPLICATION

V.A. Sukhoparov, A.S. TelepneV

Institute of High Pressure Physics, USSR Academy of

Sciences 142092 Troitsk Moscow region, USSR

High pressure equipment for neutron studies (elastic and

inelastic scattering, transmission of neutrons) is developed

and created. Specimens (including highly compressible media,

such as solid molecular hydrogen) of volumes 0.5 to 20 sm3

were studied at temperatures 4.2 to 300 K and pressures 0-25

Kbar.

High pressure vessels which were optimized to

experimental conditions were manufactured from highly durable

aluminum alloys, from Ti-Zr alloy and from Cu-Be alloy. Two

types of the pressure vessels were applied, i.e. gaseous

pressure and "piston-cylinder". Pressure transmitting media

were liquid freons, heavy water (D O) or solidified gases.
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CHAHGE DENSITY AROUND N - VACANCY IN VNX-

L.Skala and P.Capkova

Faculty of Mathematics and Physics,Charles University,

Ke Karlovu 5, 121 16 Prague 2, Czechoslovakia

The effect of the nitrogen vacancy on the charge distribu-

tion in VNy was investigated by means of CNDO/2 cluster

calculation. (Complete Neglect of Differential Overlap

/I/) Stoichiometric and non-stochiometric vanadium nitride

were represented by the clusters NV-N,„ and DVcN,_.The

vacancy induced changes in bonding mechanism were analysed

by comparison of the following properties in both clusters

NV6N18 and OV 6N 1 8:

Binding (cohesive)energy per one electron and total energy

of clusters;

Atomic charges and charge distribution around central

N-atom resp. N-vacancy;

Interatomic interactions-atomic bond orders;

Local atomic arrangement-static displacements of V-atoms

adjacent to N-vacancy.

It is shown, that the existence of N-vacancy leads

to the local lattice relaxation and to the significant

rearrangement of the charge density in its neighbourhood.

The main result is the appearance of the strong V-V bond

through the vacancy site, the lowering of the total energy

of ci'istsr due to vacancy and increase of the binding

energy per one electron in defect clustre. These results

show the stabilization of the defect phase and are in

good agreement with the experimental results-microhardness/27

and phonon density of states curves/3/ measurements :*.

dependence on the nitrogen content in V N .

/I/ D.W.Clack et al.J.Chem.Phya.57(1972) 3503

J.A.Pople and D.L.Beveridge Approximate Molecular

Orbital Theories (MGraw-Hi11.New York)

/2/ W.Lengauar and P.Ettmayer J.Lesa.Com.Met.10^(i53

/3/ W.Weber et al., Phys.Rev.Letters, 43, (1979) 36c
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ANOMALOUS THEHMAL EXPANSION AND HYDROGEN BOND IN V0P04.2H20.

P.fiapkova.J.Vacha and J.Votinsky*.

Faculty of Math, and Phya. Charles University Prague,

Ke Karlovu 5, 121 16 Prague,+University of Chemical

Technology, NamSsti Legii, 532 10 Pardubice, CSFR

The layered tetragonal structure of <*- V0P04 is attractive

as potential host for intercalation of small organic

molecules. The simplest intercalate V0P04.2H20 is tetragonal,

with space group P4/n /I/. The structure and interlayer

bond changes in VOPO..2H2O were studied in temperature

range 3 - 55°C by X-ray powder diffraction. The positions,

profiles and integrated intensities of OOt ,h00 and hkO

reflections were investigated in dependence on temperature

to study the thermal stability of this structure.

The decrease of £ parameter with increasing temperature

has been observed between 3 - 50°C. For 4T=47°C the corres-

ponding value of 4 £ is ~ 0.07x10" m. The a parameter

has been found independent on temperature from 3°C up

to 38°C. At temperatures above 38°C the shrinkage of

a parameter and following broadening and vanishing of

hkO reflections were observed. The anomalous course of

lattice parameters in dependence on temperature is due

to minor influence of thermal vibrations and consequently

increasing importance of hydrogen bond at lower temperatures.

The behaviour of hOO and khO line profiles indicates

the planar disorder-the shift of basal planes one to

another-at higher temperatures, starting at 38°C. The

dramatic increase of 00C reflection linewidths at 50°C

corresponds to the beginning of dehydration process.described

in /2/. The phase transition into monoclinic structure

reported in 111 has been observed at ~2OC.

/I/ M.Tachez et al., Revue de Chimie minerale, 19 (1982)291

/2/ Von G.Ladwig.Zeit anorg.allgem.Chem.338(1965)266
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£ L A o I i : CGixiiANTS OF ^"-Fe GuTAINLD 5Y X-.-AY DIl'FR*CTC':.'iETRY

V . F , u;i kh a i ch er.k: o

Chernovtsy University, 2 Kotsyubinsky Str.,

27U012 Chernovtsy, USSii

Using the previously obtained data /Ref.l/ on temperatu-

re dependence of Bragg reflection intensities in "V -Fe in

the (1193 - 1523)K range for CoK̂ , radiation monochromatized

using the Ross filters, the Debye temperature, the Gruneisen

constant and the thermal expansion coefficient are found to

be ^ =3^3 K,"^=1.75 and cL =20 x lO'^K"1, respectively.

These values are then used to obtain the independent compo-

nents of the elastic constant tensor C i v^ for Y -Fe within

a F.C.C. lattice model assuming central nearest-neighbour

interactions and taking into account the breakdown of the

Cauchy relation (C"12 - C^) = Ke, where C. • are the elastic

constants and Ke is the bulk modulus of the electron gas.

The resulting values for tensor components are given by

C11=l.?6, C12=0.9-6 and 0^=0.62, which are in general agree-

ment with those obtained by neutron diffraction analysis

/Ref.2/, i.e. C n = 1.5^i C12=1.22 and 0^=0.77 • All the C ^

values are given in 10 dyn/cm units.

A brief discussion of the observed discrepancies is given

indicating that the neutron diffraction value for C.^ ^ n

^f-Fe is not fully reliable.

l.T.I.Babyuk, G.P.Kushta and V.F.Mikhalchenko, Fizika

Metallov i Metallovedeniye 3.8(197*0 1186,

2.J.Zaretsky and C.Stassis, Phys.Rev. B3J (1987) ̂ 500.
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LATTICE DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AT PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS

IN SCANDIUM AND TITANIUM PROM X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA

V.D.Yanovich, T.E.Zhabko, N.S.Orlova

Institute of Physics of Solids and Semiconductors,

Academy of Sciences of the BSSR, ul. P.Srovki 17,

220726 Minsk USSR

The titanium and scandium is known to possess thres po-

lymorphous modifications. Under normal conditions they have

a hexagonal close-packed structure (oC -phase), et a high

temperatures cL -phase transforms in the JZ -phase with a

body-centered cubic structure, and under high pressure ti-

tanium transforms into a more closely packed hexagonal modi-

fication ( co -phase) while 3c - into the tetragonal one.

This work reports the results of a X-ray diffraction study

of the mean-square displacements, the Bebye temperatures, the

thermal expansion coefficients as a function of temperature

between 80 and 1780 E for the °c - and j3 -phases of Ti and Sc

as well as the compressibilities, the Debye temperatures as

a function of pressure up to 6.5 GPa for the oC -Ti and aC-Sc

and the «-phase of Ti. The experimental data were used to

estimate the Gruneiser. parameters, the bond energies, the po-

tential parameters, the entropy, the enthalpy, the intrinsic

energy and the transition heat for the investigated phases of

both metals. It is found that in ot-Ti and ct-Sc the mean-

square displacements, the thermal expansion coefficients, the

Debye temperatures, the compressibilities are anisotropic.

It is shown that the molar volune, the voluae expansion coef-

ficients, the Debye characteristic temperatures of the empha-

ses of Ti and Sc abruptly decreases st the at - j3 -phase

transition point. The transition heat was evaluated from the

difference of the entropies of U - and e -phases for both

metals using the obtained X-ray Debye temperatures and it is

equal to about 5.8 l:J/aole and ?.O kJ/mole for Ti and 3c, res-

pectively. In the pressure range of the eC~ A>-transition in

Ti the abrupt change of the raolar volume, the Debye temperature

the bulk modulus is observed.
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X-RkI DETRACT 101? SvUDY 0? THSKXDINAMIO PHGP3RTI3S
C? Pb(AlIfo).... ' 0 ,

T.a.Zhabko, JJ.k.Oielihr.ovich, A.D.Shilin, V.D.Yanovich

Institute of Physics of Solids and Semiconductors,

Academy of Sciences of B38R,ul.P.Brovici 17,220726 Minsk

USSR

The Pb(AlNb)Q ,-0, compound sintered by the standard ce-

ramic technique crystallizes in pyrocalore structure but the

perovskite modification exhibiting anomalous dielectric pro-

perties can be prepared under certain temperatures and high

pressures. This work is aimed at investigating; the thermody-

namic properties of both these modifications using the X-ray

powder diffraction data obtained at different temperatures

from 90 to 900 K and different pressures up to 3.5 GP3. From

variation of the angular positions and the intensities of

Bragg reflections with temperature the lattice paraneters, the

molar volume, the thermal expansion coefficients, and the De-

bye temperatures as a function of temperature were determined.

The pressure dej-̂ riucnce of the lattice parameters, the molar

volumes, the bulk modulus, the Debye temperature were also

found. The obtained results ewere used for evaluating the heat

capacity, the entropy, the enthalpy, the intrinsic energy,

the bond energy, the potencial parameters for both phases of

Pb(AlNb)0 cO,. From these data the equilibrium pressure P

for pyrochlore-perovskite phase transformation is calculated

at different temperatures. This pressure was found to increase

with rising temperature and the phase transition is accompa-

'* nied by heat. The transition heat is. found to be 1.8 kJ/ncle.

? The values of P , at low temperatures are due to the diffa-

•i; rence of the bond energies of two modifications whereas st

£ high temperatures they are connected mainly by the differ en-

'.'' ce of their entropies. It is shown that the ionicity for the

f? perovskite phase is greater than that for the pyrochlore o-^.

) •
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X-RAY D1FPMCTI0H STUDY OP AKISOTKCPY OF DEBIS-VALLER

FACTOES IN THE AgB3cf CHALOOPYRIIE-^TYPB COKPGUNDS

H.S.Orlova. O.B.Kocakarik, G.A.Turtsevich

Institute of Physics of Solids anfi Semiconductors,

Academy of Sciences cf the 3SSR, ul. P. Brovki 17

220726 Minsk USSR

The Debye-Waller factors and the Debye characteristic

temperatures for the different crystallographic directions

in the AgB*c| (B=Ga,In; C=S,Se,Te) ternary semiconducting

compounds with the chalcopyrite-type structure are determi-

ned as a function of temperature between 80 and 700 K by a

X-ray powder diffractometry. For all six compounds the inves-

tigated dynamic characteristics are found to be anisotropic.

However the character of anisotropy is different for these

compounds.For AglnSp the Debye-Waller factor for the direc-

tion parallel to the tetragonal c-a:ris, B , is larger than

the value of B fo-r direction perpendicular to this axis,

whilst for AgInTe2 the values of BQ are smaller than that of

3g in all ths investigated temperature range. For the AgInSe2
compound at the temperatures between 80 and J00 K the values

of BQ axe greater than those of Ba whereas in the temperatu-

res above 500 K the values of B. become less than B . For

all the AgGaC^ compounds the following relation B < BQ is

observed. The correlation between the Debye-Waller factors

as well as the Debye temperatures and the molar mass of the

AgB^C2 compounds is shown to exist. The dependence of 6 on

ma can be described as effl«1.1x10^-m~
1 + 53 (in K). The Debye-

Waller factor is inversely proportional to the value (m 6?),

which could characterize the magnitude of the interatomic for-

ces. The increasing of the Debye-V/aller factor and decreasing

of Debye temperature with rising atomic number of anion or

cation gives evidence for thefiecrease of the interatomic in-

teraction with the increasing molar mass.
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X-RAY DIFFRACTION LliJE ERCADEMIi-iG AffD

PHOPSRTIES 0? LaC3r:Tb

H. Wulff and U. Sasun

Ernst-Moritz-Arndt-University Greifswald, Department of

Chemistry, Soldtmannstrafie 15, Greifswald 2200, SDR

LaOBr:Tb phosphors are used in X-ray intensifying screens

showing high speeds and an excellent radiographio image qua-

lity. In order to get a better understanding of luminescence

phenomena of LaOBr:Tb attention is being paid to the milling

behaviour of this phosphor.

In LaOBr:Tb we could observe correlations between X-ray

diffraction powder profiles and the luminescence emission

spectra after different milling times. It can be shown that a

decrease of the luminescence emission intensity and differences
5 7

in the band intensities of the D,- F. transitions are depending

upon the milling time and the milling procedure used.

These results suggest the environment of Tb-ions in the LaOBr

structure to be destored.

The analysis of X-ray diffraction profiles (KRIVOGLAZ-WILKENS

method /1/^confirm this idea. The dislocation density show a

similar behaviour as the luminescence phenomena.

1. P. Klimanek Herbstschule Rontgenbeugung vol. 1 83 Eise-

nach (1989)



CRYSTALLOCEEMICAL ASPECTS OP CREATING LIGHT-SEHSITIVE CRYS-

TALIIKE MATERIALS WITH INTERHOLECULAR PROTO1J TRA1JSP2R

5.M. Aldoshin. L.O. Atovmyan and I.I. Chuyev

Institute of Chemical Physics of the USSR Academy of

Sciences, Chernogolovka, Moscow Region, 142432, USSR

A large r.ur.ber of potentially prctctrcpic systems of diff-

erent classes is studied by an X-ray analysis which has led

to discovery cf a r.ew type of solid-phase photochemical con-

versions ir. the derivatives of ketohydrazcr.es R-C(C)-!TK=CK-R,

which is coupled with ir.tenr.olecular proton photctransfer.

Crystalline hydrates with dimeric water associates participa-

ting in the formation of ir.termolecular hydrogen bonds and lo-

cated in a certain way in the canals between the stacks are

found to possess the highest light sensitivity. The light sen-

sitivity of the crystals studied is discovered to increase

sharply in the process of formation of crystalline hydrates

whose water molecules are located in the canals between .the

stacks and built in the chains of interaolecular hydrogen

bonds C=0...H20...H-N.

Redistribution cf the rcoleeular electrostatic potential in

the excited state for nolecules and their hydroasscciates is

studied, which testifies for the fact that proton detachment

ejid its transfer to water molecules should occur mere readily

than between the molecules immediately linked with the inter-

molecular hydrogen bond C«=Q...H-K.

In the light-sensitive waterless benzohydrazide crystals,

the proton transfer is possible only after the molecules cf

benzchydrazides themselves approach to each ether. In the cry-

stals studied such shifts become possible cnly along the polar

linear chains of the hydrogen bends: the more porous is the

molecule packing, the easier these shifts occur.

The methods cf structural modification of the compounds

studied improving their photochemical properties are proposed.

A conception of crystallochernicel designing cf tautomeric sys-

tems followed by ir-temclecular proton transfer iB suggested.
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SUPERIONIC CONDUCTIVITY AND DIPOLE ORDERING IN THE

PHOSPHATES WITH FRAMEWORK STRUCTURES

V.B.Kalinin, S.Yu.Stefanovich

Institute of Physical Chemistry Acad.Sci.USSR

Accurate X-Ray investigations of more then two dozen of

substances possessing anomalous properties with framework

structures give unambiguous evidence of cation position

splitting at low and moderate temperatures. When these

positions are nonequally occupied by cations, there appears

a system of statistical dipoles (SD). The most important

feature of the SD of that kind is the small distance —1,5 A"

between the positions in the pair. At low temperatures

the SO may be ordered /Ref.l/ in ferroelectric or

antiferroelectric type due to electrostatic interactions.

SD-systems of ferroelectric type will exist at room

temperature phase of Na3Sc2(P04>3(I), NaTh2(PO4)3(11),

KTiOPD (III), KFeFPO (IV), while antiferroelectric SD-

-systems will exist in Na3Fe2(P04)(V), Na3Cr2(P04)3<VI),

stoichiometric NASICON and in other substances.

The contribution SO to the development of electro-

i physical properties in 1,11,111,IV,V,VI and in systems I-V,

I-VI, V-VI is determined by optical second harmonic

generation and by measuring of conductivity and dielectric

losses in the wide frequency range 10-15 • 1 0 Hz.

Transitions "phase with dipole ordering -> superionic

!;. phase" *rm considered on the ground of the comparison of

| X-Ray analysis data below and higher phase transition

;. points. In the course of phase transitions SO get broken,

,v mobile cations become distributed in cavities of frame-

jr works taking part in Drude-lik* motion, oscillations and

7 r»laxational excitations.

|; 1. V.B.Kalinin, 12 Eur.Cryst.M««t.,Moscow 1989, Collect.

/ Abstr. 1(1989) 134.
tr"

I
"i
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INVESTIGATIONS OF THE UNUSUAL MAGNETIC SPIRAL IN BiFeOg

I. sosnowska^'*, M. Loewenhaupt*, V. I. F. David*,

R. M. Ibberson*

c#3 Institut ffir FestkSrperforschung, KFA Jfllich, Post-

Tach 1913, D-S170 Jfilich, F.ft.Q., <*) Institute of

Experimental Physics, Warsaw University, Poland,

C+> Rutherford-Appleton Laboratory, Chilton, Didcot, UK

In the ferroelectric-antiferromagnet, BiFe0o, the
3+magnetic moments or the Fe ions are arranged in the form or

a cycloidal spiral whose length is 620 & 111- This

conclusion was reached chiefly from the neutron diffraction

intensity analysis of the satellite diffraction pattern at

the interplanar distance d, 4.6 %. We present new

experimental data obtained by means of neutron diffractometer

HRPD at the Rutherford Laboratory in this d-space region. The

data confirm the appearance of the span in the place of the

101 magnetic reflection . The accuracy of the data is

sufficient to conclude that the higher order Fourier

components are absent in the vicinity- of the span. Therefore

the observed span cannot be explained by the antiphase domain

model. Since the nonmagnetic diffraction maxima appear as

single peaks, at the best possible resolution attainable
—4

today, <5d/d=8«10 , the cycloidal disorder of atoms in the

crystal lattice is rather unprobable. The 101 span remains up

to the Neel temperature C640 JO.

1. I. Sosnowska, T. Peterlin-Neumaier, E. Steichele,

J. Phys. C, 1J5, C1P825 4835 »

2. I. Sosnowska, Ferroelectrics, 79 C1988J 127



DISCQNTINIOUS THERMAL EXPANSION OF MO AND NB SINGLE CRYSTALS
X-RAY INVESTIGATIONS!.

V.V. Zaretskii,N.D. Zhigsdio

CYL <ION>, Institute evf Solid State Physics, Academy of
Sciences of the BSSP, P.Brovki, 17, 220726 Minsk, USSR

The discontinious character of thermal expansion of the Nb
and Mo monocrystals was established by the X-ray method.
Elastic constant's weakening was discovered at the temperatures
corresponding to the ruptures on the curves (lattice
parameter's dependence).

The X-ray research of high grade Nb and Mo monocrystals
(impurity were carried out by the technique in the range o-f 20
— lOO^C temperatures. The accuracy o-f measurings of the lattice
parameters -for monocrystals was accordingly 4 x 10~a A and
10~a A. The common law—governed nature of the thermal expansion
of Mo and Nb crystals is the discontinuous character of the
linear size changes of their elemental cells within the
definite temperature intervals. Before each following leap on
a<T) of invar range appears. By their nature, the abnormal
ranges on the temperature dependence of the parameters grid
present themselves like the discrete sequence of invar
effects.

The ultrasonic research of Mo and Nb showed the presence of
abnormal ranges on the temperature dependence of speed of
sound, these ranges present themselves like the sequence of
closely situated mini mums , which on the temperature coinside
«ith the ends of invar sectors on the a(T).

It is possible,that the chracter of the behaviour of the
measuring values can be explained from the position of common
conseption of valent connections between atoms in the lattice.
Within this,, the discret sequence of invar effects (the
discountsnious of thermal expansion) can be stipulated by the
presence of the discret inside—envelope energy transitions in 5
si envelopes Mo and Nb.

The other cause of observed anomalies , which deserves
attention, may be the processes of transforming incommensurate
structures, founded in the crystals.
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USE OF X-RAY METHODS IN STUDY NEW PHYSICAL PHENOMENA IN
"PVTF"-CRYSTALS.

N.D. Zhigadlo, V.V. Zaretskii

CYL <ION>, Institute of Solid State Physics, Academy of
Sciences of BSSR, P.Brovki, J7, 220726 Minsk, USSR

We have observed 113 that to traditional methods such
as temperature, pressure, field we can add a new type of agent
- that of a periodically varying temperature field <PVTF). In
the LizBiOT <TBL) an incommensurate state can be induced with
PVTF-influence, and a phase transition to I-phase depends on
the type of the function of this agent TMt)=f<t>, where T"(t)
is periodically varying temperature field. The basic
characteristics of this adent are To, which is the amplitude of
the PVTF, to, which is the period of this field and n, which is
the order of the cycle in the variation. Induced by an external
agent of PVTF, the incommensurate structure strongly influences
the physical properties of a crystal. These properties can be
controlled by varying the nature of the external agent f T"(t),
to, To and n J. So, in the TBL crystals we observe an unusual
sequence Df phase transitions, in a number which depends on the
index of the cycle of the periodically varying temperature
field.T23

Note that all of the crystals "react" to the agent T"/t> to
some extent. We call those crystals whose physical properties
depend strongly on T"<t) "PVTF crystals" (from periodically
varying temperature field). To this type of crystals
high-temperature superconductors can be add. Recent experiments
indicate the following pecularitys the strong derendence of
supercanducting characteristics and some other crystal
properties on different thermo-cycle processing (cm PVTF
function type). The all superconductors subject to
thermo—cycl ing indirectly or directly or which is nearly the
same subject to PVTF agent < direct temperature varying is the
sertain cycle of PVTF agent). Even during the process of
several temperature varying the superconducting pr erties can
strongly vary. The PVTF ag .it ignoring can lead tc< different
experimental results.

The work was created within the state "High temperature
superconductivity" programme on Soliton - No.521 project.

C13. V.V. Zaretskii, N.D. Zhigadlo. Letters to JETP
vol.49,No.9,p.572-575.
C21. V.V. Zaretskii, Ya.V.
vc'.49,No.4,c

BuraW, Letters to .IETP 1989,
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u.-j-J-iiO.iT :.'a:CH0aC0Pi Ii-ry-LSiTurai'IOtfo 031

L.Osypyshyn, S. larema

Dept. of Physics, Lviv Poly-ecimical University,

29001J?, st. IIiru,12,Lviv, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic

Possibility of electron microscopies and microdiffractions

application for identificacoin and investigation of induced

electron— beam superionic jransicions in situ on zhe example

of compounds Ae^iiX6(il=Si,Ge,Sn;X=3fSe) was showa.These com-

pounds belong to the argyrodits family, which have friable

crystal structure with a net of vacant knocs for cations. At

the temperatures near room temperature (HT) the structure

phase transitions (SFX1) are typical and due to VThich the su—

perionic conductivity on Ag cacions ac high temperature pha-

se occurs. Using the discrete thermic meshodthe amorphous

films of chese coiapounds were recieved at RT of substrate

and the interference functions i(s) were determined. On che

curves of radial atoms dis-ribucion the values of first

interatomic distances and midvalue of electron bond angle

were determined. Over 370 K films transit into the crystal

stase. The investigation of faced crystals, received by the

pseudosublimatrion method, cause in the investigated compounds

SET: attended by some electrongrapaic effects: regular point

reflexes suppression, arising of diffuse galo, containing

spead difiraccion spots which are arched and of more compli-

cated configuration. At that the diffraction contrast ofthe

images changes spasmodically. £he observed effects are cau-

sed by the destroying of cation sublattice in the investiga-

ted chalcogenids, whicht transmit in liquid like state with

high Ag+ cations mobility, whfci'eas anion frame containii-s

chalcogenids X atoms and fourvalence II cations, preserve.

Distruction of cation A.£+ sublattice provides the rising of

the rest lattice symmetry and corresponds to the phase tran-

sitions: in As3iB6 rhombic - in CFC, in AggLBeg cubic- QFC.
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ON THE SHOBT-BANGE ATOMIC STRUCTURE OP SHUNGIT - I

I.O.Kuzmina

Karelian Center of Science, Petrozavodsk, I85OOO USSR

The Karelian ehungit is amorphous carbon, tut of some

propertes this mineral differ from other natural coals.

The radial distribution function of atoms (RDFA) was ob-

tained from the data of powders diffraction from shuogit.The

parameters of the short-range order in this Material were de-

termined by linbak-Warren method, which allow to take account

of a contribution of few coordination spheres into RDFA, to

determine their average radiuses ( 1 ) , the dispertion, the co-

ordinational numbers (At) and a bond angle.

We suggested our model for amorphous carbons - the random

displacementing graphit-like network model (RDffll). The models

calculation good agree with experimental data for the shungit

powder.

Further analysis a short-range order parametres showed,

that average fl and Ni sufficiently good adjust with RDNM.

However,Qthe distance for the first coordination sphere equal

to 1.48 A, that is more on 0.06 A then for one cristalline

graphit. The second distance is approximately equal for the

shungit and graphit, therefor bond angle, difined from the

experimental data is very close to tetrahedral angle and sig-

nificantly less, then one for hexagonal graphite. This diffe-

rences may be connect by distortion of graphite-like networks,

which may have goffer-like form. Moreover, wee assumed, that

some amount of tetrahedral bonds between clasters and graphite

-like structure were present in shungit, therefor the first

peak in RDFA centers is between the first peaks for graphite

and for diamond.

That fact, that experimental X-rey ecettering curves

agree with model calculation confirm the presence of graphite

-like clasters in the structure of shungit.



CRISTALLOCHEMICAL PECULIARITIES

OF NATURAL SENARMONTITE, Sb^O^

V.P.Kai'chev, I.N.Psn'kov, R.D.Gigauri , A._N. Rabakidze*

Kazan State University, Chemistry Department, Tbilisi State

University, Chavchavadae str. 3, 380028 TBILISI, USSR

The natural (deposit Hammimat, Algeria) and synthetic

samples of senarmontite, the cubic modification of antimony

oxide (molecular structure with the molecules Sb 0 , Sp. gr.

Fd3m) have been investigated by the X-ray, chemical analysis

and nuclear quadrupole resonance methods.

The X-ray data of natural and synthetic samples are nearly

equivalent. The chemical analysis has shown the presence of

arsenic impurity ( 4X) in natural senarmontite, thus the

cristallochemical formula is Sb, ocrAsrt .,=CU- The synthetic

samples has the theoretic composition.

The synthetic senarmontite NQR spectrum consists of -five
121lines due to the two antimony isotopes Sb with nuclear

123
; spin 1=5/2 and Sb (1=7/2) and is evidence that Sb atomic

sites are structurally equivalent. The NQR spectrum of

natural samples consists of 20 lines /Ref. 1/. Each line of

synthetic samples splits into 4 lines: one main lines, the

•frequency of which has the same value as in synthetic samples

and three satellites. The line intensity ration is 4j40:12:3.

Therefore the Sb atomic sites are structurelly nonequivalent.

We explane this splittings on the assumption that both

solitary antimony atoms and entire Sb O molecules may be

isomorphously replaced by arsenic and As^O^ respectively.

' Thus the molecules of type Sb-O,, As^O,, AsSb^O^ may be

| occured in the structure of natural senarmontite. The

r appearence of molecules As_Sb_,0, and As.^SbO, is improbable.

\
f 1. R.S.Abdullin et al., Mineralogical Journal 8 (198&) 67
:' (in Russian).
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OKHHIUG PHEWOikSRA IN TRfeKSITION MEDAL CARBIDxS.- REVIEW 0 ?

Z-JS&I DIFEE&CTION STUDIES OF THE SINGEE- AED PSEUDOSIKGLE-

B.V. Khaenko

Institute for Materials Science Problems, Ito. SSH Acad.

Sci., Krzisanovsky Str. J, 252142 Kiev, USSR

The results of X-ray diffraction studies on the ordered

modifications of the initial f.c.c. monocarbides and h.c.p.

hemicarbides of the IV-V(VI) groups transition metals were

summarized. The specimens under study were either single-

crystals of the ordered phases or hereditarily oriented

aggregates of such crystals (pseudosinglecrystals) extrac-

ted from the arc melted coarsegrained ingots.

The ordered modifications of the IV group transition

metals were show to have trigonal structures (in hafnium

carbide ordering was not found out). The respective modifi-

cations of the V group transition metals monocarbides

(MgCc-type carbides) have monoclinic structures. A common

feature for all these structures is alternation of the ful-

ly and partially filled csrbon planes tnd approach of the

metel atoms towards the carbui ones.

In the ordered orthorhombic modifications of the V(7I)

group transition metals heiaicarbides even vdth different

arrangement of C atoms (V^C and IZbJJ carbides) atoms shifts

follow on the average the same principle of metal and car-

bon atoms approach.

For the ordered phases under consideration the summary

data on the physico-chemical and structural characteristics

are presented.
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DECOMPOSITION OF Ci^MnAl EY NEUTRON DIFFJSACTION MAE PROFILE

ANALYSIS

J. Soitys , R.Kozubski1, M.Bojarsfci1, P.J.Vebster2, K.S.Low2,

G.Mills2, P.Convert3

Institute of Physics, JagelIonian University, Reyrnonta 4,
2

30-059 Krakdw, Poland, Department of Civil Engineering,

Salford University, UK, Institute K. v-Laue-P.Langevin,

Grenoble, France

The Heusler p-phase of CUgHnAl A2-disordered above 1055 K

undergoes two successive order-disorder transitions A2«-»B2

and B2<->L21 and then a decomposition into ft-ftn, j'-CugAl. and

T-Cu^MngAl. The processes have been extensively investigated

at room temperature using quenched samples (Ref.1-3).

The reported experiment was carried out by in situ neutron-

diffractionning powdered Cu-KnAl using the D-20 spectrometer

in the ILL, Grenoble, equipped with a position sensitive

detector. The experiment consisted of the following cycles:

1)'rapid heating up to 1123 K, 2) cooling down at 0.5 K/min,

3) rapid heating up to 1123 K and 4) coaling down at 0.25

K/mln. Neutron diffraction patterns were registered at 1123 K

and during the cooling runs. The data were explored by

numerical line profile analysts.

Both ardei—disorder transformations were registered at

appropriate tenperatures. The temperature of passing beyond

the ^-phase stability limit and that of the change of

decomposition mechanism (Ref.1-3) wara det«ct«d by observing

anomalies on diffraction line profiles. However, the effect

was different in the case of structural and superstructure

lines. It was discussed in terms of nlcrostructural changes

occurlng in decomposing /?-phase.

1. B.Kozubski, J.Soltys, J.Kater.Sci. 17 U9S2) 1441.

2. R.Kozubski, J.Soltys, J. Mater. SM. 18 (1983) 1080,3079.

3. R.Kozubski, J.Soltys, J. Kater. Scl.Lett. 2 (1083) 141.
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APPLICATION OP THE MONTE CARLO TECHNIQUE TO THE INVESTIGATION
OP ONE-DUffiNSIONALLY DISORDERED STRUCTURES

A.Yu.BabkevlchTB.I.NJkoIin

Institute of Metal Physics, Academy of Sciences of the
Ukr.SSR, Vernadsky str. 36,Kiev 142, 252680, U.S.S.R.

Stacking faults (SF) are frequently observed in
close-packed structures. In some cases they are expected to be
randomly distributed. The corresponding intensity
distribution along the streaked reciprocal-lattice rows may be
calculated by the Monte Carlo technique using the techniques
developed by Berliner & Werner /Ref.1/ or by Nikolin &
Babkevich /Ref.2/.

However, the SP distribution can generally be far from
random. If SF have periodic arrangement, the so-called
multilayer structures are formed. Otherwise, the one-
dimensional ly disordered structures are observed.

A new approach to the estimation of the degree of
one-dimensional disorder by the Monte Carlo computer
simulation is presented. SF are inserted in the regular
sequence of the layers attributed to the structure of the
initial crystal. The structure of initial and disodered
crystals is set by an appropriate sequence of clos^-packed
layers using the h-k notation. Thus the intensity at any
position of the reciprocal lattice can be obtained from nearly
the same expression as for the perfect multilayer structure.

The short-range order model for the arrangement of
stacking faults is considered.

1. R.Berliner & S.A.Werner, Phys. Rev. B34 (1986) 3586.
2. B.I.Nikolln, A.Yu.Babkevich, Acta Cryst. A4S (1989) 797.



INCOMMENSURATE SUPERSTRUCTURE IN TANTALUM CARBIDE

V. N. L ipa tn i kov , A. A. Sempel, and A. I . Gusev

I n s t i t u t e of Chemistry, Ural D iv is ion of the USSR Academy of

Sciences, Pervomaiskaya 91 , GSP-145 Sverdlosk 620219, USSR

A pecul iar feature of nonstoichiometr ic tantalum carb ide TaC wi th

basis s t ruc tu re Bl(NaCl) i s a high s t r uc tu ra l vacancy concentrat ion

(up t o 30 at."/.) i n nonmeta l l i j FCC s u b l a t t i c e .

The superst ructure tha t forms in the composition range TaCn a< -

- TaCQ g l? have been invest igated by neutron d i f f r a c t i o n s t r uc tu re

ana lys is . The inves t i ga t i on has shown that the ordered tantalum ca r -

bide s t ruc tu re t o some extent i s s im i la r t o Nb f iC5-type supers t ruc ture .

As showed e a r l i e r the format ion of Nb.C,. superst ructure i s due to the

simultaneous symmetry d i s t o r t i o n over the s ta rs { k ? } , { k^ } , and { k 3 }

/Ref. 1 / , The superst ructure of nonstoichiometr ic tantalum carbide i s an

'• incommensurate ordered phase, whose type i s c lose to tha t of Me,Cc ,

] but the d isorder-order phase t r a n s i t i o n channel incorporates the arm

\ kg6> =/n{l, -1) l } fwith p\ := 0.47) of the star {kg} instead of the

arm k^3) = (l/2){l, - 1 , l} of the star {k ? } .

Incommensurateness results in that the concentration wave corres-

ponding to the star {kg} has maxima and minima that do not coincide

• with the < i l l ) B 1 planes of the nonmetallic sublattice of tantalum

". carbide. In consequence, the occupation probabilities for carbon and

vacancy positions in an ordered tantalum carbide differ appreciably

from 1 and 0, respectively. Complete nonmetallic planes in an ordered

tantalum carbide are encountered approximately after every 16th or 17th

nonnetallic < lT l ) B 1 plane rather than every other ( l T l ) B 1 plane, as is

% the case with commensurate ordered Me^Cj-type carbide*. Thus the period

| | of translation in the [ l l f l B 1 direction increases by a factor of 16-17,

?{ from S.112 A for a comnensurate Me6C5-type phase to 84-85 A in an inccw-

[-}• aensurat* ordered tantalum carb ide . The amount of t r a n s l a t i o n depends

jl" l a r g e l y on tantalum carb ide composition and heat t reatment c o n d i t i o n s .

•/ The incom*tnsurateness of the s t r u c t u r e means a l s o the absence of the

'f: exact s to ichloMtr ic composition of the ordered phus- that forms in

| , tantalum carbide.

| 1. A. I . Oustv and A. A. Rempel, Phys.Stat .Sol . (a) 93 (19S6) 71 .
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,;TOHJC DISPLACEMENTS IN DISORDERED NIOBIUM CARBIDE Nt>cy

ft, A. Reropel and A. I. Guscv

Institute of Chemistry, Ural Division o-f the USSR Academy of

Sciences, Pervomaisfcaya 91 , SSP-145 Sverdlovsk 620219, USSR

Diffraction reflection intensity slackening i s due to both dynamic,

(thermal) and stat ic displacements of atoms from the s i t e s of the ideal

crystal l a t t i ce . In the absence of ordering both displacement types

cause the intensity to slacken by the sane law. As a result , the spect-

ral intensity will depend on the sum of the mean-square values of

these displaspiients,

< u!> = < Ustatic> + <udyn>

Mean-square displacements <u^> of atoms from positrons of the ideal

Bl-type crystal la t t i ce of a disordered NbC were deter/ained by neutron

diffraction (A= 1.643 A>. The amplitudes of neutron scattering by nio-

bium and carbon atoms are close in magnitude ( f ^ •= O.71-1O"12 and fc «

= 0.665-10"12 cm), so the influence of disordered atomic displacements

in niobium carbide on diffraction effects may be taken into account by

using the Debye-Waller factor averaged over different atoms.

To separate the contributions of s tat ic and dynamic atomic displace-

ments to <up one can use the concentration dependence of dynamic d i s -

placements. The dynamic displacements were calculated with allowance

for the data on the low-temperature heat capacity of NbC /ftef. I/. The

concentration dependence of the dynamic displacements of niobium and

carbon atoms in carbide NbC at T = 300 K i s

<udyn> = 0.0106 - 0.0036(1 - y) (S2)

The availability of the total atomic displacements <u*> in NbC

I and of the concentration dependence of dynamic displacements permitted to

5 determine the dependence of mean-equare stat ic diEp] sremeot1; <J , . . v

§ Dn t h e composi t ion of nintJiu-n car 'o ide . The ? . l» t ic d iFplacecRr t r , ir,cr>}-

i; ase in value es t h e coirpoei t i so o* piobiura c a r h i d e S f / i e t ^ s Jros ' • tc ! -

< ch iome t ry , a loca l minimum being ii,i.?e|"v«>ti ii1. +lie r 'oc lon o+ .-he M r t i i d e

NbC^ g j . This minimum a ^ i s f s a p p ^ r ^ n t l y Ofosng t o t h* pret-v .^e .\

short -range order jn Uie «rr ange.nent of t a r bun atoms .and •/:••. ZCJ :. s:>.

i. A. A. Rempel End A. 1. Sucev, P h y s . S t a t . S c l . ( a ) 113 (]?QVJ J53 .
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THE STRUCTURE 0? ORGANIC CQiiDVCTQeiZ AUD SUISSCCLDUCTORS
BASED ON BEDT-TTF WITH NOKIRAKSIJIC'I KEZ.J, ~AUJ?Z

0. A. Dyachenko and H. N. lyubcvskaya

Institute of Chemical Physics, VSSH Academy of Sci.,
Chernogolovka, ilcscow Region, 142432, U5&R

The structure of new ele?t2occ--ducti:\£ cation-radical
salts based on BEDT-TTF with "Ig, Oi ana Cu h-sli^es hzr, bee::
investigated: ( S E D T - T T F ) ^ ^ . , ^ (1), U ^ T - S ^ J g ^ S r ^ *

•2C6H5C1 (II), (BEDT-ITF)aEg43r12 (III), (BEDT-ZIP^CdjIgdv;,
(ESDT-2TF)4Cd2Ig (V), (32DT-TTF)Cu22r4 (VI) and (BEDT-ITF)-
HgCl, (VII). The structure and composition cf 1-VII have been
determined using an X-ray analysis neihod. All the compounds
have a layer structure, the organic layers cf BEDT-TTF alter-
nating with the anion layers. Salt I, as distinct from the
OEDT-TTFLHgg 8g3r 6 superconductor with Tc= 4.3 K 1 , under-
goes transaction into a superconductive state at a lower tem-
perature of T » 2.0 K, crystallizes into an orthcrhoinbic syn-
gony and has a BED2-llTJr packing of another type. Salts II and
III are the products of the sair.e chemical reaction. The crys-
tal structures of II and III have Hg.Br^p clusters. They are
formed cf HgBr, trigonal links bound in tetramers by the addi-
tional Hg...Br 2.96-3.59 A interactions. She inorganic layers

in the structure of IV have Cdl^ octahedra and Cdl. tetra-
hedra bound with each other to give a new, for Cd(Il) haiides,
polyraer skeleton of (Ci-.I-) . A seritrcsyrrxietric di~er anicn
OdpI-^" previously unknown for the EEDT-TIP s;alts has been
found in compound 7. In selt VI, 3EDT-TTP fir?t sctr; as a
.aci:cienza-.e anJ biaentate agent. The effect of different
ar.iCr.s c:i the it .rupture, the character oX BKDT-TTF pc.ckir.g
c. .:l . •;» e.';.tc t. •;r;.r.,; *>; r.i..:i ;".rcperties of the .investigsted ccci—



STRUCTURAL ANALYSES ON TWINNED La,_,Sr,CuO< CRYS-
TALS

M. Braden°->, P. Schweissa'c'd, G. Rothc and G. Heger"

a) Laboratoire Leon Brillouin (CEA-CNRS), C.E.N. Saclay, Fiance
b) Lehrstuhl fiir Angew. Physik, Univ. Koln, FRG c) Kernforschungs-
zentrum Karlsruhe,. INFP, FRG d) Inst. fur Mineralogie, Univ. Mar-
burg, FRG

Detailed information on the crystal structure of the high-Tc compounds
La2_sSr ICu04 - including site occupancy and thermal parameters es-
pecially for the 0 atoms - is available by neutron diffraction on single
crystals. Sufficiently large crystals (typically 20 mm3 ) of good quality
are now available, which may be regarded as very homogenious samples.
Unfortunately a microtwinning appears at low temperatures, which is re-
lated to the structural phase transition between a tetragonal (14/romm )
and an orthorhombic ( Abma ) modification. This twinning complicates
all structure analyses using single crystals.
By carefull line profile analyses and precise intensity measurements of
superstructure reflections it is possible to deduce the twinning law, the
orthorhombic strain and the volume ratio beetween the different twin-
ning domains. The complete measurement of integral intensities for the
incoherently superimposed reflections (l(hkl)ot, = al(kki) + (l - a)I[khl))
can be treated in a specially adepted refinement procedure. Extinction
effects, often limiting the accuracy of neutron diffraction studies on sin-
gle crystals, are largely reduced for twinned crystals. Results on some
La2_xSrxCuO,i_f crystals with 0 < x < .15 are presented.
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COMPLEX STUDY OP REAL STRUCTURE AND PHASE TRA1JSFORMATIO2S
IN HXGH-TC SUPERCONDUCTING CERAMICS
DIFFRACTION AND ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
IN HIGH-TC SUPERCONDUCTING CERAMICS BY X-RAY AND EL3CTKCN

V.G«Pushin. y .V.Sagaradze , l . I . X u r c h e n k o , E.T7.?rizers.

Inetitute of Metal Physics, Ural department of the

USSR Academy of Sciences, S.Kovalevskoi 18, 620219

Sverdlovsk, USSR

The results obtained by X-ray and electron diffraction,

high-resolution and in situ transmission and scanning elec-

tron microscopy, tests of some physical and mechanical pro-

perties in high-Tc superconducting ceramics of La-Sr-Cu-0,

Y(Er)-Ba-Cu-0 and Bi-Ca-Sr-Cu-0 systems are presented and

reviewed. The main types of atomic crystal structures and

microstructures (morphology of grains and its boundaries,

secondary phase inclusions, structural defects) are systema-

tized. The grain structure of ceramics in form of the poly-

hedral or globular matrix crystallites divided by grain bo-

? undaries is characterized by a porosity and secondary phase

inclusions, which exist inside grains and between of themj

, the greatest pores, microcracks and inclusions are found at

£ grain triple junctions. The grain boundaries could be clas-

fj sified into three kinds: coherent or incoherent boundaries
r* between matrix grain and a second phases, twin and antiphase

domain boundaries inside grains. On grain boundaries and

|. triple junctions the amorphous phase was detected.

i The ceramics exhibiting high-Tn superconductivity are main-

I' ly orthorhombic phases having lamellar substructure. The (110)

f lamellas have been interpreted as twin-like domains introduced /•

•, in the process of the structural change from the high-tempera-

| ture tetragonal phase to the low-temperature orthorhombic one

% by means of combined reaction of oxigen ordering in oxigen

I sublattice and shear transition in all crystal lattice. In

I addition the tweed contrast and diffuse scattering of elect-

}'• ron were observed inside ortho-twins. The peculiarities of

& high-resolution transmission electron microscopy of investi-

; gated ceramic compounds and thin films are discussed.
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X-RAY DIFFRACTION INVESTIGATION OF MICROTWINS IN YBa2Cu30T_3

HIGH-T SUPERCONDUCTORc

S.V.Rushchits, I.P.Judt, V.I.Il'ichev

Chelyabinsk Polytechnlcal Institute, Chelyabinsk, USSR

Microtwins on (110) plane are essential structure ele-
ments of high-To superconductor YBa2Cu307_x. The method of
microtwin-thickness investigation by X-ray diffraction is
represented in present paper. It was shown that diffraction
integral line width of reflections with h-k?«0 might be
described by expression:

A.-W,
B =

fakl

o2/<h>]oos9

Q6sln9

where B- integral line width;
Whkl-broadening anisotropy
factor; X - X-ray wave length;
<h> -average microtwin-thick-
ness; 8 -diffraction angle;a-
twin-thickness distribution
dispersion. In the case of
polycrystal diffraction line
broadening anysotropy is the
only criterion of microtwin
appearance.A good coincidence
between theoretical(1) and ex-
perimental (2) anysotropy cha-
racter for polycrystal sample
of TfflagCUgO,^ compound with
To~90 K was observed. Average
I
I o ag

microtwin-thickness <h> =380 I and twin-thickness distributi-
on dispersion o»300 A was determined by using Intensity pro-
file Fourier-analysis and calculating Integral line width.
There Is fine agreement between X-ray diffraction and elect-
ron microscopy results.
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X-RAY STUDY OP DTKALilC GHABACTSRISTICS IK THS

CO12POUND ViHH DIEFEHEMP OXYGEN CO1JTEKD

N.M.Olekhaovich. T.B.Zhabko, H.S.Orlovs, T.D.Ysnovich,

O.I.Pasukovskii

Institute of Physics of Solids and Semiconductors,

Academy of Sciences of the BSSR, ul. P.Brovki 17,

220726 Minsk USSR

The crystal structure as well as the temperature depen-

dences of the lattice parameters, the thermal e:q>3nsion coef-

ficients, the Debye-Waller factors, the Debye characteristic

temperatures in the high-temperature superconductor YBagCu-jOy

with various oxygen content Y are determined as a function of

temperature in the range from 30 to 750 K by a Z-ray diffrac-

tometry technique. It is known that the crystals with

areorthorhombic at room temperature while those with

are tetragonal. The starting material was a superconducting

orthorhombic compound with Y=S.9O. The variation of the con-

centration and the ordering of the oxygen atoms in the lattice

was realised using different conditions of heat treatment in

the oxygen and argon atmosphere or in vacuum. It is found that

after annealing in argon at about 600°C as well as after the

annealing in vacuum at 400°C this compound has tetragonal sym-

metry with Y=6.5O.It is shown that the thermal expansion coef-

ficients oL decrease with reducing oxygen concentration and

depend on the ordering of oxygen atoms and their vacancies,

which is associated with the thermal history of sample. For

orthorhcnbic phase the following relation oia < o(g < o(c. is

observed and for tetragonal one o(a < a(c . J?or certain sam.p-

les the value of dig is close to that of oCc , for other - to

value of oCa , in sov.e case o(g <c<s . This can be connected b

the o:cy£gn distrib-joions in the (O^o) and (loo) sites ir. the

z=0 plens. It Is also iTouru that rhe function of the De'oye tea-

perature versus ti'.e oxygen concentration Y has a ninimum near

the region, of crthoraoabic-tetrasjonal structure transfoj?mation.

by
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DST3RMIKATICIT OP TH3 PHASE RATIO IN THS ?b-3i-Sr-Ca-Cu-0

CERAMICS OP THE NOMINAL COI1POSITIO" 2223 BY PO'JDS?. METHOD

0.G. Potapova , V.S. Kravchenko, A.I. Romanenko , Ye.S.
Zolotova , O.V. Razlevinskays

Institute of Inorganic Chemistry, Siberian Branch of the

Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Novosibirsk 630090,USSR

The phase composition of ceramic samples of the overall

formula (PbjBiLs^CapCuoO^. and nominal compositions Bi2

SryCa2Cu30w (x=1.4-2.3, y=1.4-2.0)(Tanneal=870°C) and

Pb3i, Sr CaoCu,Owr (x=0.1-1.0, y=1.4-2.4, z=1.4-2.O.T =850°G)

has been studied by XPD in order to determine the optimum

composition of the 2223 single phase. The prepared samples

contain 2223, 2212, 2201, Ca2?b0., CagCuC.,, CuO phases in

different proportions and combinations.Host of the samples

exhibit regular mutually reversible changes in their 2223

to 2212 ratios v/hile the other phases are present in incon-

siderable approximately equal amounts. A semiquantitative

estimation of the ratio of the superconducting phases has

been performed on the basis of the intensities of basal re-

flections 006, 008, 0010 for the 2201, 2212, 2223 phases,

respectively; traces of the 2212 phase were determined by

the presence of the 115 reflaction. A single phase sample

v/ith the structure 2223 was obtained when adding Pb ,its

nominal composition was Pbn ^Bi. rSr. QCaoCu,0. An XPD

study of samples with compositions varying around PTJQ ,

Bi.. =Sr., oCa-0u,0 made it possible to refine the .region of

existence of the 2223 single phase. A more detailed stu-

dy of the temperature dependence of the phase composition

mede it possible to obtain a distinct lower boundary of the

exigence of the 2223 r-r̂ ss. Ilhus at the synthesis tempera-

ture 845°3 the sample contains 2223 and 2212 phases in

approximately equal ratio and at 850°G we already observe

phaai 33^pli with "he 2223 structure. The tem-

interval of the- existence! of the 2223 phase is
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QUANTITATIVE PHASE ANALYSIS IN Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 CERAMICS

H.Sichova, L.Dobiasova, J.Hovorka+ and J.Sebek"r+

Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Ke Karlovu 5, Prague 2
+ National Research Institute for Materials, Prague 1
+ + Institute of Physics, Acad.Sciences, Prague 8

The composition of two samples with different prepara-

tion conditions was analysed by X-ray diffraction and micro-

probe technique. Sample I was prepared by the wet-chemical

citrate way. Sample II was sintered from oxides end carbona-

tes. XRD quantitative phase analysis was used to study the

relative population of the phases 221 (T~2OK), 232 (T~80K)

and 243 (T ~110X) in the bulk and the surface layers. We have

found the strong difference in the surface and bulk sample

composition. In sample I the amount of 221 phase was higher

in the surface layer than in the bulk. In sample II the

surface was enrichted by 243 phase. The influence of texture

on XRD phase analysis was also taken into account. Electron

microprobe analysis gave the relative content of sideproducts

and phases of Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 system. Large amount of nonsuper-

conducting phases can strongly influence the temperature

dependence of the resistivity and susceptibility measurements

for different parts of sample due to inhomogeneous phase

distribution.

Literature:

1. K.Imai, I . f t ska i , T.Kav/ashima, S.Sueno, A.Ono: J . Japn .

Appl.Phys. 27 (1988) LI651

2. K.Kijinia, H.Endo, J .Tcuchiya, A.Sumiyama, M.Mizuno,

y.Gg' j r i : J . Japan. Appl .Phys. 23 (1989) 1-737

3 . E.Cerny, K.Sic-.ove: Cryst.Res.Tecr.ncl. 21 (1986) 1611
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A NEW 1-2-3 PHASE ARISING FROM Hf DOPING OF Y Ba2Cu307_g

I.S.Braude, V.G.Khomenko, V.I.Dotsenko, N.M.Chaikovskaya,

and M.N.Sorin

Institute Low Temp. Phys.& Engng., Ukr.SSR Akad.Sci.,
Lenin pr. 47, Kharkov, 310164, USSR

We have investigated substitution of Hf for Cu on the

ceramics YjBa-Cu,O-_g . The samples were synthesized by the

standard ceramics process from oxides of Y, Cu, Hf and Ba

peroxide. HfO, was introduced in the mixture so that the

final material should have been YjBa-Cu^^If X O ? »

(QSx<2).The initial mixture was annealed for 6 hours ar

temperatures 940-950°C. Then the synthesized material was

powdered and the powder was used for X-ray diffraction

analysis.

The X-ray study employed the DRON-2.0 apparatus, with Cu

anode radiation (Hi-filter) and the intensity recorded by

the potentiometer. The analysis suggested that for low Hf

the samples contained only the perovskite orthorhombic phase

(1-2-3), with orthorombicity 1.019 and the "green phase". As

Hf increased, there appeared a third phase, also

perovskite-like and orthorhombic, but with larger lattice

parameters (a=4.15+0.01.. b=4.18*0.01, c=12.57±0.03) and a

smaller orl'horLombisity (1.003). The lattice parameters for

the "normal11 1-2-3 phase agreed with those reported

elpawhc-re /P.ef. l/.T'vs n?.tv.r2 of the new phase is still

unclear; it still can be proposed that the cu ions in the

2-"-3 perovikite lattire arsi prrt^ally replaced by Hf ions.

It is shown that th? fractions of the three phases can

vary witl̂  vzricr.s th.Tinal pretr atments.

t.r Ivri.H.Frsr.cvii Z. FIv/s .r . Cc.idens. Matter. ,1889, -v .76 ,413
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X-RAY PHASE ANALYSIS OF Y-BA-CU-0 AND Y-BA-CU-(NI)-O

HIGH-Tc SUPERCONDUCTORS

J.Rusefc, P.Filip* and P.Kuc:rek+

Mining Institute, Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences,

708 00 Ostrava

^Technical University, 708 00 Ostrsva
++Resenrch Institute of Iron Metallurgy. 739 51 Dobra

Superconducting oxides Y-Ba-Cu-(Ni)-0 are studied by

X-ray diffraction, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and

energy dispersive x-ray microanalysis methods. All the

samples were made by usual solid state procces. The pure

Y-Ba-Cu-0 compound is superconducting below 94K. Some

structural defects (pores, inhomogenieties) and stoichiometry

defects are observed. The sample is polycrystal1ine with

sheet like morphology of randomly oriented grains.

The presence of Ni changes the superconducting

properties. Ni doped sample superconduct at 60K with almost

single phase with orthorhombic lattices. The Ni containing

sample has slightly modified unit cell parameters. Also,

there is some evidence of other phases in minor quantity both

the samples are having equaaxed and randomly oriented grains

but poorer interconection is observed in case of the Ni doped

sample.

'i



TRUE f NCOMMENSURftTE STRUCTURES IN Bi -Sr-Ca-Cu-0 CRYSTALS.

V.V. Taretskii, CJ.D. ?hitjadlo

CVL <ION>, Institute of Solid St^te Physics, Academy o-f
Sciences of the BSSR, P.Prnvki, 17, ??07?6 Minsk, USSR

In 8i—Sr—Ca—Cu—0 crystals i n commensurate structure's with
the wave modulation vectors qi = Sjc"* and q-?=5gc* werp obtained.
The question of the nature and the character of a new and
earlier obtained superstructures is being discussed. We came to
the conclusion that Bi —Sr—Ca—Q.i—O crystals belong to the
incommensurate crystals family.

During recent high—temperature superconductivity
investigations appeared several dozens of articles, which say
about different incommensurate superstructures existance in
high-temperature superconductors. For example, in Pi-Sr—Ca-C.u-0
system in the ab plain several types o+ lor.g-period modulations
was observed at once. The experimental data analysis testify
that all those superstructcres correspond to long—period
structures from plain defects such as antiphase boundaries and
packing defects; and "incommensurate effects" are thia device o-f
commensurate periods combination in cii+ferent proportions. That
is why in this situation for interpretating these results there
no need to use incommensurate structures which by their
physical properties are the objects of different nature. For
incommensurate structure search the X-rny investigations (Fe
-radiation) on mcnocrystals Bi T,?Sr t >RCaCu7Dn<-:. was made. The
Fe—radiation usage let us fixate the satellite reflexes St
<OQ1 ±5\) very little intensity I « I I U / I » I = 1 O S - 1 O 4 ) , which are
placed on the reflex "tails" l=2n. The cross-sections taken
near reflexes <001 > indicate that the wave modulation vector is
strictly parallel tc axe C, i.m. qi=5iC* (S^O-OSI, I.,=6OO &,
Li - period of modulation ). Near reflexes OO1 (1=2n+l) which
are simmetry prohibited, the satellites S T <OO1 +5?i were
observed; l=s« /1«3=10, q!2=S^c"',53.=0. 15, L»—200 ft. The satellites
Si as well as S^ on lowering temperature shift to the center of
reciprocal-space points. The represented experimental results
let us come to the conclusion that the obtained
Bi i.iSr i ,«CaCi.i3D3~« superstructures are true incommensurate
structures. These means that hiQh-temperature superconductors
will have the basic properties and pecularities of
incommensurate c-ysta'?-. In conclusion we can note, that in

*: Bi^.iSr x ,-,CaCu3Ow*-« the Brrgg's reflexes (OO1 > and their
| surroundings nave very complicated configurations: around the
|! basic reflects w:tM<- vary SPW>11 distance the additional
!* reflexes are placed. Their nature is not yet known and strong
2 tii: fo%i x scatter/ is r,cservfcd. To answer to dl these
'& qv.e-B*: i ons tê r.<?'-atMr= «-*sear.-h is needed.
%

The work was created within the state "High temperature
Si.;pe-conduct wi ty" prcgraihrae or Sol i i on - No,P?J project.
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INCOMMENSURATE CRYSTALS AND HI6H SUPERCONDUCTIVITY. STRUCTURE
ASPECTS.

V.V. Zaretskii, N.D. Zhigadlo

CYL <ION>, Institute of Solid State Physics, Academy of
Sciences of the BSSR, P.Brovki, 17, 220726 Minsk, USSR

We have observed M 3 that the Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 crystal system
are true incommensurate crystals. This means high-temperature
superconductors will have the basic properties and
pecularities of incommensurate crystals.

To foretell what is to be expected during the
incommensurate phases of high-temperature superconducting
crystals investigations, we analysed the basic properties and
pecularities of incommensurate crystal and compared with the
data on high—temperature superconductors structure.

1. For high—temperature superconductors the boundaries of
incommensurate phass? existence are not yet obtained and the
temperatures of phase transitions Tt and Tc are not yet known.
From the literature data analysis we can conclude that the
phase transition to the super conouc ting state is twithin
incommensurate phase (between T, and T^ \.

It is possible, that some phase transitions which can be
obtained higher than Ti, ( T,. — temperature to superconducting
state transition > and also below it, are connected with P-I
and C-I phase transitions.

2. Incommensurate structure is more apprehensiable to an
external agent, than the unit itself, and in its temperature
range of existence experiences significance transformation;
with lowering temperature the incommensurate phase resembles
polydomen crystal, in which commensurate structures are
realised locally and domen are parted by periodically soliton
row, with the distance between them corresponding to
incommensurate wave modulation vector. It's possible, that an
incommensurate structure will experience the same
transformations in high-temperature superconductors.
Incommensurate modulation of high-temperature superconductor
can significally influence on physical properties and take
part in the high-temperature superconductivity mechanism.

The work was created within the state "High temperature
superconductivity" programme on Soliton No.521 project.

tlJ.V.V. ZaretsMi, et. al . ,Pis'ma Zh.Fksp.Teor .Fi j. ,
50,No.10, p.428-A3O.
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STUDY OF THK MODULATEU STKUCTUKB OK Bi (Sr,Ca) Cu O IN THK
2 3 2 8+J--

WANCiK 8 - y^U K.

A.I.Beskrovnyi, M.Diouha, Z.Jirak, and S.Vratislav

Laboratory ot Neutron Physj.es, Joint Institute for Nuclear

Research, Dubna. 101000 Moscow, USSR

The 80 K superconductor Bi (Sr,Ca) Cu 0 was investiga-

ted at room and low temperatures by the single-crystal

neutron ditfraction and at elevated temperatures by the

powder diffraction. The modulated structure can be described

within the supercell 19a x b x c (a=b.397(1), b=S.401(1)

c-Ju.716(3) A at RT) and symmetry Pnaa. The essential teature

is the insertion ot additional oxygen rows into the BiO

planes with period 4.75 A and subsequent corrugation of all

layers. Within some layers the atoms are re-arranged. Each

bismuth cation thus acquires a coordination of six oxygen

atoms in the form of highly distorted octahedron,

characteristic tor Bi3*. Three atoms are at a bonding

distance 2.0-2.2 A and three others at 2.7-3.6 A. The Sr2*

cations have nine oxygen neighbours, eight at a bonding

distance ot about 2.6 A and one at 3.0 A. Interconnection of

bonds in the bismuth and strontium layers forms the

Bi 0 and Sr o chains (n=9 and 10) running along the
n p * 1 rr ri

a-astis. About 7% of the Sr sites, located in the vicinity of

the inserted oxygen, art- vacant. The Ca sites are coordinated

via 2.5 % Donds to eight oxygens at the corners of an

elongated cabo. They are substituted to 30* by strontium. The

resulting stoichiometry is B i
2
S r

2 1 4
C a

o 7z
Cua°« M ' T h e

coordination ot copper is practically 3quare-planar with the

Cu-0 distance ot 1.9 % . There is another oxygen (apical in a

square pyramid) displaced to 2.b A in average. Wo dramatic

changes of the structure and oxygen stoichiometry are

observed iti the investigated temperature range.
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TIME-RESOLVED NEUTRON DIFFRACTION TTJVESTIGVTIOK 0? EFFECT

OF HYDROGEN ON THE HIGH-TC SUPERCONDUCTOR "SajCUgC-^.

A.M.Balagurov, G.M.Mironova, Joint Institute for Nuclear

Research, 141980 Dubna, USSR

L.A.Rudnickij, State Institute for Nitrogen Industry,

Moscow, USSR

V.Ju.Galkin. Bardin Institute for Metallurgy, Moscow, USSR

The results of time-resolved neutron diffraction investigation

of the interaction of hydrogen flow with the high-T

superconductor YBa2Cu3O__, are presented. The essperiment was

carried out on the TOF diffractometer DN-2 at the reactor

I6R-2 in Dubna. Hydrogenation was performed on snail pieces

of 1-2-3 ceramics which were enclosed inside a quartz tube.

The sample was heated up to 350 C with a constant rate of

•».5 deg./min. Diffraction patterns were collected every 3 min

within the &hkl- interval of 1-20 A. Up to 220 C the

refinement yielded the well known orthorhombic phase of

the 1-2-3 structure without any remarkable reduction of

the (b-a)/(a+b) ratio. Below this temperature the only

change in the specimen was a gradual increase of the

incoherent background which occurred even at room

temperature. Once the temperature 220 C was reached the

sample degradation took place as evidenced by precipitation

of metallic copper, drastic increase of background and

widening of diffraction peaks. Simultaneously,, the occupancy

of O4+O5 sites fell down to 0.6. No evidence was found for

the formation of solid solution of hydrogen in 1-2-3

structure.



INTERACTION OF u- AND"g-FHONONS DUE TO DISTORTION OP SURFACE

CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC SYMMETRY ON THE SURFACE OF

V.V.Lavrik, V.V.Rugyantsev and V.T.Shunyakov

Donetsk Fhysico-Technical Institute, Ukrainian Academy

of Sciences, 340II4 Donetsk, USSR

Due to the stuctural role of C-axis in RBa-Cu,© (R=Y,Tm,

Gd) compounds the crystalline lattice of them might te pre-

sented as a set of six alternating planes, normal to C-axis:

R, CuO2, BaO, CuO, BaO, CuO~. The symmetry of bundles,of R-

and CuO-planes (one each in every elementary unit) coincid-

es with the point group of the crystal due to symmorphic

nature of the space group. CuOp- and BaO-plains (two each

in every elementary unit) have a lower symmetry Cpv. The

same symmetry group is typical for the surface of the crys-

tal, aligned normal to C-axis. Thus, due to decrease of

symmetry at the "boundary mixing of u- and g-phonon modes

of vibrations of bridge oxygen 0-1 is possible. Such mixing

of vibrations at the surface of a single crystal of HBaCuO

involves a number of consequences, one of which is connec-

ted with the modulation of electron polarization in the su-

bsurface monolayer at spreading of the electromagnetic fi-

eld in the crystals. In other words, in the surface sub-

layer the rule of alternative forbidenness would be cancel-

led. Due to this Eaaan scattering at the surface polariton

can result. Another consequence of symmetry distortion is

appearance in the surface sublayer of the second harmonic.

The authors propose the experimental scheme for observati-

ons of sygnals of the second harconic at the surface of a

RBa~Cu 0 single crystal.
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THE CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF EVOLUTION OF THE

MICROSTRUCTURE IN THE SOLID SOLUTION SYSTEM

Eui+x
B*2-xCu3°7-y

Kavecansky V. ,Csach K..Miekuf J.,Diko P

Institut of Experimental Pbyei.cs,Slovak Academy of Science

47 Solovjevova 04001 KoSice.CSFR

Various experiments for study of chancing the valency of

Cu on the superconductivity properties were perforated by

partial substitution of Ba by rare earth slora IU. Akinaga «t

al.12] showed that in the system EuBaCuO exists wide range of

solid solutions for 0<x<0.4. Furthermore for x<0.15 the phase

structure is orthorhombic and for x>0.2 only tetragonal phase

is present. A series of samples Eu. Ban Cu O_ Cfor x from
i*x ^—x J #—y

0.15 to 0.30} was studied using x-ray difrractometry and

metallography. All prepared samples were almost single phase

as was determined by x—ray diffraction with only small

amounts of CuO phase revealed metallographically and

identified by EDX microanalyeis. The tetragonal and

orthorhombic phases were distinguished by XRD and

metallography. The orthorhombic phase has typical twins

present as a consequence of tetragonal to orthorhombic

transformation. This twinned structure was observed using

polarised light microscopy. It was found that with increases

x the optical contrast between the twinns decreases. From

splitting of diffraction peaks we could find that samples

; with x < .18 has orthorhombic and for x >.25 tetragonal

;• structure. In the case of sample with x » .22 was the phase

• structure determined by X—ray analysis ambiguous in contrast

i . to metallographical observations. It has been shown that for

'. phase composition determination is metallographical analysis

, sensitive and useful method along with x-ray diffractowetry.

! III Taklta K..Akinaga H.,Katoh H.,Asano H. and Masuda K.:

; Jpn.J.Appl. Phys.27, C1988> L67.

E2J Akinaga H. ,Katoh H. ,Taklta K. ,At*ano H.«nd Nasuda K. :

Jpn.J.Appl.Phys.27 C1P88> L610.
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LACTIC ACT IVZlUTHblT DIFFRACTION STUDIES 0? PECULIARITIES
c?

V.A. Ul'yanov , V.A. Truaov , A.L. iialyshev , A.Y. Latvreev ,
1 1 ? s

v".E. Khavronin , I .D. Luzyanin , A.I... balagurov , M.. Laran ,

A. ./isnie..ski , A. Pajaczkowslrer

) Leningrad Imclear Physics I n s t i t u t e , Academy of SciencesGatchina,

) Joint Institute f or I'uclear Hesearch, Dubna, Loscow Distr.,

UiSR

^) I n s t i t u t e of Physics, Polish Academy of Sciences, ,/arsaw,
Poland

The problem of substitution in YiapCu^Ong. has attracted

a lot of attention. The substitution for Cu drastically changes

the superconducting properties as a rule, but Cu <» Ti changes

the superconducting transition temperature (T_) not much.
•*• c

Samples ̂ ^^^-r^x^3°7-S w s r e PrePare;i by using the so-
lid state reaction method (J:=0.005; 0.02; 0.05). X-ray diffrac-
tion data confirn that they contain only a single phase.

A vibrating sample magnetometer was used to measure the

magnetic properties of the specimens and to determine T .

An experimental investigation was made of the behaviot of

the dynamical susceptibility in YiapCOu^ II )oOn_g. within the

range of 0.1 ... 100 kHz and within the temperature range

77 ... 100 K.

ileutroc diffraction data have shoivn too that these compounds

v;ith x=0.005 ... 0.0? are really single phased and Ti occupies

the position of Cu1. Redistributions of oxygen at the positions

04 and 05 take place at the same time, The lattice parameters

remain the same for x within the limits mentioned above.
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STRUCTURE AND INSTABILITY OP PROPERTIES

OP HIGH-TC SUPERCONDUCTORS

D.A.Dikin, V.M,Dmitriev, A.P.Isakina. A.I.Prokhvatilov,

O.R.Frikhod'ko, E.V.Khristenko,L.D.Yantsevich,A.Gurevich

Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering

Ukr.SSR Academy of Sciences, Kharkov, USSR

X-ray structural investigations of La, Y, Sm, Bi and Tl

ceramics permit us to conclude that peculiarities observed

in the ceramics behaviour are due to their structural insta-

bility appearing under certain technological regimes of the-

ir production. Studies of the temperature dependence of lat-

tice parameters (a,b,c,V) and thermal expansion ( oL» cL>

J3) coefficients (TEC) of Bi- and Tl- ceramics were carried

out first on fresh-prepared samples and then after holding

them at 293 K for 1 to 3 months. On fresh-prepared samples

above T a sharp increase of the cell volume is occured and

the bell-shaped anomalies of TEC are observed. The negative

expansion for these samples is also observed below T . Re-

peated investigations showed that the holding of ceramics

has resulted in essential changes in V(T) and JJ(T). Holding

for 2,5 months resulted in the total disappearance of the

above peculiarities. T -values of the samples have not prac-

tically changed during holding. We assume that the most pos-

sible reason for the appearance of ceramics methastability

is the formation of partly disordered phases with respect

to filling the lattice cites with metal and oxygen atoms du-

ring synthesis. It is naturaly to think that the changes in

V, ft , C with time are due to structural relaxation connec-

ted mainly with the redistribution and ordering of oxygen

atoms in layers with heavy cations, and do not reflect pos-

sible situations in cuprate layers responsible for super-

conductivity.

In this work we also presented data on the observation

of the stable phases of ceramics with T above 125 K. The

lattice parameters for 2234- and 2245-phases are obtained.
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FACE MORPHOLOGY OF VAPOUR GROWN YBa-CuT.06_., SINGLE CRYSTALS

A. ivirisrsi-i s-id A. Uii ni

Institute of Physics, Silesisn University, Uni wersy te~l- a 4

40-007 Katcwice,-. Poland

YBCO crystals obtained by the vapour ccr.densati on method

with the use of ZrQ,, crucibles were well shaped and grew

on the C100> -faces as cuoes or rectangular prisms . All the

•faces o-f the crystals show a relief similar to the strip

pattern observed in polarised light. Cavities of a specific

type are cften observed on the faces parallel to the c a:: is

when this a;;is is perpendicular to the growth direction.

The cavities sited in the central part of the face have a

polygonal shape bordered by lines parallel -G the C19 0 12,

C4 0 9], C4 0 92, £ 17 0 23, C3 0 43 and C3 0 43 directions.

The walls of the cavities are parallel to the

crystallogra.phic planes containing the Y, Ba, Cu and 0

atoms and are not smooth but stepped occur. The cricin of

the cavities is associated with crystal growth in the

tetragonal phase. Growth steps were observed on the crystal

•faces. I + was confirmed that the stripes visible ir. the

polarirec light sometimes were not strictly parallel. The

inclination reacr.ez up to 2 - A detailed analysis o-f

various outgrowths is presented.
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TEXTURE STUDY IN SUPERCONDUCTOR CERAMICS

W. Matz, K. Rudolph, U. Engelmann, and W. Anwand

Zentrallnstitut fflr Kernforschung Rossendorf der AdW der DDR

PF 19, DDR-6051 DRESDEN. G.D.R.

A systematic study of the conditions to fabricate bulk textured

material of YBCO by the substitution of potassium carbonate [1]

was performed. In the ingridients 10$ of barium carbonate was

substituted. The T of the final ceramics measured with standardc
four-point probe technique ranges from 83K to 90K. Critical

2
current densities at 77 K are as low as 40 A/m . Phase analysis

by X-ray diffraction showed besides YBCO strong additions of CuO

and the green phase in all samples. In order to avoid additional

phases in the ceramics the content of potassium carbonate was

reduced to 5.355- Samples prepared with the mentioned procedure

are nearly single-phase.

Quantitative texture analysis was performed with this sample.

Pole figures of the Bragg reflections (003), (005), (006), and

(116) were measured by X-ray diffraction with a special texture

goniometer. In comparison with a nearly texture free standard

sample corrected and normalized pole figures were estimated. The

(005) pole figure is the most pronounced one. The texture within

the YBCO pellets is of a fibre type. The normals of the basal

planes of the orthorhombic unit cell are inclined by about 35

with respect to the pellet's normal. A second weaker component

with an inclination angle of 45°-50° was found also. In the other

; pole figures a similar behaviour is found but less pronounced.

I The critical current density of this sample is about 90 A/m .

\ The microstructure of the ceramics was investigated by light and

jjf scanning electron microscopy. It is mainly characterized by glo-

!' bular grains with mean dimensions less than 10 ,um and single

? grains up to 50 ,um. The main problem to obtain strong texture

j seems to be the small grains in the ceramics. A promotion of

| grain growth will enhance the texture effect significantly.

[1] P. MurugaraJ et al., Solid State Communs. 1988, §6, 735
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CRYSTAL SURFACE LAYER PARTIAL DISTURBANCE INFLUENCE ON X-RAY

DIFFRACTION CURVES UNDER THE SPSOULAH R^FLSCTIOH CONDITIONS

I . A . S h i p o v * and M.A.Andreeva*3-

^Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, USSR

" State University, Moscow, USSR

On the basis of the theory (1,2)

the integral x-ray diffraction in

grazing geometry curves for various

depth profiles of disturbance of ide-

al crystal surface layer are calcula-

ted. Fig«1 shows that replacement of

partially disturbed layer to comple-

tely amorphous one can increase peak

intensity of integral curves actually

without change of their shapes. This

fact explains the experiments (3).

k

do' 15' lof

Fig.l.

Calculations show that the similarity of shapes can be ab-

sent in corresponding differential curves so far as partially

disturbed layer in distinction from completely amorphous one

results in appearance of oscillations on the "tail" of diffe-

rential curve (Fig.2). The

oscillation period depends

only on thickness of parti"

ally disturbed layer. It's

depth profile, surface amor-

phous film, value of incident

angle influence the damping

of oscillations and their

phase. All the calculated

features can be easily exp-

30" ' 4? r s"o' ' Tk lained by kinematical limit
of dynamical diffraction

Fig.2. theory.

1. Andreeva M.A.et al., Metallofizika, 1986, 8, 44.

2. Andreeva M.A.et al., Phys.Stat.Sol.(a), 1985,V.83,P.455.

3. Golovin A.L.et al., Phys.Stat.5ol.(a), 1985,V.88,?.5o5.
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X-RAYS INVESTIGATION 0? THE THINNEST SUBSURFACE CRYSTAL
LAYERS AND INTERFACES

V. Chaplanov, A. Nefedov and S. Yakiaov

Kurohatov Institute of Atomic Energy, 123182 Moscow, USSR

ReBearoh of the semiconductors real surface (the
interface between crystal and amorphous film on one) is
important due to its influence on Uie operation of the
microelectronic devices. A number of new X-rays diffraotlon
methods have been developed in order to investigate the
crystal surfaoe structure with the resolution of the order
of spacing. One of this methods is the asymptotic Bragg
diffraotion (ABD) /1/, whioh is known also aB orystal
truncation rods /2/.

ABD oonsists in the measuring the diffraotively refleoted
X-rays beam intenoity in sufficiently large angular range
((6-6g|»6 , 6 is the inoidanoe angle, 6g- the Bragg angle,
6 - the Darwin table width). In this case the X-rays
refleoted from the perfect orystal Inner atomic layers
suppress themselves due to the interference. Hence the
reflection ooeffioient 1 B defined by their scattering from
subsurface layer with the thickness L = \/(4E|8-8g|ooB8g)
(\ is the X-rays wavelength). It is important that ABD
permits to analyse the interface between the crystal and the
cover with the thioknese up to several miorons In situ /3/.

In the paper we present the ABD oonoeption in detail and
some results of the investigations of the crystal real
surfaoe modifications under effects of electrical and
radiation filds.

1. A. Afanas'ev et al., Aota Cryst. JV40 (1972) 352.
2. Robinson I.E., Phys.Rev.B. 33 (1986) 3830.
3. Yakimov S.S., Chaplanov V.A., Afanas'ev A.M. et al.,

Pis'ma Zh.Brp.Teor.Phys. 39 (1984) 3.
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DEGRADATION OP THE SILICON SURFACE IN THE ION-PLASMA BEAM

V.Chaplanov, I.Galkin, A.Nafedov, N.Siiitov and S.Yakimov.

Kurohatov Institute of Atomic Energy, 123182 MOBOOW.USSR.

The processes of ion-plasma treatment of materials assume

ever greater importance in the mioroeleotronios. The damage

of S([111j-orystal surfaoe formed by affeot of the

ion-plasma beam mas investigated. Plasma was caused by the

gas-discharge in argon or oxygen ( discharge ourrent was

0,1 A, voltage was 0.6 kV or 2 kV, etohing time was 10 min.

or 30 min.). For the investigation the X-rays asymptotio

Bragg diffraction /1/ was used. The thickness L of the

distorted layer and the average ohanging of the interplanar

distance Ml/d in one are shown in the Table. Accuracy of the

determinations of X 1B equal 3% and the same of S373 is

letter than 0,356.

sample

o
L.A
5373,*

stan-
dard

6.9

0

an
0,6 kV

lOmin

17

1.8

30min

23

1.7

?on
2 kY

10min
28

1.8

30min
35

1.4

oxygen
2 K7

lOfflln
36

1,7

30min
55

1.3

0ns oan draw the oonolusion, that ions energy increasing

results to rising of the distorted layer thlokness. Silioon

stoos, knooked by ions into interstitialB, move into the

sample. At the same time the surfaoe is etched, and region

with abundance of interstitials is formed in the subsurfaoe

layer. It leads to Increasing of the interplanar distance In

the distorted region.

1. Yaklmov S.S., Chaplanov V.A., Afanaa'ev A.M. et al..

Pis'ma Zh.Bxp.Teor.Phys. 39 (1984) 3.
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X-RAY STUDY OF STRUCTURAL DEFECTS

SUPERLATTICE

J. Kubena and v. Hoi?

EEMT CONDUCTOR

Department of Solid State Physics, Facui-.y of Science,

Masaryk University, Kotlarska 2, 6ii Xt Brno,

Czechoslovakia.

The X-ray diffraction maxima of secicorductor superialti-

ces <SLs) do not agree with those obtai:ie-i for an ideal SL en

the basis of the seraikinematical diffraction theory-This dis-

crepancy is caused due to structural defects in real SLs.

In the poster the X-ray diffraction in real SLs is

treated on the basis of the semikinematical diffraction

theory assuming that the structural defects are randomly

distributed in the SL volume. For various types of the

defects the diffraction maxima and the diffraction satellites

are computed. It has been found theoretically that the

defects do not affect the integrated intensity of

diffraction, assuming the defects nave no influence to the

structure factor of a SL elementary cell. This fact has been

used for determining the ave-

raged structure parameters <i.

e. the mean lattice parameter

and mean chemical composition)

of the I (GaAsr ̂ iMAsi ni 1ZQ SL.

The statistical parameters of

the defects have been obtained

from a fit of the theoretical

and experimental rocking cur-

ves. The example is in the fi-

gure, where the dotted line is

the -1st satellite (CuOO2) of

the ideal SL, the circles are

the experimental points, the

full line represents the best

fit following from the theory.
-2700 -2600
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Accurate determination of low lattice mismatches in III-V
homoepitaxial structures

C, Ferrari. P. Franzosi and J. Garcia*. MASPEC-C.N.R., Via
Chiavari 18/A, 43100 Parma, Italy
* Permanent address: Physics Faculty, La Habana University, Cuba

X-ray double crystal diffractometry (DCD) is a powerful
technique for investigating III-V material epitaxial heterostructures;
it permits indeed to measure values of the lattice mismatch between
layer and substrate as low as 10-4. Usually, the Cu Ko radiation and
the symmetric 004 reflection are used for measuring the lattice
mismatch normal to the (001) growth plane, while a pair of
asymmetric reflections (224 and 224, or 115 and 115) are used
when both the normal and the parallel mismatches of tetragonally
distorted layers have to be measured. However, in order to obtain
reliable mismatch values, a suitable theoretical model and
computation programs have to be used, mainly when the layer
thickness is low [P.F.Fewster and C.J.Curling, J. Appl. Phys. £2 (1987)
4154]. Under these experimental conditions it is possible to resolve
lattice mismatches not smaller than 10'4.

The present work deals with the DCD study of the lattice
mismatch in InP/InP homoepitaxial structures; in this case the origin
of the mismatch is related not to the different chemicai composition
of layer and susbtrate as in the case of the heterostructures, but to
the different doping of layer and substrate. As for the experimental
conditions, the Cu Kai radiation and the 117 asymmetric reflection
were used; in this way 2-3 Jim thick layers could be succesfully
investigated, since the intensity of the layer Bragg peak was
comparable to that of the susbtrate peak. Taking advantage of a
reliable computation model, lattice mismatch values as low as 5-10'6

were measured. The experimental procedure presented here seems
to be convenient for studying in detail the effect of the doping on the
lattice parameter of III-V materials; this work is now in progress.
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BRAGG-PRESKEL THEORY OP X-E/.Y DIPPP./CTT05 ON

Besirganian P.H., ffasarian 2.A,, ̂ vetisa K.T.

Dept.of Physics, Yerevan State Un;.--fer£-jt,',, i-lrivî i %

Yerevan,375049, Armenia,USSR.

An investigation of diffracted waves intensity calcu-

lation by means of zone method on crystals end determina-

tion of limits of its applicability art :,f greet importance

at present time, which is actual in T-TSJ optics an3 elec-

tronics.

The calculation of diffracted v?c,ves intensity in kine-

matic approximation comes to the precise determination of

difference of phase between elementary waves on the obser-

vation point and to the precise summation these waves. In

crystals and lammelar mediums the Presnel's zone method of

calculation with 3ragg's method of finding of maximum re-

flecting direction from lattice planes are combined.

In present work Bragg-Fresnel diffraction in three-

dimensional crystals for the primary spherical and plane

waves has been investigated, and the general equations for

zone by volume has been found, the idea of which at the

first time has been introduced in /1,2/.

At first time it has been established that the zones

have a shape of circular cylinder and cylindrical layers.

As a result the most appropriate \Tarisnts Bragg-Presnel's

method of focusing have been chosen: lightpower,precisive

and practically realizable.

1. Besirganian P.H., Zhurnal Techn. Piziki, J34, (1964),562.

2. Besirganian P.H., ibid., 3J>, (1965), 359.
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INTERFERENCE EFFECTS IN A SLIGHTLY DEFORMED CRYSTAL UNDER

AM ULTRASONIC EXCITATION

E.M. Iolin, E. A. Raa tnian

Institute of Physics. Latvian Academy of Sciences,

329021 Riga, Saiaspils, USSR

The ultra sound CUS3 effects on diffraction has been the

least studies for statistically deformed single crystals if

compared to the perfect ones. In C13 for the first time it has

been shown that a high-frequency US violates the conditions

under which the adiabatic motion of representative points oc-

curs on the dispersion sheets. That results in a considerable

reduction of the diffraction intensity CI D at |H W|<<1 CH is

the reciprocal-lattice vector, W - the US amplitudes. Another

interesting consequence of Cl] is the possibility to predict

interference beatings for I as dependent on deformation gra-

dient B. The present work pays preferable attention to the

theoretical investigation of those "defermation" beatings

and their experimental detection as well.

In the experiment on neutron diffraction a Si single
crystal 1730 mkm thick is used Creflection C22CO, the Laue
reflection condition}. The wavelength of the transverse US vib-
rations C\ D is chosen such, that \ ~ T Cr is the extinction

s s

length^ for one series of experiments, and X<<T - for the

other. The experimental conditions prevent from revealing the

usual Hart Pendellosung effect £23. The AI =fCH VO maximum de-

crease at fixed but various B values is measured. It has been

found that AI does really oscillate as dependent on 1/B, the

period of beatings is in good agreement with the theory. The

results obtained from the preceding X-ray experiments are ana-

logous. The possibility of the "deformation" Pendellosung ob-

servation in the Bragg geometry is pointed out for thick crys-

tals. The ways of the founded effect application are discussed.

1. E.M.Iolin, E. A. Raitman et al. , Sov. Phys.JETP, 67CS3 C198S3.

2 M.Kart. 2. Phys. 189 Cl9663 269.
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EFFECT OF AGGREGATION OF POINT DEFECTS IN ALKALI HALOGEN

CRYSTALS ON DIFFUSE X-RAY SCATTERING

I.S.Braude* & A.V.Gektin**

Institute Low Temp. Phys.& Engng., UJcr.SSR Akad.Sci.,
Lenin pr. 47, Kharkov, 310164, USSR

Institute of Single Crystals
Lenin pr. 62, Kharkov, 310086, USSR

We study the effect of the contribution of point defects

to lattice distortion in additively coloured of KC1 and NaCl.

To do so, we measured the intensity of diffuse X-ray scatte-

ring J near the reflections {hOO} along the scattering wave

vector. The parameter of the structure distortion degree was

the tangent of the slope cL of the curves of Ig I vs Ig g/ff

{§ is the displacement vector and B the reciprocal lattice

vector).

Analysis of the distribution of I for KC1 containing

only F- or X-centers revealed in both cases vacancy-type

defects. The d value obtained and the increased distribu-

tion of I on the side of lower angles suggest that in both

cases there are defects with weak fields of displacement

that decrease by the Coulomb law /Ref.l/.

Additive colouring in H a d gives rise to colloid particles

surrounded by a metastable phase as in the case of Ref.2.

Thermal treatment of NaCl results first in dissolution of the

metastable phase and then of the colloid.There remain defects

revealing distortions of the "interstitial site branch". The

calculations of Ref.3 are well supported by experiments.

l.M.A.Krivoglas, Theory of x-ray and thermal neutron scatte-

ring by real crystals, Nauka, Moscow, 1967 (in Rus.)

2.A.V.Gektin et al., Fis.Tverd.Tela, 27, (1985), 1391.

3.I.S.Braude, A.V.Gektin et al., Fis.Tverd.Tela, 30, (1988),

3164.
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TRIPLB-CRYSTAl-DIPPRACTOiETRY X-RAY DIPFUSE SCATTERING STUDY'
OP KCCRODEFECTS AND THEIR DISTRIBUTION Iff GaAs CRYSTALS

HIGHLY DOPKD WITH Si

l.A.Charniy, A.lf.Hbrozov and V.T.Bublik

I-ray diffraction analysis laboratory Department of

semiconductor materials and devices Moscow Steel and

Alloys Institute, leninskiy 4 Ifcscow 117936 USSR

Isointensity lines of X-ray diffuse scattering (DS) by nrf.-

crodefects GdD) in dislocation-free Si-doped (n=2-5.i0i8cm~3)

GaAs crystals grown by Horizontal Sridgesan (HB) method were

investigated with the help of computer-controlled triple-crys-

tal diffractometer in nondispersive geometry. Isointensity

lines around 111 and 333 reciprocal lattice points correspond

to MD of flat and extrinsic nature with static displacements

decreasing as U«5CR , where C is the unit displacement power

of MD equal to bRQ, where b - Burgers vector and R - radius

of dislocation loops if MD axe dislocation loops (DL). The

knee formed by the two segments of the linearized angular de-

pendence of DS intensity (ips* °. a n d ^DS00"! » w n«* e 1 *B

the deviation of the diffraction vector from the nearest re-

ciprocal vector H) corresponds to the value ^"(HC) if ,

(HC)~1^2<£<BJk^. C value appeared to varry smoothly from 2.103

to 25.10 ûn there and back through the minimum value along

the[§li] direction in D-shaped (111)-cross section of the in-

got, "tfewmoon-shaped" highly inhomogeneous and easily detec-

table distribution of etch pits of nondislocative origin was

obtained in such wafers. Simultaneously with variation of C

smooth decreasing and increasing through the mini mini value of

Ro were revealed. Supposing that MD-DL and b-1/3[Hi]the maxi-

mum value of R at the edges of the wafer was estimated to be

1 jam and minimum value in the centre of new-moon-ahaped 1BTW"

lated-etch-pit denuded zone was equal to 0.1 fim. It was shown

also that the opposite tendency took place in the case of l a ^

tice parameter variation: R ^ corresponds to the •BTiann ra-

lue of lattice parameter 5.65375 R and M * * corresponds to the

value 5.6536* A (XCul^used - 1.5405934 15. ̂ e nutter of in-

ter«titial atoms composing MD turned out to *•*»>• •*•» *= • 1 1

point* of tbt wafer and was equal to 3.10 ea .
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USE OF 3ASIC IMAGING EQUATIONS IN THE STUDY CF SEVERAL

X-RAY DIFFRACTION EXPERIMENTS

0. Ki •y.a'r

Institute of Physical Electronics, Slovak Academy of Sciences,

Vrbovska" testa 102, 921 01 PieStany, Czechoslovakia

Recently, conditions for multiple successive X-ray diffrac-

tion have been established analytically and basic imaging e-

quations derived 1 . The purpose of this contribution is to

show cur recent results obtained in the study of several X-ray

diffraction arrangments.

Reflection Lang topography. Using the imaging equations and

Monte Carlo method, the effect of geometrical parameters such

as focus size and shape, distances, and the tilt of the wafer

upon geometrical parameters, and shape of the diffraction spot

have been studied. A less common way of adjustment in the Lang

and double crystal topography and goniometry has been tested

and procedures to simplify computer calculations in multiple

diffraction experiments have been outlined.

X-ray magnifiers. Conditions of the angle preservation in

X-ray magnified images have been obtained for several cases

and the effect of the angle tilt of the two entrance surfaces

in X-ray magnifiers upon the shape of the X-ray image has been

studied. Computed and experimental results will be presented.

1.0. KorytSr, to be published in Czech. J. Phys.
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NEUTRON DIFFRACTION STUDIES OF THE IC MODULATED STRUCTURE IN

SBN SINGLE CRYSTALS OF VARIOUS COMPOSITIONS

F. Prokert*, D. Sangaa** and B. Savenfcp**

•> Zentral inst i tut fur Kernfforschung; Rossendopf, DDR

**) Joint Ins t i tute of Nuclear Research,- LNP, Dubna, USSR

Strontium barium nlobates Sr Ba _ Nb_O. <SBN-x> ehxiblt

an Incommensurate <IC> superstructure described by the

modulation vector:

q 6 + " ?<l+i5)a*/4 + <l+«5>8*/4 + c*/2,

where a , b , c - reciprocal la t t i ce parameters •Ref.ly'.

~'\c IC parameter 6 varies only weakly with increasing Sr -

content and obviously the modulation i s .. not sens i t ive t o

the doping which otherwise changes significantly the

dielectric and phase transit ion properties . Previous

experiments revealed also t h a t 6 did not depend on an

external polarising field . /Ref.2/ and, consequently, the

modulation i s not strongly influenced by changed

distribution of the Sr and Ba ions over different

i n t e r s t i t i a l s i t e s in the framework of oxygen octahedra.

These f a c t s and the r e s u l t s of the high resolution TEM

favour anti-phase . domain model of the nlobates with the

tungsten bronze s tructure . This model i s based on a random

mixing o f two different (commensurate) superstructures .

These superstructures differ only in the anti-phase domain

structure.

Features of the IC modulation in SBN-x were studied by

the neutron diffraction. At decreasing temperature, an

Increase of satellite-peak intensities was observed. This

finding might be associated with the expected Cdlffuse)

ferroelastlc phase transition In SBN.

1. J. Schneck et Ml. Phy*. Rev., §23 <1»81> 383.

2. A.M. Balagurov, F. Prokert, B.N. Savenko. phys. stat.

sol <a> 103 <1987> 131.
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X-RAY DIFFRACTION FROM SILICON SURFACE MODIFIED BY

ArF EXCINER LASER PULSE

M. Kopeck;?, E. Krousky', I. Lukes' and 0. Renner

Institute of Physics, Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences,

Na Slovance 2, 180 40 Praha 8, Czechoslovakia

The investigation of structural changes in recrystalli-

zed surface of crystalline silicon locally irradiated by fo-

cussed laser pulse has generated a great deal of interest

from both a theoretical and applied point of view (Ref. 1).

Thermal expansion induced strains of lattice spacing gene-

rated during the melting and subsequent recrystallization

processes result in a broadening of the rockinu, curve pro-

file. Such strain-induced scattering can be analyzed using

the modified Takagi-Taupin equations, however, a much sim-

pler method of integral characteristics (Ref. 2, 3) provi-

des directly several parameters of a disturbed layer (its

effective thickness, the mean change of the crystal latti-

ce spacing etc.) from the angular moments of diffraction cur-

ves. A state-of-the-art of this particular method is descri-

bed, special attention is devoted to the factors limiting

its use. The usefulness of this method for characterization

of laser irradiated silicon surface (ArF, 193 nm, 100 mJ,

15 ns, 0.1-5 J/cm ) is demonstrated. The values found using

a double-crystal spectrometer and the (333) symmetrical Bragg

diffraction (L .,~0.2 urn and Ad/d«1.8x10" ) are in accord

'}. with the formerly proposed model of laser induced formation

} and ablation of monocrystalline silicon surface (Ref. 4).

Larson et al.f 3. Mater. Res. 1 (19B6) 144.

Afanasev et al., phys. stat. sol. {a) 42 (1977)

Stepanov et al., Poverkhnost 9 (1988) 112.

Shinn et al., J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B4 (1986)

1 .
2 .

3 .

4 .

B.

A.

41

S.

G.

C.

M.

5 .

A.

B.

1273.
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POINT DEFECTS IK ZIRCON STRUCTURE i.IATERIALS
A.A.Krasaobaev,S.L.Votyakov,V.Ya.Krokhalev

I n s t i t u t e of Geology, Academy of Sciences,Sverdlovsk,USSR

Different point s t ruc tura l defects associated with i s o -
morphical impurity-ions of 3,4,5'i-metals, rare-ear thes (4f) ,
unstable valent forms of l a t t i c e ions (radiat ion induced cen-
t e r s ) , oxygen vacancies and defects i n sol id solutions ( t ab-
l e ) were investigated by EPR, opt ical absorption and lumines-
cence in synthetic and natural minerals with, zircon-type s t -
ructure (ZrSiO^, YPO ,̂ HfSiO^). Samples were synthesized from,
solutions in different mel ts , by hydrothermal and solid-phase
react ions methods. The role of synthesis condit ions, postcrys-
t a l l i z a t i o n annealings and i r r ad ia t ions on the defects proper-
t i es , co lour and luminescence of the samples are discussed,so-
me aspects of material usage are aaal iaed/I / . Table.

Type of
defect
I
M
P
U
R
I
T
Y
1
0
N

3d

4d

5d

A-f

Unstable
states

Vacancy

Defeats
in solid
solution

ZrSiO^

Cr^+(4-coordinated, symmetry Dg^.Ti^'1"
(8,C rorD 2 d ) , Fe 5 + (4or8 ,D 2 d ) , V5*- V5+

Mo5+(8,D2dorC2V), Mo5 +(4,D2 dorC a) ,
Kb4 +(8, D2d)

Hf5+ ( 8, lower D2d)

P r 5 + - Tm5+ ( 8,D2 d or lower) ,
Pr 4*, 0?b4+( 8, D2d )

2r*V Me "^associated impurity ion;
SiOJ /̂aH+orOlT; Sio|~; O'/AX or As

SiOg, SiO^j SiOji Sio|~

Zr5*/ P5* (lower G2v), SioJ"/ Y ,
SiOg5"/ Y , SiOj/ Y

YPO^

non t y p i c a l ,
except Fe^+

mi^Cf. or
a, D2 d)

HT5 +(8,D2 d)

TR3 + ;Eu2 + ,
Tb 4 + (8 ,D 2 d )

0"/ Mo orAs

PO|/TPvacancy

Zr^(8 iD2dor
cs)sio^(cI)

I . A.A.Krasnobaev, S.L.Votyakov, V.Ya.Krokhalev, Spectros-
copic properties of zircons and i t s geological applications,
Nauka, Moscow, 1988 (in Russian).
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X-RAY STRAIN FIELD INVESTIGATION IN SILICON AFTER CARBON
IMPLANTATION

U.Winter, P.Zaumseil

I n s t i t u t ' fur Halb le i t erphys ik tier Akademie der Wissenschaften
der DDR, PSF 409, Frankfurt(Oder), 1200, DDR

(100) s i l i c o n was implanted with carbon at 135 keV with dose s
of 2 lO^cm" 2 and 8 30xs*cm~a! a t d i f f e r e n t temperatures (room
temperature, lOO^C and 600"Ci t o generate an e l e c t r i c a l l y
neutral d i s turbed burried l a y e r . The samples were furnace
annealed at 600"=C, 30 min in N= and with halogen lamps at
1000°C, 10 s e c .

After every proces s the 4 0 0 - r e f l e c t i o n curve of the samples
was measured by X-ray t r i p l e - c r y s t a l d i f fractometry using t h e
main peak measuring method d i s cr ibed in / R e f . l / . The depth
p r o f i l e of s t r a i n was determined by computer s i m u l a t i o n s based
on the semi-kinematical theory /Ret.2/ and f i t t i n g the c a l c u -
lated reflection curves to experimental ones.
It will be shown that at 2 10ltsC~cm~= the integral strain
decreases with increasing implantation temperature. Annealing
at the given temperature-time conditions reduces the strain,
but i t does not disappeare completely.
At implantation with S 10loC~cm-a at room temperature a
partial amorphization can be observed. The poss ib i l i t i e s of
annealing with increasing temperatures will be discussed.

1. P.Zaumseil; phys. stat. sol. (a> 91., K31 (1965)
2. R.N.Kyutt, P.V.Petrashen, L.M.Sorokinj phys.stat.sol .(a)

fcg, 381 (19B0)
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ADVANCES IN HARD- AND SOFTWARE OF THE UNIVERSAL X-RAY
DIFFRACTOMETER URD 6

R. Arnhold, A. Herold

Freiberger Prazisionsmechanik
Freiberg, 9200, DDR

The X-ray Diffractoroeter URD 63 is an upgrade from the model
URD 6, This new 'universal X-ray diffractometer combines the
approved properties of the URD 6 (high angle measuring accu-
racy, variable beam geometry, analysis of widely differing
specimen dimensions) with the facilities offered by an on-
line 16-bit personal computer and by newly developed attach-
ments .
The implemented software package APX 63 with its uniform,
menu-oriented user communication level assists in the perfor-
mance and evaluation of measurements in the main applications
of X-ray powder diffraction. During a measurement the compu-
ter can be used to process the data of previous measurements.
Both dialog-guided interpretation of measurement results and
automatic interpretation routines will be allowed by the
high-resolution colour graphics.
The new Small Angle Attachment KWZ permits the use of URD 63
for small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and intermediate
angle X-ray scattering (IAXS) measurement of polymeres, bio-
polymeres, glass, catalysts and other materials. Measurements
are possible down to an angle 9 of about 0.03 deg, which
corresponds to a particle sise of 75 tun.
The focusing Secondary Graphite Monochromator GSM 6 increases
the efficency of URD 63 considerably. Advantages using the
graphite monochromator are: elimination of fluorescence and
fffi-radiation, improvement of peak-to-background ratio and de-
tection of reflexes with low intensity and low phase concen-
tration, respectively.
A new application of X-ray diffractometers, the analysis of
thin film layers, is offered by the attachment DSA, which
includes soller collimators and a flat graphite monochroma-
tor.
Advantages of using the new hard- and software of the Univer-
sal X-ray Diffractometer USD 63 will be exemplified on the
poster.
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DAXFC-2 (ftAPH-2) - THE NEW FOUR-CIRCLE X-RAY DIFFRACTOMETER

S. EREMITCHEV, A. EVSRAFOV, E. EVSTIGNEEV, V. FUNDAMENSKY,

M. KISELEV, V. RUDENKO, A- TSITSENKO, V. SHOOLMEISTER.

LNPO "Bourevestnik11, Leningrad, USSR

The most important -features of the new -four—circle

diffractometer are:

- the direct drive motors with extra small step;

- high precision angle encoders directly on

the corresponding axes, and guaranteed long-time

electronic accuracy;

The Eulerian-type goniometer with -fi-axis module displaced

•from -full hi-circle towards detector permits to mount low

temperature device.

Every motor, automatic apertures and attenuators are

controled with 3O35 microprocessors. The original software

allows to run diffractometer using two level computer

control. The IBM PC and compatible, DEC 11, VAX and other

computers may stay as high-level. The idea to make -free the

high-level processor -from device control is realised.

Radius o-f the error sphere o-f the axial section point is

within 0.01 mm. Reproducibi 1 i ty o-f angle setting is 0.001 dgr

with the accuracy 0.OO3 <2Tneta, Omega, Chi) and O.OOS dgr

<Fi axis). Speed of angular displacement is about 17 dgr/sec.

X-ray generator has the stability about O.Oltf.

The -full set o-f software includes data collection program

(permits to high precision experiment -for DED investigation),

programs for adjustment and testing, for UB-matrix

determination and refinement, and a full program package for

structure determination.
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DIFFRACTOMETER WITH CURVED PSPC FOR ANALYSIS OF POL¥CR1'3TALLIC

MICROSAMPLES

D.A. Soganov, O.I. Ageev and B.M. Reizis

LNPO "Bourevestnik",195272, Leningrad, USSR

Serial diffractometer with curved PSPC for analysis of

polycrystallic microsamples is designed in LNPO "Bourevestnik".

Detector angular range of simultaneous 29 measurements

is 70°, angular resolution of detectors for 29 - 0.12°.

A fine focus X-ray tube with built-in monochromator is

used in the diffractometer.

Dimensions of X-ray tube focus projection are 0.1x0.1 mm

for 6" take-off angle. X-ray tube power - 300 W. There is a

possibility to work either with monochromator or with ^-filter

set on the detector.

A set of sample holders allows to analyse flat, spherical,

cylindrical samples and microsamples in Gandolfi camera.

Inlet and outlet collimating slits of different lengths,

possibility to vary the distance between tube focus and sample

make it possible to choose optimum conditions of analyses.

An expanded software is especially designed for this dif-

fractometer .

The software includes programmes for calibration, peak

search, data storing in a disk file for hkl indexing and

search/match routines to search the file of standards.
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NUMERICAL INDEXING OK POWDER PATTERNS OF LOW AND MEDIUM

QUALITY

and E.Dynowska

Institute of Physics, Polish Academy of Sciences,

al.Lotnik^w 32, 02-668 Warsaw, Poland

One of conditions for successful indexing of a powder

pattern by any method is minimizing the statistical and

systematic measurement errors. However, for materials of

poor cristallinity as well as for some kinds of experiments

(using microdiffractometere, position sensitive detectors,

high/low temperature and high pressure chambers) these

errors are relatively high.

A two-step optimizing algorithm previously applied to

index powder patterns of single phases /Ref.l and 2/ and

mixtures /Ref.3/ was applied to study the influence of

error in peak position on the result of indexing. One of us

prepared the data and the other attempted (without any

indication of the system nor the values of the lattice

constants) to find the correct unit cell and indices. The

tests included orthorhombic and higher symmetry patterns of

various quality. The general conclusion is that to solve a

pattern of low quality (characterized by experimental error

of the order of 0.05 - 0.10 degrees 2©) slightly modified

search parameters may be necessary, most often when the

unit cell is large or if there are many overlaps.

1. W.Paszkowicz, J.Appl. Crystallogr. 20 (1987) 166-172.

2. W.Paszkowicz, J.Appl. Crystallogr. 22 (1988) 186-187.

3. W.Paszkowicz and J.Fiala, "Advanced Methods in X-Ray and

Neutron Structure Analysis of Materials", (Karlovy Vary

1987) p. 22.
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COMPUTER'S PROSRAMS SYSTEM FDR X-RAY POWDER DIFFRACTION
PATTERNS

F. Eichler

Vy-kumny a vyvojovy ustav, 471 27 Straz pod Ralskem, CSSR

A computers-, system contain some utility programs in
F-SO -fortran which can be used -for numerical analysis o-f
X-ray powder di-f fraction pattern. Input data must be
observed on step-scaning di-ffractometer. Following basal
steps are used -for correction o-f initial observed data '•

1. st - input o-f observed data
2. nd - packing its to working data set.
3. rd - data smoothing and testing for some errors.
4. th - locate peak regions and backround correction.
3. th - calculation of peak profile function parameters.
6. th - deconvolution of profile function.

Corrected data are saved to working random access data set.
Some another prgrams can be used for file selection. Data
from selected file are written to sequentional data set in
formats, which are defined by users.
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A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE X-RAY PHASE ANALYSIS IMPLEMENTED

ON IBM PC COMPATIBLE MICROCOMPUTERS

H. Marciniak, R. Diduszko

R&D Center of Vacuum Electronics,

00-241 Warsaw, Dluga 44/50, Poland

With availability of microcomputers many different

computer search/match programs have been prepared /I/.

Presented software is an interactive computer program for

qualitative x-ray phase analysis implemented on IBM XT/AT

compatible microcomputers working under DOS operating system.

It can attend the JCPDS data base of PDF-1 type ( < ) and/or

user-created data base.

Program allows the user to perform a complete search/match

procedures and to utilize a microcomputer to search the data

base of powder diffraction standards. The experienced analyst

can apply extended scale of chosen search/match parameters

including chemistry. The default condition are available too,

so that the beginners may perform the phase analysis with

success.

Program searches data base in an efficient manner

utilizing cross-index files containing the most intense

d-spacing for each standard, card numbers, mineral names and

chemical composition. Once the best matched standard has been

identified the standard pattern is subtracted from the

un' lown and search/match is continuing until all lines in

measured pattern have been identified. Partial and final

results can be presented in graphic and text modes in the

form of figures and tables.

Proposed method of packing of the data base ensures

maximal compress and fast access to selected data from the

base.

1. Goehner R.P., Garbauskas M.F., X-ray Spectr. 13.172(1984).

* Data base of type PDF-1 is distributed by Joint Committee

on Powder Diffraction Standards.
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OU THE CORRECTION FOR THE FLUORESCENT RADIATION FROM A FLAT

SAMPLE

M. Jergel

Institute of Physics, Slovak Academy of Sciences,

DubravskA cesta 9, 842 28 Bratislava, Czechoslovakia

In an XRD experiment the fluorescent radiation is usually

avoided by the convenient choice of the wavelength used or by

positioning a filter or monochromator crystal into the

diffracted beam. Yet there are the cases when still some part

of the fluorescent intensity hits the detector. For example,

when measuring the Cu-Zr metallic glass with the

radiation, the MoK- component excits the strong ZrK_

fluorescence of the wavelength very close to that of the

MoK .Even the use of the /3-filter in the primary beam anda.

the monochromator crystal in the secondary beam does not

eliminate the fluorescence satisfactorily. In this case the

use of a "softer" radiation would not provide a sufficient

interval of the scattering vector wavelengths so that the

only way to solve the problem with the fluorescence is to use

a proper correction for this effect.

In the case of a flat sample measured in the symmetrical

transmission geometry the angular dependence of the

fluorescence hitting the detector is given only

by the shape effect of the sample as the fluorescence from

the isolated atom is angle-independent. In the contribution

the general considerations will be given leading to a formula

for the angular dependence of the fluorescent radiation

detected and the application of this result for the RDA

analysis of the raw intensity data from an amorphous sample

will be shown.
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APPLICATION OF MICROABSORPTION CORRECTION IN QUANTITATIVE

PHASE ANALYSIS

M.Ermrich and H.Hermann

Central Institute of Solid State Physics and Materials
Research Dresden, Academy of Sciences of the GDR,
HelmholtBstr. 20, DDR - 6027 Dresden, G.D.R.

The absorption correction is one of the main difficulties in

quantitative phase analysis by means of X-ray methods especial-

ly for mixtures with a high so-called microabsorption effect

basing on the "absorption contrast" I ,u - ,u. 1 and the size of

particles. The latter are characterized by their mean chord

length 1-, ,u. is the absorption coefficient of phase i, and ,u

is the average absorption coefficient of the powder. Starting

from the Boolean model of the stochastic geometry using Poisson

polyhedra we developed an analytical expression for the absorp-

tion coefficient including the microabsorption effect {symme-

trically diffracted beam) [1,2]. Our method is discussed for

significant samples, mixtures of Molybdenum and Silicon. Using

the "External Standard Method" for a real input volume fraction

C M Q <f.i. 19.4 volX Mo), a comparison of the conventional limi-

ting cases demonstrates the dramatic effect: • (i) large parti-

cles </u'=/uMo* — > 4 8 1 volX Mo and (ii) fine powder ( ,u'= .U)

| — > 9.2volXMo (f.i. Cu-K^-radiation). Our method works with the

i' mean chord length as 'nput parameter, or with different wave-

s'' lengths and leads for the given example to cu =19.8volXMo [31.
U" MO

j [1] H.Hermann, M.Ermrich; Acta cryst. A42<1987)401-405
i
| £2] H.Hermann. M.Erreriob; phys.stat.sol.(a)JJL£<1989>K19-K23
v [ 3 ] M.Ermrich, H.Hermann; phys . s tat . so l . (a ) i l f i (1990)Kl-K4



Institute of jrhysias and -hs^istrr cf Petals
Silesian University, »rC-0C-7 Katowice, B̂ nizoT/a 1-, -"olani

"ear ecuiatomic KiTi alloys with cobalt addition show a
t.vo-T/ay shape memory effect. Very good corrosion rssistance,
high, strength and biocompatibility are the reasons why these
alloys are preferred as implant materials, particularly in
orthodontics and maxillary surgery. For such alloys the ter.-
porature .Â  must be close to the temperature of the body.
In the present work, the phase transitions of Nî g -Ti-gCo., ..
alloy were investigated on a Philips X-ray diffractometer
equipped with U3in-180 lor/ temperature attachment during
cooling and heating from -130 to +100°c for specimens after
quenching, ageing and thermocycling. The alloy was prepared
by electroa-beaui melting and vacuum induction remelting in
a graphite crucible, .ifter homogenization the ingot was cut
off and hot-rolled. The martensitic transition in this alloy
T7as coursed from the high-temperature phase Be to monoclinic
martensite B19' via the intermediate rhonbohedral H phase.
In the specimen after quenching 700°cA,-J during cooling
phase transition sequences 3^-»B—j-3t9'-*-R+319'-»319' wero
observed. Agoing at 500 C for "I hour caused considerable
broadening and splitting of the 110^ X-ray line. Ehe start
of splitting determine-;; the characteristic tsmperature T̂  or

it

3i-*-3. transition. Curing heating the martensite transforms

to high-temperature phase immediately. The changes in relati-

ve diffraction peak intensities of the 11032 aad 0£.0B1_f
peaks and the full-width at half maximum intensity of the

I'iCUc peak were measured. .Ageing raised and thermomeohanical

•treatment lowered the temperature range of transitions; This

cay be explained as the result of modification of chemical

composition of the matrix due to formation of precipitates

curing the ageing process and changes in structural defects

arid stresses tele ins place during an.ie alias and t he rmo cycling.
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THE USE OF FOWLER DIFFRACTION DATA FOR BUILDING THE MODEL
STRUCTURE OF THE POLYMER COORDINATION COMPLEX C? FJRCPIUK
DI-2-SThTLHSXYL PHOSPHATE (EuA,;.

Yu.I.Trifonov, S.K.Legin, A.G.Tutov
Roentgen st.t, Khlopin Radius Institute, 19TC22,
Leningrad, USSR

The knowledge of the molecular and crystal structures
of rare earth elements (HE) normal di-2-ethylhezyl
phosphates can be useful for understanding the RE
extraction under conditions high metal loading of
extractant, when these salts precipitate. Attempts to
obtain single crystals were unsuccessful. The powder
samples of LnA^ (Ln = La, Nd, Ea; A = D2EH? anion) were
synthesized by exchange reaction In organic solvents and
locked like solid paraffin-like substances. The powder
diffraction pattern of EuÂ , has been indexed as hexagonal
with unit cell parameters: a = 18.S A, c = i0.4 A, Z = 2.
The density Treasured hy picknometric techniques using

;• acetone is 1.21 gorf-1, while that calculated is 1.16
! gciif^.For constructing a model of the Sa&3 structure the
I spectrosooplc data (infrared, i^.lnTScerice) were also used.
}, These data testify to the presence of an octahedral
'';. coordination polyhedro-n 5u7^ -and bidentate bri-%e
I aikylphosphate groups in the structure --t ZuA- . Acc.jrcLing
| to this mc-del the neighbour octahedrons- of EuO^ are
|- connected by tlii-ee bridge oonds Eu-0-P-O-Eu, yielding
I polyir^r chains parallel to c - axis. Hydrocarbon radicals
| in the form of "three blade propellers M are arranged 1:\

I, ;EuAo.^ are linked by v ^ der »'aa:s fo.ves ir.ton a

e i'.!T-.'lP:r:::.' of -.-1,,=-;-- tryivs. s^i^\:--.
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SOME CHANGES IN THE SUBSTRUCTURE OF Pd-Zi-H ALLOYS AT

TRANSITIONS

Christov V.M., Sidzhimov B.S., Neov S.D. and Bozukov L.*

Institute for Nuclear Researches and Nuclear Energy, Sofia

1784, Bulgaria

* Faculty of Physics, Sofia University, Sofia 1504, Bulgaria

The present study is devoted to the Pd-Zr-H CZr • 3, 5, 6

and 10 at .5O alloys substructure Investigation, arising as

result of cyclic hydrogen influence Csaturation - degasation).

For crystal structure description the follows parameters

are used: the size of crystallites-D and microdeformation

values -<e>.

The electrolytic saturation with hydrogen is made up to

concentrations that the alloy-hydrogen system is in a + ft

region situated.

The stability of hydrogen rich /?-phase at room

temperature is Investigated. A diminution from BOX to SX of

concentration is established for period of 30 days In first

hydration and It is stabilized at following cycles.

The structure maxima and diffusion scattering background

analysis give reason to suppose that the stability of

/3-Pd-Zr-H regions is due to some defects, arising In st-phase

in the phase transition.
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X-RAY STUSI3S CF MARTStfSITE ??TBA^ONA1ITY IN NITRIDT3 lAY^

CF QUSrCTfT) AND TEFFE-HD BTIARIN'G STIEL

Q. Jsckuliek, J.r. Buche

Department of Physics, Technical University of Transport

and cozxuniceticn ^nrineerir.g, 010 26 Silins

The X-ray diffraction analysis is one of the surface sen-

sitive iLet.-ocs. Its application to nitriced iron and steels

, ves reported by uelhez et al. /?ef. 1/. The surf&ce leyer

of nitriced steel sfter quenching and tenperir.g is s hste-

rogenous f.yster. er.d therefore a certein ccrrecticr. r.ust be

dene /Bef. 1/.

The ciff- ecticn li^es of ir.arxensite give overlapping

peeks. It ves shev.-n /?,ef. ?/ thet the best fit for sy.T.etri-

ce-1 r>es'.-.s of co3por.er.ts is jivs by the Pesrson VII distri-

bution. Jn o'ur snElyeis this cietribaticn rss used.

The sEspies r<~re -.repsred by PFS nitricir.; /""Ch et 833 K

in SC vol.? >Tw - 4C vol.2 H V cf besrine1 steel. Then the
f 5 ^

samples vsre austenitised in neutrsl sslt bsth £t 1113 K

for "C "sir., then quenched in oil st 3"3 K f.nd then te.xpe- --

;, red et 443 K for ?CC ^in.

\ The depth pr-cfilior; v.-£s -T.sd--i vith steps cf 4CMT.. There

f v.-erc- deterrired the pesk positions of tetrs^onel doublet

(CC2) Er.d (C2C,2CC) of zertensite and (?CC) of oC iron. The

reteirec eust^nite ceterr.:ir.etion ves r.ade too.

The phcee zr.el-;s.is of only nitrided szzples hss shown,

thit the £ r.itrid covld be four.d even in the d<= oth cf -CJU~

End g nitric J.CCJim. The concc.itrttion of ce-.entite rcis;d

to the fepth cf ">5 Jitr- end further it re~cineiC cencti-rt
/ I f VCl. f/.

I t VES found, t h s t the reti-.i>:;d £ . . f t s r . i t s cor tc r . t her" 1
.-i'-i.-u.- Et cep-.h cf Z-Zur.' .-X ~.'~?e &E-:a : oth the tetrf.,.~c-
r .Eli tv cf rr.1110" pi te s c th? b re r_ th cf l i " e i f ~- ••rtEnsito
hrc ? ri"i—.::." t e c .

• ' r -ce c : : ~ i r . e ? r i v " 3 ,~-S7/ 3 3 I .
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X-RAY INVESTIGATIONS OF ELECTROPLATED GOLD FILMS

6. Beensh-Marchwiclca, L. Kr61-Ste.pniewska. W. Mielcarek*

Institute of Electron Technology, Technical University,

50-372 Wroclaw, Oaniszewskiego 11-17, Poland

"institute of Electrical Engineering, Wroc£aw,M. Curie-

SkiodowskieJ 55

Gold films were examined by X-Ray diffraction method and

scanning electron microscopy. The films were prepared by

vaccua deposition of NiCr-Au with thicknesses 50 and 100 nm

respectively and then were thickened to 5 and 10 jum in elec-

trochemical process. The dependence between preparation con-

ditions and film microstructure was found. Both the evapo-

rated and electroplated Au films showed f.c.c. structure

(Ref 1,2), The Au lattice constant was below standard

value for vacuum deposited film and above for electrodepo-

sited film independently on kind of bath. In both the neutral

and acid baths prepared films are textured. Au films from

neutral bath showed <?lil> texture which disappeared as cur-

rant density during plating increased. It was accompanied

the decreasing of the grain size observed also by SEM. For

acid bath at higher currant density the 1200> texture was

observed. On the other hand the ̂ lil> texture was visible

only in plates prepared at lowest current density. For this

bath the weak influence of current density on grain size

was found.

1, E. M. Wise, Gold, Recovery, Properties and Applica-

tion, C, Van Nostrand Company Inc. London 1964.

2. L. S. Mirkln, Spravotchnik po rentgenostrukturnomu

analizu polikristalov, Goeudaratviennoie Izdatiels-

two Fiziko-Matematitcheskoi Litieratury, MOSKOW,

1961.
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THE INFLUENCE OP AGEING IN ft PHASE ON THE CRYSTALLINE
STRUCTURE OP MARTENSITE

B.I.NllCOlin, T.L.Sizova

Institute of Metal Physics, Academy of Sci. of the Ukr.SSR,
Vernadsky str. 36, Kiev 142, 252580, U.S.S.R.

X-ray investigations of the crystalline structure of
martensite were performed on the Co + O.5O5& C and Co + 0.70% C
single crystals aged at the temperature 400-700°C in vacuum or
in argon atmosphere.

According to the metastable phase diagram, in the Co +
0,50% C alloys the martensite with the multilayer 7T1
structure is formed after guenching from 1100° C.

After ageing at 500° and subsequent cooling to 25° the
martensite with 14 close-packed planes in the unit cell is
formed. The calculations performed show that it has the 14T
structure.

We have not a success in obtaining the martensite with a
multilayer structure by lowering the carbon content in ft phase
by ageing the stabilised ft phase of the Co + 0.70% C. Only the
martensite FCC •• HCP transformation takes plase in this
alloys. Formation of the 14T structure in the Co + 0,50%C
alloy is an evidence of the influence of carbon content on the
crystalline structure of martensite in Co-C alloys.

A.



STRUCTURAL INVEST "ATIONS OP HIGHMAMGAMESE STEELS ALLOYED BY
Mo, Cr AND V.

g.Yaroshenko. B.Nikolin, V. Lazko, S.Nefedov

Institute of Metal Physics, Academy of Sci. of the Ukr.SSR,
Vernadsky str. 36, Kiev 142, 252680, U.S.S.R.

Alloying of highmanganese steels CZ3% Mn) by Cr.Mo and V
results in considerable increase of strength at satisfied vis-
cosity. To define the nature of strengthening of this steels
an X-ray investigations of the crystalline structure as well
as a mechanical testings were performed.

Austenite steels containing 23% Mn, \% C and 6% Mo, Gr and
V have been studied by the X-ray powder diffraction, optical
microscopy and TEM technigues.

Determination of the microstralngs and the dimensions of the
coherent scattering regions was made. Indeterminate dependance
of this values from the alloying elements content is shown.
From the TEM data obtained the conclusion was drawn that
strengthening of the alloys is governed in the main by the
carbide phase.
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SURFACE HARDENING OF STEELS BY IMPULSE HEATING

M.D.Maks imishyn,Yu.I.Babey,Z.D.Maksimlshyn,B.I.Nikolin,

A.G.Drachlnskaya, V.A.AndryUSChenkO

Institute of Metal Physics, Academy of Sci. of the Ukr.SSR,

Vernadsky str. 36, Kiev H 2 , 252680, U.S.S.R.

The role of high-rate heating and plastic deformation on

thermostr3ssed state of metal under frictional hardening is

established. Frictional heating leads to the expansion of the

temperature field of stable austenite, causes a decrease of

the cementite solubility in austenite and calls forth a

decrease of transformation and outectoid dissociation

temperatures. As established, high cooling rates and

considerable shear deformations in the frictional contact sone

. are responsible for the process of mechanical stabilization of

j austenite. Cyclic crack resistance of steel with white layer

j depends on the composition of the technological medium

I introduced into the hardened zone. In turn, the composition of

I technological medium is responsible for redistribution of

• elements within the white layer. Techniques for obtaining the

roentgen-amorphous structures on large parts made of

engineering steels are suggested.
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1_. .iorav.'iec, Z. Lel-aton

Silesian University .Katowice, Poland

The reversible ucirtensitic transf oz-niation in near

eyuintoaic J.'iTi alloys still attracts a i,ood. deal of

interest due to the fact that it is associated with the

shape me;:iory effects. A typical trausfonn.ition sequence

durin<; cooling depending on the chemical composition is:

152—^'A or B2 —«•> Ti —«••*i. The tiî'li temperature parent phase

lias a CsCl - ordered JGG structure desiqnated as 32.

1'rior to the formation of the rjaj.-ten.3ite /il/ v/liicli lias a

inor.ocliiiic structure, the J2-parent phase undaryoes a

riio-iibohedral distortioi; aloiiLi the <^ 111 ̂» directions, called

the premarteiisitic U-pluise with a rhombohedral aui'le

oC = 89f 4 decree. As a result the 110 peak of the '32

phase splits into two peaks.

The probler.i of these alloys is the evolution of the parent

phase preceding the martensitic fcransforraution.

In opxj°si*e to the eoi.-iraon. metals, the shape neniory alloys

shows duriner cooling a decrease of the diffraction peak

intensity arid increase of the scattered jl-my intensity.

For example the intensity of the 110 peak of the

132-parent phase decreases whan approach to the 21__ temperature.

The paper deal mainly with the results obtained by studying

the influeiioe of the chemical composition and heat treatment

on the transformation sequence of these alloys. It was shown

that the nickel rich alloys are sensitive to ageing and

cause the change of the transfornation sequence compare

with the quenching state.
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TEE SIRUKTURE OP ELECTROLYTIC Cu-Cd ALLOYS OBTAINED IN

GALVANOSTATIC CONDITIONS

E.Lqgiewka and L.Pajak

Institute of Physics and Chemistry of Metals,

Silesian University,Bankowa 12,40-007 Katowice,Poland

Cu-Cd alloy films of thickness 20Jxm were obtained from

an ethylenediamine electrolyte in a range of current densi-

ties D. =0.01-2 A/dm on cop- er substrates.Alloys obtained

were examined using the methods of X-ray structural analy-

sis and electron microscopy.lt was ascertained that in the

density range D^=0.01-0.1 A/dm single-phase alloys of

oC-phase type are obtained/solid solution of cadmium in

copper/ while above these current density values two-phase

alloys are obtained /aC -phase + phase enriched in cadmium/.

Prom measurements of <j£-phase lattice constants it was

found that degree of solubility of cadmium in the solution

on the copper matrix increases with increase in current

density at which the alloys are obtained.

Increasing the current density gives alloys with increa-

singly small crystallites leading ultimately to obtaining

amorphous alloys above current density D. =0.3 A/dm .Crack-

ing and fissures visible on the surface of the alloys ere

associated with the existence of stresses.Number end dimen-

sions of cracks correlate with the magnitude of stresses

determined by the X-ray method.

A comparison is given of the structure of alloys obtai-

ned in galvanostatic conditions with that of alloys obtai-

ned in potentiostatic conditions as reported in papers

/Eef.1,2/.

1. E.&3giewka, Surface and Coatings Technology 30 (1987)

253

2. E.i^giewke, ?race Uniwersytetu £la,skiego 632 (1984)49
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THERMAL STABIUTY ASSESMEHT OF THIN Ni-P NANOGRAIN LAYERS

J. Zeman, M. Cepera

Material and Research Institute, 602 QO Brno, CSFR

The thin Ni-P electroless deposited layers particularly

using X-ray diffraction method were investigated. The content

of phosphorus in solid solution controlled by deposition con-

ditions was 3, 6 and 11.6 wt. 5i,respectively. The results have

shown that for the whole range of P concentration used the

supersaturated metastable solid solution Ni-P i s formed.Owing

to all increas in P concentration the mic~ostructure i s

changed from fine grained well defined FCC structure for

lower P content Ci.e. 3JO,to very fine one i . e. nanograin

amorphouse like structure.with pronounced texture In CillJ

direction in case of 11.6 wt.Js of P thin layer.

The microhardness.P concentration and tempering tempera-

ture relationship presented in this work made i t possible to

elucidate zdl characteristic properties.The thermal s tabi l i -

ty i . e . the temperatures when a recrystalization and preci-

pitation processes start to occur,were determined.lt was

shown,too,that for lower P content,i.c 3 and 6 wt.M respec-

tively, the precipitation of Ni P and formation of fine

recrystalized structure of Ni solid with dispersion of Ni P

particles over 400 C tempering temperature i s more characte-

r i s t i c only.To the contrary,that of 11.6 wt. 'si of P has

abil ity to form intermediate phosphide Ni P in range S70 -

33O°C which at higher temperature dissolves again so that

the more stable Ni P can form indeed.The orthorhombic crystal

structure and latt ice parameters <x,b,c of this phosphid«,not

included in JCPDS up to seria Nr.37, were calculated using

results of X-ray analysis.

1. P.K.Ng.at a l l , J. El«rctroch«m. Sbc. 133 Nr.O (1088) 1370

2. Q.X.Mai at a l l . Thin Solid Films 100 (1988) 233
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3. R. M. Fisher at a l l . Mat.Sti.Eng. A 117 (198S) 3

4. R.Birringer, Mat.Sci.Eng. A 117 (1989) 33

5. G.Dlnc& at a l l . Thin Solid Films 168 (1989) 1

6. S. A. Walker, C.C. Goldsmith. Thin Solid Films 53 (1978)217

7. J. Zeman.M. Cepera, Electro and electroless deposited

Ni-P layers.Internal paper VUMT.Brno 1990

8. R. Narayan.M. N. Mungole. Metal Finishing 83 Nr.l (1985)55
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X-RAY DIFFRACTION INVESTIGATION OF POLYDISPERSE Si N POWDERS.

B. Bondars, E. Palcevskis

The Institute of Inorganic Chemistry of the Academy of

Sciences of Latvia, 34 Miera st., Salaspils 289031, Latvia

Diffraction peaks in powder patterns of polydisperse Si_N

specimens are characterized by very slowly dropping intensity

in the far - off regions /I/. Severe overlapping of such peaks

hinders determination of lattice and microstructural parame-

ters. We suppose that following procedures are usefull to deal

with problems: 13 Use of chromium K - radiation or softer

one. 23 Use of powder pattern approximation methods,

described in /2.s. 33 Microstructural parameters should be

estimated by analysis of analytical representation of peaks

/\s. 43 Use of internal standard and alignment methods descri-

bed in •/~3y. These advices ensure accuracy of lattice parame-

ters 0.00O1 nm and better even for weak crystalline specimens,

when reflexes C4113, C0043, C4213 and CSO23 are used for

a - phase and C0023 and C5013 for ft - phase. Pairs of reflexes

C1103 and C2OO3 can be used to estimate size distribution

function of crystallites in perpendicular direction to the "c"

axes. It is convenient to use reflexes: C2013 of ot-SigN^,

C2003 of /9-Si3N and C1113 of free silicon, in order to esti-

mate amounts of phases. Significant influence of small amounts

of titanium on the phase ratio and relatively large impact of

oxygen content on lattice constants of both phases CAc/c up to

0.1JO are observed. Correlations between dispersity and

: structural parameters are also observed and will be discussed.

i
1. B.Bondars. A. Valdmanis In: Coll. Abstr. of 12 - th European

i crystal l©graphic meeting, Moscow, 1989, Part 3 , p. 233
r 2. I .Lukss. A.Kuzjukevics. B.Bondars Izv. AN Latv. SSR, Ser.
f khim.. 1986. N 3, pp. 322 - 326. CRus.3

3. B. Bondars, G.Ozolins Zavodskaja laboratoriJa,

1883. vo l . 49. pp. 322 - 326 CRus.3
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STUDY OF SINTERING ALgOj POWDERS OBTAINED 3Y DIFFER2OT

METHODS: X-EAY AND NEUTRON DIFFRACTION ANALYSIS BY

EIETVELD METHOD

B.Palosz - Warsaw, H.Boyser. _ yunich

Abstract net received until 1st June 1=30
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ON THE PHASE STRUCTURE OF SIALON CERAMICS

P. Arato, A. Barna, E. Besenyei, O.Geszti, A. Kele,

F. Weber and J. Zsoldos

Research Institute for Technical Physics, Budapest, POB.76,

Hungary, H-1325.

The mechanical properties of silicon nitride base ceramics

are controlled by the microstructure developped during sinte-

ring. Not only the phase composition, but the distibution of

different phases is important. Despite of the great amount

of research on this material, a clear picture about its phase

structure has not bean achieved yet.

Several batches with different compositions were prepared

from Si,N4, A1N, Al,0, and Y 2
n , powders. The amount of alu-

minium was 3-24 eqSS, that of oxygen was 3-16 eq%. The mixed

powders were milled in ethanol, and dry pressed. Pressure-less

sintering was applied as well as gas pressure sintering or

sinter-HIP. The phase composition was determined by X-ray

diffraction,selected samples were examined by electron micro-

scopy and diffraction.

Three major phases were observed, the dC and |3 sialons, and

an unknown phase having a large value of lattice spacing

(~32 A ) . The amount of different phases was found to be

dependent on the composition and on the method of sintering.

The relation between phase structure and mechanical pro-

perties was also investigated. The hardness increased witn

increasing Q( content, at the same time the largest value of

strength was obtained when the material contained mainly (5

sialon and a certain amont of the third phase.
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THE SEEMANN-BOHLIN DIFFRACTOMETRY:

METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND APPLICATIONS TO PVD -

DEPOSITED TIN COATINGS.

R.Kuzel Jr., R.Cerny, D.Rafaja, v.valvoda

Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University

121 16 Prague 2, Ke Karlovu 5, Czechoslovakia

The Seemann-Bohlin (SB) diffractometry is a method well-

known but rather rarely used. Its advantages are often

overweighted by difficulties at precise alignment as well as

by high sensitivity to the unstabllity of X-ray line focus

and to incorrect positioning of specimen.

Huber thin film goniometer 653 was used for raicrostructural

study of PVD-deposited TiN coatings. In this connection

: instrumental effects were treated. A general formula for the

! correction of peak positions was derived and applied to the

I experimental data. Thin layer of Ta powder covering the

| sample was used as an internal standard. Several published

i formulae for the correction of diffraction line intensities

I in SB method CLorentz, polarization and geometrical factors)

were tested and the most correct relation was found.

The following goals of the SB-method were used for the

investigation of TiN coatings: a) the penetration depth is

nearly independent on the diffraction angle and steeply

dependent on the angle of incidence of primary beam (within

the range used,i.e. 2°-4°); b) from a single record the

I crystallographlcally averaged value of the stress can be

% obtained. Both tensile and compressive stresses were found

\ in the dependence on deposition parameters. In addition, the

\ texture was studied by the rotation of sample on the axis

% perpendicular to its surface.

f The results are compared with those obtained by conventional
I*
i powder diffractometry and by measurement on four-circle
I goniometer.
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DETERMINATION OF CRYSTALLITE SIZE AND STRAIN IN SYNTHETIC

SAMPLES OF GAMMA IRON (III) OXIDE BY X-RAY POWDER DIFFRACTION

T. Karamaneva, V. Chanev and M.Baeva

Research Institute of Magnenitc and Optical Systems,

1113 Sofia,.Bulgaria.

Samples of cubic and needle-like gamma iron (III) oxide

were examined by X-Eay Powder Diffraction. The crystallite

size and strain were calculated on the basis of the integral

breadth measured after the method of Hall /Ref. 1/.

The full width at half maximum intensity (FWHM) and the

integral breadth of the peaks were used for determining

crystallite size and strain by the single line method /Ref.

2/. A computer program was developed for deconvolution of the

line profiles for the equations proposed by Keijser et al.

/Ref. 3/.

The results of the above calculations were compared with

the statistical values obtained by electron microscopy

analysis of the same samples.

The crystallite size values determined by the method of

Hall are very close to the microscopy data for the average

diameter D. The values obtained using the single line method,

however, differ substantially from the results of the

electron microscope observations, as well as from those

determined by the method of Hall.

1. G.K. Williamson and W.H. Hall, Acta Met.,1 (1953) 22.

2. J.I. Langford, J.Appl.Cryst., 11 (1978) 10.

3. Th.H.de Keijser et al., J.Appl.Cryst., 15 (1982) 308.
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A FACTOR ANALYSIS OF
FUNCTION

X-RAY POWDER DIFFRACTION PROFILE

F. Eichler

Vyzkumny a vyvojovy ustav, 471 27 Straz pod Ralskem, CSSR

It is shown that profile shape broedening of diffraction
powder pattern can be statistically tested using a numerical
factor analysis. Data must be observed in step-scaning
difractometer. A basal matrix for calculations contain in
columns diffraction patterns data, which are observed on
samples and standards. The standards data are included for
better interpretation of calculated factors. This method can
be used in l.st step for mineral or mineral group
identification. In 2.nd step can be calculated factor which
are dependent on physical and chemical character of samples
or on geometry abberation of goniometer.

*'r. Ireua «;as siiling at work.

;
1

Anf v/hst atoui you?
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NEUTRON TOF SPECTROMETER FOR TEXTURE ANALYSIS

AT THE PULSED REACTOR IBR-2

M. B e t z l + , K. Fe ldmann + . W. K l e i n s t e u b e r + + , H.

W. V o i t u s and K. Wal ther

Joint Insti tute for Nuclear Research Dubna,.LNF,

Head Post Office, P.O. Box 79, 101 000 Moscow, U. S. S. R.

Central Insti tute for Nuclear Research Rossendorf,

Academy of Sciences, P.O. Box 19, 8OS1 Dresden, G. D. R.

Kombinat VEB Keramische Werke Hermsdorf,

Friedrich-Engels-Str. 72. 6S30 Hermsdorf/Th. , S. D. R.
+++TU Chemnitz. PSF 964, 9010 Chemnitz, G. D. R.

The time-of-flight diffractometer NSWR is mainly used for

texture investigations. I t is positioned in a distance of

1O3 m from the pulsed reactor IBR-2 of the JINR Dubna. To

minimize the intensity lost on the long flight path neutrons

are flying in Ar-filled and evacuated mirror guide tubes

having a cross-section of 50 x 170 mm. The use of the white

incoming beam permits the simultaneous measurement of the

complete Bragg pattern.

For texture studies the sample is mounted in a computer

controlled t r iple axis goniometer realizing all required

specimen rotations. For rapid measurements up to 7 discrete

detectors can be used in a parallel way. The scattering

angle range is extended from 26 = 10° up to 17O°.

The good resolution of the spectrometer and the large

available Q-range make i t well-suited for regular powder

diffraction studies and the investigation of amorphous mate-

rials, glasses and melts as well. A furniture up to 1OOO K

is available for high temperature experiments.
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METHODOLOGICAL PROBLEMS OF QUANTITATIVE TEXTURE ANALYSIS FROM

DIFFRACTION POLE FIGURES

P. Klimanek and A. MUcklich

Dept. Materials Science, Academy of Mining Freiberg,

P.O.B. 47, 9200 Freiberg, GDR

Dept. 2, Central Institute for Nuclear Research Rossendorf,

P.O.B. 19, 8051 Dresden, GDR

Real polycrystals are, in general, structurally inhomoge-

neous objects, the crystallites of which have different micro-

structures and, consequently, different behaviour in X-ray or

neutron diffraction. Accordingly the intensity I(h,y), which

is scattered into a direction y of the sample-related axis

system, must be related to the pole density of the reflecting

lattice planes h = £hkl) by an equation

Kh,y; =5%.P.(h,y).i.(h,y) = i(h). k(h,y).J"'w .P .(h,y)G . (h,y) .
^p J J J *"J"* J D J

i.(h,y) is the intensity of the partial reflection due to a

texture component P.{h,y) with the volume fraction w., and

i(h,y) = i(h)»k(h,y) denotes the intensity as defined for a

structurally homogeneous polycrystal (k(h,y) - attenuation

and/or defocalization factor). The weight factors G.(h,y) of j

thepole densities P.(h,y) depend on

! a) the geometrical conditions (transmission or reflection,

measuring mesh, slit geometry) of the intensity measurement

b) the statistical errors (counting statistics, grain size

effect) of the diffraction experiment,

P c) the texture induced secondary extinction, which causes an

[; orientation dependence of the attenuation coefficient, and
r

[ d) the microstructure differences (structural inhomogeneity)

i and the spatial arrangement of the texture components.

• After a brief description of the different effects their role

; in quantitative texture analysis will be illustrated by both

: evaluation of computer simulated pole figures and experimental

j results obtained by means of model specimens. The work shows

-. that in the practice of texture analysis the phenomena listed

; above must carefully be taken into account.
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THE BlPROYSuENT OF RADIOGRAPHY RESEARCH METHODS OF THE

POLYCRYSTAL T3XTUR3 PARAMETERS AND THEIR USAGE.

G. Vorobyov, L. Sokolova. T. Gayvoronckaya, 3. Bereza.

laboratory X-ray diffraction, chair of physicalmetal

Metallurgical institute, Gagarina 4f 320636 Dniepropet-

rovsk, USSR

This paper deals with the results of comparison of

different quantitative value methods of perfectional

degree of multicomponent axial textures. The degree deter-

ming methods of texture perfection completness are offered,

which permit to exclude systemic mistakes, occuring be-

cause of the anisotripy of the extinction effect in textu-

re parameters.

Ihe method also permits to determine quantitavely the

cloud space shape blocks and their orientation to the ex-

ternal coordinate axis. Ihe quantitative parameter deter-

mine method of the texture in the texture pattens is offer-

ed in presence of a part of disorded crystals and amorph-

ous phase.

The methods mentioned above were used to determine the

scatterring parameters of texture boride coating as to dif-

ferent types of steels and also for quantitative value of

texturing of pure metals subjected to the hot deformation

with compression in different temperatures.

Investigations were made by using mathematical planning

of the experienent led to the general principles of tempe-

rature field patten influence and deformation degree on

the parameters of pure metalls and alloys texture.
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X-RAY ANALYSIS OF RESIDUAL STRESSES INDUCED IN STEEL DURING

LASER SURFACE MELTING AND ALLOYING

R. Kralova1, K. Volenfk*

Technical University of Prague, Faculty of Nuclear

Science and Physical Engineering, 115 19 Prague
xNational Research Institute for the Protection of

materials, 190 H Prague

A laser b "i can be used in several ways to impart ad-

vantageous properties to the surface of metals and alloys.

When using such technologies a strongly unhomogeneous stress

field is created which has a serious influence on the mecha-

nical and physical properties of the surface layer. This is

why the knowledge of the residual stresses is important

both at the surface and in the depth of the layer.

The X-ray one-exposure tensometric method was used to

measure the residual stresses' in the surface layer of the

steel samples irradiated by CW-CO- laser with the output

power of 2 kW in the regime of surface melting and surface

alloying with 13.96% of Cr. The following results were ob-

tained :

1. The dependence of the residual stresses- on the depth

below the surface was- measured at five places of the allo-

ying sample. The compressive residual stresses reach the

value of about 10^ MPa at maximum. In the depth of approxi-

mately 500/um they change into the tensile stresses. Also

at this depth a considerable decrease of the width of {211]

diffraction line is observed,

2* The residual stresses at the surface of the melted layer

were tensile with the maximum value of about 450 MPa. The

stress varied from 450 MPa at the surface up to 70 MPa at

the depth of 1150/um under the surface.

3. The stresses measured at the individual paths on the

laser treated surface varied from +300 MPa to -500 MPa de-

pendently on the scanning velocity. Simultaneously, the

width of the {211} diffraction line was changing.
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X-RAY RESIDUAL STRESS ANALYSIS OP THE GROUND SURFACES OP

STESL SPECIMENS

G.Gosmanova and I.Kraus

Technical University of Prague, Faculty of Nuclear

Science and Physical Engineering, 115 19 Prague,

Bfehova 7, Czechoslovakia

In connection with their earlier papers /1,2/ the authors

studied the correlation between some methods of grinding the

steel specimens and the macroscopic stress state of the cor-

responding surface layers. Stress was measured by the sin T

method on the diffractometer UM-1 with CoKa radiation.

Steel specimens POLDI 1-AK 1 ID fixed in the holder were

ground on the rotating disk (120 rpm) with abrasive paper or

cloth. After dry and wet grinding there always appeared the

symmetrical state of the compresslve residual stress only.

The magnitude and course of stresses (constant or variable in

the direction of the surface normal) generally depend on the

type of the abrasive material (SiC, AlgO-,), its graininess,

the mode of grinding (dry or wet), and on the applied force

(mass cf the holder).

According to the grinding conditions the stress values

changed from 180 MPa to 700 MPa. Nonhomogeneous state of

stress was not observed after grinding with a material of

graininess less than 80. After wet grinding the mean stresses

did not depend practically on the graininess, for dry condi-

tions the stresses increased with magnitude of the graininess.

}\J Gosmanovd G.,Kraus I.: phys.stat.sol.(a)109,1988,199

12/ Kraus I.,Gosmaaov£ G.: Czech.J.Phys. B39,1989,751
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X-RAY ANALYSIS OP NON-UNIFORM STRESSES IK A1-ALL0I5

N.Ganev1 \ and V.Suehanek\ I.Kraus

1) Technical University of Prague,Brehova 7, 115 19 Prague 1

2) Research Institute for Metals, Panenske" Bfezany,

250 70 Odolena Voda

The aim of the research was to obtain basic information
on the distribution of residual macroscopic stresses resul-
ting from various technologies of mechanical working and
appearing in the surface layers of Al-alloys (CSN 42 42 01).
The results obtained are thus a contribution to the complex
analysis of how the plastic deformation of the Al-Cu-Mg
alloy surface affects its strength characteristics (i.e. fa-
tigue limit, etc.).

Non-destructive X-ray diffraction technique was used to
ascertain the lattice strains in Al crystals at selected
points of the turned surface of notched test bars; based on
these values, the sums of principle stresses O1 + O2 were
calculated. Owing to the large size of crystals the diffrac-
tion lines were not continuous. This drawback was eliminated
by the Debye-Scherrer method arranged for back-reflection
photographic recording, so that during the experiment both
the specimen and the casette could rotate, the reference
substance being powdered Ag. The lattice strains were deter-
mined by means TiKa , CrKa and CuKa radiations.
Results of experiments
Mean stress O. + CL MPa in the middle of the notch on the
test bar (1) and 10 mm from the middle of the notch (2)

Measured region
of the surface

1
2

Thickness of the measured layer [/urn]
6,66

-5
-233

11,22

83
-249

35,96

96
-63

Both the regions measured univocally displayed a non-
uniform state of stress with pressures on the surface of
the samples being highest.
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X-RAY DIFFRACTION STR3SS MSASURBfcEHTS OP CERAMICS

B.Levi

Centre of the Building Material Research of the State

Building Committee of the USSR, Moscow, USSR

One of the factors determined the strength of composite

ceramics with brittle matrix is the thermal stresses develo-

ped at the phase interface on cooling because of differences

in thermal expansion of the phases. The stresses lead to mi-

crocracking of the material. Cracking occurs only around par-

ticles greater than a critical size determined by the stress

magnitude. The location and geometry of the cranks depends

on the stress distribution and the fracture energy of the

phases /Ref.1/. Cracking results in stress relaxation. Resi-

dual stresses at the interface can be determined by the dis-

placement of the X-ray diffraction peaks if the X-ray penet-

ration depth is three time greater thau particle size /Ref.2/.

A method is proposed for determining the degree of stress

relaxation by comparison of the calculated and measured

strains in ceramics. Proportional dependence of the strength

on the degree of stress relaxation established for some ob-

jects confirms experimentally the theory about the influence

of microstresses on the fracture of composites. The method

permits to investigate the nature of the fracture and to

evaluate the degree of microcracking.

1. Composite materials, Ed. bj L.J.Broutman, V.S. Fractu-

re and fatigue, N.Y.-London, 1974.

2. P.Cucka, J.Applied Phisics, V.3, N 10, 1967,3959.

i
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APPLICATION OP vf.V'''/ STRESS MEASUREMENT METHOD

K. Jastrzebowski

Technical University of Brao, Technicka 2, 616 69 Brno,

The purpose of this remark was to obtain information
about the type and value of stress ocourring in a high-pre-
ssure matrix used for industrial diamonds manufacture.

The matrix was made of 6SS 19552 steel (Poldi TU2). Heat
treatment consistend of tempering from 1O25°C (with pre-heating
up to 700°C) and triple aging at 58O°C.

The structure of steel after heat treatment consisted of
bainite and martensite as well as a small amount of carbides
and was homogenous in a small volume of the material.

Residual-stresses were measured using a S I M M S D500 X-ray
difraetometer and Co K K radiation. Measutements were carried
out in 18 points on three surfaces.

Two types of stresses were found. At the front of the matrix
compression stresses were present (-282 - 6)MP while on both
sides of the matrix extension stresses aqualed (+287 - 5)MPa.

The dependence of €f,y Strains on sin y is non-linear.
During the experimental determination of the relation

£y>.y« f( sin2 y )

a stress gradient was found to exist for y? and if +180°C
with azimuth. Found in our work was a dependence of the change
in the main direction of the plane on the size and type
of stresses.
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DIFFRACTION PATTERN FROM TWO-DIMENTIONAL PENTAGONAL GLASSES

E.V.Shulakov

Institute of Solid State Physics, USSR Academy of Sciences,

Chernogolovka, Moscow district, 142432, USSR.

A consideration has been given to the diffraction from an

object in which the long-range positional order is absent.

An aperiodic two-dimentional lattice of scattering centres

located in vertices of a randomly side-connected pentagons

has been studied. This lattice consists of quasilattice

units and has a short-range positional order and long-range

bond orientational order only.

The calculated diffraction patterns from such lattices

exhibit the decagonal symmetry and contain strong sharp

spots.The random packing of quasilattice elements leads to

changes in intensities and width of reflections. However,

the positions of strong spots remain and the diffractions

pattern geometry is in close agreement with the electron

diffraction pictures of the Al-Mn icosahedral phase along

the fivefold axis. The same results have been obtained in

experiments on optical diffraction /Ref.l/.

A statistic model of a random pentagon packing has been

analyzed. Expressions have been derived describing the posi-

tions, intensities, widths and visibilities of diffraction

maxima. It is shown that reflection positions for both the

ideal quasilattice and the random lattice coincide if all

neighbours are equally probable. At asymmetric distributions

of probabilities the distortions in diffraction pattern take

place that involve an anisotropic spot broadening and peak

shifts from their ideal positions along the direction of the

preferred cluster growth. These shifts are small fo strong

reflections and increase for weak ones. The results obtained

are in line with the known experiments on the observation of

the icosahedral phase.

1. Shekhtman V.Sh., Shulakov E.V. 14 Inter.Congr.Cryst.,

Abstracts, Australia, 1987, p.C-313.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE AMORPHOUS STATE Bt THE RADIAL DISTRIBU-

TION ANALYSIS OF A MECHANICALLY ACTIVATED SOLIDS

V. gepelak

The Mining Institute of Slovak Academy of Sciences,

Solovjevova 45, 043 53 KoSice, C*SFR

Detailed knowledge of the structure of a mechanically

activated solid offers possibility to explain the objecti-

ve correlation between the structure and the properties of

an amorphous state and is one of presumptions for a ratio-

nal use of dispersion systems in subsequent technological

processes.

In the paper the radial distribution analysis is used

to get a picture of the disordered-amorphous state of a me-

chanically activated solid* Obtained results indicate that

by the mechanical influence on the crystal lattice of

quartz the regular "long range" ordering of Si and 0 atoms

disappears due to length changes of chemical bonds, but

mainly due to changes in valence angles between bondings

of the bridge oxygen atoms. Mechanical stressing does not

destroy the "short range ordering" - structure of the amor-

phous quartz prepared by milling consists of /SiO./ tetra-

hedrous with a wide variability of valence angles between

bonds of the bridge oxygen atom.
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AUTOMATIC HIGM-TBIPBIATURE X-RAY DIFFRACTOiETER

V.V.Pet'kov, A.G.Ilyinsky, A.M.Kats, Y.V.Novostavsky

I n s t i t u t e of Metal Physics, Academy o£ Sciences, 252142 Kiev, LFkrSSR,

USSR

The diffractometer with the Bregg-Brentano focusing is intended for

complex investigating the material structure in both the liquid and solid

states in various nedia: vacuum, air, in both inert and corrosion-active

gases operating automatically during the whole stages of experiment. Be-

sides the standard blocks, it consists of an universal automatic gonione-

ter and accessory high-ter.iperature chamber attachments having original

construction.

Owing to a goniometer construction and packed-accessory elements there

it may be realized as the 0-0 survey ci*._^it with Moving tube and detec-

tor as the 0-29 one o£ two variants: a moving sample and tube; a moving

saitple and detector. The goniometer may be used as with a horizontal axis

as vertical one. By using two-indicating angle-transnitters on sine-co-

sine synchro resolvers a low error (no nore than 18") of position is

achieved.

The diffractometer is wide-functional, provided the presence of the

packed-accessory chambers: for surveying the solid materials in air up to

1473 K, corrosive media to 1273 K, inert gas to 1373 K, vacuum 10" -10~

Pa to 2773 K and for studing the liquid metallic melts to 2273 K in va-
—4

cuum 10 Pa. In all the chambers the sample holders are made in such

wanner, that to maintain the sample in a solid state up to its melting

temperature without contaminating the surface under investigation and

without distributing its adjusting carried out by special methods. In

this case an automatic control unit of diffracting surface position in

the sample relative to a wain axis of the diffractometer is used, where

laser beam is as a position transducer.

The diffractometer can interact dialogically with a experimentor and

perform the interface information exchange with the upper control sys-

tems. The pack.'fd applied programns for treated experimental data are used

for most of standard methods being realized in the standard diffractome-

ters, including a phase analysis by using a data bank of the usual crys-

talline structures.
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SAXS INVESTIGATIONS OF THE PCROSITY IN CARBOH FIBRES

By A. Vlochowicz and S. RableJ, Technical University of todz
Branch In Bielsko-Biala, Findera 32
Bielsko-Blala 43-300, Poland

The investigations aimed at tne evaluation of the most im-
portant parameters of pores in carbon fibres made of PAN. The
results of measurements were analysed in terms of the theore-
tical approaches of Porod, Glatter and Gulnier.
The investigated f ibres differed in the ir mechanical proper-
ties represented by tenacity a and the Young's modulus E. The
measurements were performed tooth for fibres and the powders
obtained from the fibres.

The correlation functions, for the investigated systems, were
calculated by the inverse Fourier transformation of the scat-
tering intens i ty with Vonk's computer program FFSAXS (Vonk
C.G., J.Appl.Cryst., 1975,8 ,340). Using t h i s funct ions the
correlation lenght l, the specific surface s /v and the trans-
versal lenghts of pores lg and of the continuous carbon phase
lj, were evaluated. The volume fraction of pores was found
using the mean square of electron density fluctuations. .The
results of investigations show a clear relation between the
mechanical properties of investigated f ibres and the porosi-
ty. The sample of the hlgest Young's modulus has the lowest
porosity, the lowest specific surface and the lowest density
fluctuations within the unvoided carbon f ibre material. The
SAXS patterns at large scattering angles were analysed using
the plots of I-h* vs.h*. It was found that for all the samp-
les, a constant background intensity i s present. After subt-
raction of the background - Porod's law holds very well for
all the samples. Using Clatter's method and computer program
ITP-79 ( f la t ter O., J.Appl.Cryst., 1960,13, 7), the pores s i -
ze distr ibution functions were evaluated. Calculations were
made assuming various shapes of pores. The best f i t t ing of
the theoretical scattering curve to the experimental one was
obtained for prolate ellipsoid with the axial rat io 1:1:6.
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AMORPHOUS AND CRYSTAL PHASES IN THE SYSTEMS Pb-Mn-B-0 AND

Pb-La-Mn-B-0

E. GATTEF, Y. DIMITRIEV, V. VELKOVA, S. STEFANOVA

HIGHER INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY

SOFIA - 1156, BULGARIA

During several last decades compounds based on manganese

oxides are well known as metalic v/pe electric conductors

and as ferromagnetics as well.

The present work is aimed to find the peculiarities of

the glass and crystal structure of compositions in the sys-

tems Ph-Mn-B-0 and Pb-La-Mn-B-0 by the X-ray diffraction.

As initial row substances were used Mn2O3, H,BO,, La2O,

and PbjO,. In the temperature range 1200-1300°C the melting

was performed in air in alumina crucibles and by the roller

technique was fixed the amorphous state. The glassformation

w:i established by X-ray and by DTA as well. The RDF curves

of the glassy compositions are calculated and the model of

their amorphous structure is proposed.

After thermal treatement a glass-ceramics structure was

obtained. As a result of solid state reactions with the

participation of the initial row materials solid solutions

are obtained with a composition La, Pb MnO-. By the X-ray

diffraction data it is proved that the manganese in these

solutions is in the forms Mn and Mn .

\,
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NEUTRON DIFFRACTION STUDY OF FeggB17 METALLIC GLASS

K.Kristiakova,J.Kristiak,P.Pacher ,V.SiiBkin

Institute of Physics,Slovak Academy of Sciences,Bratislava

Czechoslovakia

Laboratory of Neutron Physics,Joint Institute for Nuclear

Research, Dubna, USSR

The structure factor S(Q) was measured up to high momentum

5 transfer,Q - 23A~ ,for Feo_B17 metallic glass sample.Ribbontt max OJ x'

] sample was prepared by rapid quenching of the melt. The used

I boron was enriched in B isotope. The scattered neutron

; spectra were measured by TOF (time-of-flight) method at IBP.-30

•; facility of JINR in Dubna. The scattering angles 30*,60*and

•; 150*were chosen to cover the scattering vector Q froa lA up

to 23k~ . The scattering spectra of vanadium and molybden were

measured for the detector efficiency deternination and the

;• calibration. Reduced distribution function G('r) was obtained

jfe using Fourier transform of S(Q). Comparison of experimental

$
if G(r) with the model calculation is given.

I
| 1- K.Suzuki,H.Misawa.K.Kai and N.Watanable, Nucl.Instr. and

| Meth. 147 O.977> 519.



STRUCTURE AND STABILITY OP TYPE 39-, PHAS3 IN SYSTEM Ni-Nb

y.V.Savin, E.Gorenko

State University, Zaporozhye, Ukraine, USSR

Some authors /Ref.1,2/ noted formation of cubic >£ -and

W'-phases with structure of type E9, in system Ni-Nb. Pound

phases have different lattice parameters (a=1,i64 and a»1,120nm)

and different formation conditions. We investigated the

structure and formation features of fe>'-phase by methods of

X- and neutron-raying analyseso We showed that the main

phase of this structure type: TipNi, Je,W,C, PegWgC.

We made more accurate variable parameters.For XT2fe5=O»B3S

and x.gr-j=0f201 discrepancy factor was got less than 10 %,

same of positions 48 (f) are vacant.

Inculcation atome were found in the ^'-phase structure

by neutron-raying analysis. It fulls positions 8(a) in regu-

lar point system of basis particularly.

Alloy chemical analysis determines 2 at.% of inculcation

mixture. Such amout in enough for formation of 5 volume % of

y] •-phase during early crystallization stady of amorphous

alloy Ni58Nb42.

Formation of H -phase in Nb-riched (83 at.%) alloy cor-

relates with its electron concentration. We calculated para-

meter electron concentration, using average d-band hole count.

Electron concentration of Ni-Nb5 is similar for TigNi phase.

The stoichiometry of UiNbc i s real ized l i g h t l y for space
group Fd3m.

I. H.K.KOPHHJIOB, E.H.IIbwaeB, M3B.AH CCCP. MeTajuiu. 5 (1966)
132.

2 . H.IL,2U.flKOHO6a, B.B.CaBHH H flp., CTpyKTypa,
M MarmiTHbie cBoftcTBa aMop<|)Hbix

MeTajuiyprHfl, MocKBa 1986.
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THE STRUCTURE AND MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF O*

ION-IMPLANTED THIN Co FILMS

Kraposhin V.S., Shakhlevich K.V., Zhorin P.V.

Institute of Microelectronics Technology and High Purity

Materials, USSR Academy of Sciences, 142432

Cher nogol ovka, Moscow District, USSR

Co films 50 and 350 nm thick were deposited onto ( i l l )

Si substrates by rf-magnetron sputtering. Ion implantation

(II) of 80 keV O* ions with doses of 5«1015, .1-1016 and

2'10 cm was carried out at room temperature. The struc-

ture was identified by X-ray diffraction analysis under the

small angle beam conditions, A vibrating sample magnetometer

was used for hysteresis loop recording. Before II films with

various thickness consisted of HCP o£-Co, in-plane coerci—

vity H - 350 Oe and normal coercivity H = 100 Oe. As sput-

tered Co films had in-plane magnetic anisotropy which was

not changed after II. H of ion implanted films did not depend

upon their thickness and ranged from 100 to 150 Oe. The

thin films (50 nm) had H - 250 Oe at all aoses. The thick

films (350 nm) had H - 240, 450 and 360 Oe in accordance

with increasing dose. II did not change the phase constituent,

simultaneously the X-ray peaks became narrower after implan-

tation with doses of 5«1015 and l-1016cm~2. H of the films

with different doses was changed two-fold in spite of the

equal width of the X-ray peaks. II with a maximum dose led

to broadening of X-ray peaks and occurrence of ahother peak

in the vicinity of the (l00),(002), (lOl) X-ray peaks of

cC-Co. This peak does not belong to cobalt oxide. The re-

sults show a complicated dependence of H on the II effects.

The structure and magnetic hysteresis loops of O+ - im-

planted Co films after annealing and those of Ar+- implanted

Co films have been investigated.



THE STRUCTURE OP AMORPHOUS Dy-Co FHMS WITH PERPENDICULAR

MAGNETIC ANISOTROPY (PMA).

L.I.Vershinina,G.I.:Frolov,V.5.Zhigalov,A.G.StepanoY

Institute of Physics.Krasnoyarsk 660036,USSR

A.S.Avilov and S.V.Orekhov

Institute of Crystallography,Moscow,USSR

The present work is devoted to studying the microstruc-

ture of Dy-Co films and their magnetic properties at vari-

ous concentrations, temperatures and degrees of vacuum in

camera during preparation of the spesimens* The aim of this

work is to elucidate the nature of perpendicular magnetic

anisotropy. Considerable effort has been made by many au-

thors in this direction,for example /Ref.1/. We have made

an attempt to explain the changes in the magnetic proper-

ties of the films on the basis of the changes of the short

range order in the films structure* We noticed that diffe-

rent substrates oriented the structural regions of DyCo,.-

type in different way* DyCoc have high magnetic anisotropy

("10 J/r) in crystalline state. Mycroscopy of high resolu-

tion shows that the particles of microcrystallites DyCoc

with great crystallographic anisotropy lokate near the sub-

strate and have orientation of easy magnetisation axis

along perpendicular to films plane. Analysis of curves RDF

of atomic density shows that pairs Co-Co have preferable

distribution along normal to film's plane.These results are

in agreement with orientation particles DyCo,- with direc-

tion poTo] along normal to film's plane.We believe that PMA

have structural origin.The short-range order,in our opi-

nion, is similar to DyCo5 type.Orientation of structural re-

gions of Dy-COc-type determined the value and direction of

magnetic anisotropy.

1. I.Suzuki, H.Ichinose, E.Aoyagi,Jap.Journ. of Appl. Phys.

v.23,Ho 5,(1984),p.585.
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SANS INVESTIGATION OF THE CREEP DEFORMATION IN PURE Ni

P.Strunz1, J.Kulda*, V.Sklenicka
2, A.I.Ioffe', M.Vrina4

1Nuc)ear Physic Institute, Czechoslovak Academy of

Sciences, 250 6B fte£ near Prague, Czechoslovakia

'institute of Physic Metalurgy, CSAS, Brno

'Leningrad Institute of Nuclear Physics, Gatchina, USSR

^Laboratory of Neutron Physics, JINR Dubna, USSR

The measurement of SANS was performed (on the reactor of

Physics Institute at Salaspils near Riga, USSR) on the Ni

samples (99,997.) subjected to a stress of 20 MPa at BOOCC for

different time (from 0 to 114 hours when the sample was

destroyed). It is supposed that scattering on these samples

is due to contrast between microvoids (for example on a grain

boundaries) and the nickel matrix only. An assymptotic

expresion I - 0~D (where D is a noninteger exponent, Q is

the scattering vector) was fitted to the experimental curves

I versus • in the range O.OAnm"1 < Q < 0,2nm~ . The

obtained values of the exponent 0 range from 2,05 to 3,O9.

Such behaviour coresponds to scattering by nr^, fractals

where D equals directly to their fractal dimension /Ref.l/.

In the initial stage of deformation ( t < 10 hours ) a slight

decrease of D was observed which might be atributed to

creation of microcracks on the grain boundaries which in the

further stage ( t > 10 hours with D increasing) grow to voids

with a very forked surface. Assuming a pair correlation

function g(r) - r~<9~D\exp(-r/R) /Ref.2/, wfi»re R is the

characteristic size of a region of microvoids, the constant

of proportionality between intensity and Q~D can be related

to the size of the regions of microvoids and their volume and

concentration.

1. J.E.Martin, A.J.Hurd s J.Appl.Cryst. SO (19B7), 61-78

2. Ph.Mangin it ll. : Phys.Rev Lett. 35 (1985), 2899-2902
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X-RAY DIFFRACTION STUDY OF ANI30TRDPY AT PHASE

TRANSFORMATIONS IN THE SYSTEM NICKEL-NICKEL HYDRID

I. Tamov, n.nanev, fi .Michailav, St.Rashkav

Institute of Physical Chemistry, Bulgarian Academy of

Sciences, Sofia 1040, Bulgaria

The effect of the micrastructure and the crystal direction

on the extant nf phasa transformation CEPT) of Ni into /3-NiH

by catadic charging with H has been investigation by X-ray

diffraction. A measure for EPT in each crystal dirsctian is

thB relevant volumB fractin of #-NiH.

It is established that the phase transition of Ni into NiH

has anisotropic character. The anisotrapy of EPT in poly-

crystals, consisting of crystallites uiith lattice defects is

controlled by two factors:

1. Crystallagraphic direction i.e. orientation of the

crystallitBs versus surface of charging uiith H.

H. "Dislocation induced" anisotropy i.e. from orientation

distribution of dislocation density.

In the case of palycrystals, consisting of "perfect" crys-

tallites, which have been grown at annealing, the anisotropy

of the phase transformation is controlled by one main factor -

the crystalloQraphic direction.

The kinetic analysis of the decomposition of /?-NiH shows

} that the process Is governed by both - the chemical decompasi-

j tion as well as by the diffusion of H through the Ni.
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THE X-RAY LOW-TEMPERATURE IN SITO INVESTIGATION OP PLASTIC
DEFORMATION OF TUNGSTEN SINGLE CRYSTALS

L.E.Farber, I.M.Shmyt'ko, V.G.Kurdjumovr L.P.Chupjatova

Institute of Solid State Physics Academy of Sciences of the
USSR, Chernogolovka, Moscow distr., 142432/ USSR

The mechanism of low-temperature plastic deformation of a
tungsten single crystal has been investigated. The
investigated crystal measured 2x2x4 mm1 along [001], [110],
i110] accordingly. The orientational characteristics obtained
by X-ray diffractometry and topography methods were measured
under different constant pressure at 77K and 300K.

The following results of plastic deformation were obtained:
- at low deformation velocity in the investigated temperature
range 77-300K the only mechanism of plastic deformation was
dislocation slip;
- at 77K and the velocity of deformation higher than 20
mkm/min the twinning alone was the deformation mechanism; in
the range of 1-20 mkm/min both mechanisms were observed;
- the twin characteristics were {112}/<111> (S3 twins);
- the single-stage "avalanche-like" process of twinning was
observed; the result of the process is the emergence of
wedge-like twins of one twin system which leads to macrobend
(-10°/mm) of a sample around the axis perpendicular to the
twin direction and the direction of compressing.
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V.O.Shvalsv

Cliair of Theoretical Physics, The Pedagogical Institute,

ul. Sovetskaya, 63, KUHG.AIT, 640000, USSR

The problem of nuclcatioii in amorphous filns has been

lacking thorough study. However, this problem lies not only

a purely scientific, but also a practical signification.

Presented in the paper are the results of a study of th?

crystallization process in amorphous selenium films v/ith

thicknesses up to 50 JUIU. "lie films are crystallized as a

result of heating. The kinetics of nucleation and crystal

growth in seleniun layers has been studied by transedssior.

electron nicroscope technique. She crystallisation is found

to originate from the surface of mica crystalline substrate.

The process of crystallization initiates by the heterogene-

ous nuclei mostly distributed on the interface between the

evaporated film and the substrate end then extends further

into the bulk of amorphous selenium film. A3 a result of de-

positing of intermediate gold layer the process of crystal-

lization is delayed. The investigation has shown that a sub-

layer of arsenous seleniun stabilizes the amorpiious state

of selenium files. It was established that the thickness

influences the process of crystallization of amorphous se-

lenium films. The crystallization velocity increases with

increasing thickness of selenium film. It has been shown

that the process of crystall nucleation in condensed sele-

nium films should be activated. This phenomenon takes pla-

ce only in one particular case when a selenium layer is de-

posited on the surface of mica crystalline substrate which

has adsorbed the gase3 and water vapour. It is essential

for the elucidation of the mechanism influencing the adsor-

ption of water vapour that there being no acceltration in

the formation of crystal^ on a free surface. The ordered

structure may be formed under the electrostatic Interaction

of deposited molecules and adsorbed complexes.
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AMORPHISATION OF GALLIUM ANTIMONIDE UNDER THE

CONDITIONS OF SHEAR DEFORMATION UNDER PRESSURE.

M. M. ALEKSANDROVA, V. D. BLANK, A. E. GOLOBOKOV,YU. S. KONYAEV,

A. YU. ZERR and E. I.ESTRIN

I n s t i t u t e of High P r e s s u r e P h y s i c s of USSR Academy of

S c i e n c e s , 142092,Troi tsk ,Moscow region,USSR

In this work we investigated the possibility of amorphi -

sation of GaSb under the conditions of shear deformations

under pressure.

X-ray diffraction studies of samples deformed under

pressure were performed on a HZG-4B diffractometer with

monochr omati zed MoKCX and CuK(X radiation. After measuring the

scattered X-ray intensity correction normalisation and

Fourier transformation were made in accordance with

the rules described earlier. Qualitative thermal analyses were

performed.

X-ray diffraction studies show that in the central part of

the samples deformed under pressure the amorphous phase is

obtained and i t s quantity increases with increasing

pressure and shear angel if. The complete amorphization in

the central part of the sample is achieved at a pressure

P=7. 0 GPa and a shear angle 7=100°. The peripherical

regions of the samples remain microcrystalline with grain

dimentions of about 50nm.

The positions of two diffusion maxima CCuKOL radiations

K =19nm and K =31. 5nm are in accordance -.with the known

data for amorphous films .The positions of the f i rs t and

the second peaks in RDF CR =0. £8 nm;R =0.43 nnO and

the /lumbers of nearest neighbours CN =3.5;N =11.55 are

in good agreement with the data for thin films.The

appearance of the third peak in RDF CR =0.51nm-N =13 5}
a • a

obviously indicates the microcrystalline regions in

the amorphous matrix.



INVESTIGATION OF CRYSTAL SUBSTRUCTURE

OF ALLOYED IRON-BORON-CARBON ALLOYS

I.Spiridonova, A.Krapivnoy, G.Zinkovski

Physical Department, Dnepropetrovsk State University,

72, Gagarin avenue, 320625, Dnepropetrovsk, USSR

Fine structure of crystals of the ferrite in iron-boron-

carbon alloys vas studied as function of cooling rate and that

of alloying with chromium, aluminum, silicon and manganese.

Regions of coherent scattering (RCS) and microdistortlon

were determined using the 2nd order moments technique and that

of approximation after preliminary extraction of singlets from

the general diffraction pattern. The minimum values of RCS

were observed in the case of alloying with boron and silicon,

boron and chromium. Whereas the maximum ones were observed

when boron or boron and silicon were Injected. The greatest

microdistcrtions under alloying were noticed for iron-boron

alloys and the less ones were in the presence of B and Cx.

When the cooling rate changed in the range of 0.5 - 1000

K/s an Increase of the crystal lattice parameters was observed

as a result of oversaturation by alloying element under

investigation. In this cases the dimensions of RCS and the

levels of microdistortions changed in a different manner.

Thus, the alloying with B and Cr led to increase of the level

cl nucroaistortions as cooling rate increased and dimensions

of RCS simultaneously decreased. In boron ferrite an increase

of cooling rate was accompanied with decrease of

microdistortions and with simultaneous decrease of RCS

dimensions.

The effects observed were explained In teias of

interaction of the following three competitive processes: the

changes of the solid solution type, of its oversaturation and

of the dislocation density.
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THE IKFLUEMCE OF HYDROGEN OH THE CRYSTALLIZATION

OF THE AMORPHOUS F e ^ N i ^ ^ ALLOY

M. Cernansky, J. fiermalc and J. Eorvs'th

Institute of Physics, Czech. Acad. Sci.,

Ka Slovance 2, 180 40 Praha 8, Czechoslovakia

Amorphous ribbons of the dimensions 30 x 6 x O.C25 mzr

were annealed in a furnace in hydrogen atmosphere at slig-

htly increased atmospheric pressure always for two hours

at constant temperatures: 4CC, 500, 600, 700, 600, 900 and

10CC °C. For comparison another set of samples were annea-

led in argon under the sace conditions. X-ray diffraction

patterns were obtained in glancing-angle camera with LiF

monochrcmetor and CcKoC radiation. In the case of 900 and

100C °C-annealed samples two diffraction patterns were ta-

ken in two different areas of the samples. Diffraction ef-

fects of individual phases were graphically separated on

the photometer record and iterative method of phase analy-

sis /Eef. 1/ was used.

The new results confirm qualitatively and supplement

quantitatively our previous results /3ef. 2/ for the tem-

perature range from 400 to ECO CC: hydrogen enhances the

formation of austenite (FeKi)-^* , predominantly from bo-

ride (FeKi)_B, which was originated in the low teaperature

range below 400 °C /Eef. 2/. Above the tenperature £00 °C

the boride appears again and its volume fraction is higher

in hydrcgenated samples. All samples for cur experiments

were produced by Ing. P. Duhaj CSc in the Institute of Fhy-

sics of the Slovak Academy of Sciences in Bratislava, Cae-

choslovekia.

1. J. Fials, Anal. Chen:. $2. (1960) 1300.

2. J. ierssk, J,:. Cernar.sky, P. Duhaj, and J. Horvath,

Fhys. stst. scl. (a) £1 (19Sp) 407.
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DYNAMIC X-RAY DIFFRACTION
CRYSTALLISATION OF AMORPHOUS Fe?<

Mattern N.

INVESTIGATION QN

Zentralinstitut fuer Festkoerperphysik und Werkstoff-
forschung, Helmboltzstr. 20, Dresden, 8027, DDR

The crystallisation of amorphous Fe^B^Siy was investigated by

means . of X-ray diffraction at high temperatures using a position

sensitive detector. As an example Fig. 1 shows the diffraction

pattern of Fe-gEL.Si- at T=500 C in dependence on time. The

crystallization of the amorphous alloy takes place in two

distinct stages. In the first stage b.c.c. Fe(Si) is formed in

the amorphous matrix. In the second step the remaining amorphous

phase crystallizes to tetragonal Fe_B.

The analysis of the time dependence of the volume fraction

of b.c.c. Fe(Si) gives a Johnson-Mehl-Avrami exponent n=1.0,

indicating diffusion controlled formation of b.c.c. Fe(Si).

Fe79BUSi7

100-1-:.

Fig. li X-r«y diffraction pattern of amorphous

Fw-aB.-Si, »t T«500°C
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X - RAY RIETVELD REFINEMENT OF TeO-j

LT Snxfok, Inst.Inorg.Chem., Bratislava

I.i. Jergel, Inst.phys., Bratislava

J. Loub, Dept.Inorg.Chem., Charles Univ., Fraha

Abstract not received until 1st June 1S90

1

I'y husband solved KG3 structure
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X-RAY TOPOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS 0? KuLTIPLS-LAYSa EdTiaOSTitUCTURaS

V.S.Krasil'nikov

lobachevsky State University, Fhysico-Technical Research

Institute, 603600 Gorky, USSR

Distribution of crystal defects in multiple-layer epita-

xial heterostructures on the III-T solid solution base was

studied by a nondestructive method of scanning visualization

of the X-ray diffraction images (XDI) based on the Berg-

Barrett topographic method. The method consists in diffracto-

metric identification of epitaxial layers, topographic detec-

tion and analysis of XDI layers. Separation of XDI defects is

obtained by the angular resolution of diffraction peaks of

the layers with various interatomic distances and by variati-

on of the X-ray penetration" depth. Subjects of inquiry were

the three-layer heterostructures formed as thin (0.1-2.0,/um)

AlSaAs, GaAlAsSb and InGaAsP solid solution layers grown on

G-aAs, GaSb and InP substrates /Ref.1/. The defects of two ty-

pes were studied: misfit dislocations and local lattice dis-

tortion. Topographic surveying was made by a double-crystal

camera with asymmetric arrangement of the crystal-monochroma-

tor and the studied crystal. Varied diffraction planes of the

studied crystal nade it possible to change the extinction

depth from I to 16 jum. and lower the asymmetry coefficient to

0.05 thus providing the surveying of individual layers lying

at different depthes /Ret.2/. It was found that the disloca-

tion configuration of heteroboundaries strongly depended on

the component composition of solid solutions, mechanical pro-

perties of the involved materials and the value of the inter-

atomic distance misfit on the interfaces. The results were

analysed using the test data on optical and transmission

electron microscopy.

1. V.S.Krasil'nikov et al., Kristallografiya 33 (1988)1469.

2. V.S.Kraail'nikov, 1'heses of the Second Meeting on the

! All-Union Complex Program "R03;ITGEN", Erevan, 1987,
p.132.

I-*
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ADVANCED OPTICS FOR SYNCHROTRON RADIATION POWDER DIFFRACTION

T. Wroblewski

Hamburger SynchrotroDstrahlunglabor (HASYLAB) at Deutsches Elektronen
Synchrotron (DESY), D-2000 Hamburg 52, FRG

The high collimation of synchrotron radiation favors parallel beam geometry
like that used in a Debye-Scherrer arrangement. If the entrance slit of the
detector is replaced by a set of parallel foils [1] or an analyser crystal [2,33
the experiment becomes insensitive to effects arising from the geometry of
the sample. Thus the investigation of samples of arbitrary shape and
thickness and in arbitrary orientation (grazing incidence [4]) is simplified.
Even moving objects can be investigated [5].
The resolution is mainly determined by the setting of the monochromator
with respect to the sample. Highest resolution is obtained close to the
nondispersive setting. For the low order reflections from perfect crystals (Si
or Ge) commonly used the resolution decreases drasticaly with growing 20.
Using high order reflections from perfect crystals would entail a nontolerable
decrease in intensity due to the smaller Darwin width. With mosaic crystals
of Beryllium the resolution at higher angles has been improved significantly
without loss in intensity [5].
Time resolved experiments are performed in Debye-Scherrer geometry w ' th a
position sensitive detector. With a double crystal monochromaior of perfect
Si 111 crystals time resolution of seconds was achieved [61. If no high angular
resolution is needed a synthetic multilayer can be employed as
monochromator. The higher flux obtained due to the use of a wider energy
band leads to exposure times in the order of milliseconds I"].

11] W.Parrish, M.Hart. T.C.Huang, J. Appl. Crystallogr. 19 (1986) '
[21 D.E.Cox, J.B.Hastings, T.Th .nlinson, C.T. Prewitt, Nucl. Instr. Meth. 208

(1983) 573

[3] T. Wroblewski, J. Ihringer. J.Maichle. Xucl. Instr. Meth. A266 1)988) 664
C4J T. Wroblewski. K.Eichhorn, J. Ihringer, A. Kirfel, B.Lux. Zeit&dir. f. Krist.

185 i|988) 684
C5] T. Wroblewski. H Nuovo Cimento, in press
[6] P. U.Pennartz. U.Lochner, H.Futss. Zeitschr. f. Krist. 186 (1989) 227 '
IV. P U.Pennartz, II. Fuess. T. Wroblewski. to be published in Nurl. Instr. Meth



The Use of Intensity Ratios in Quantitative Analysis.

Robert L. Snyder

Institute for Ceramic Superconductivity

New York State College of Ceramics

Alfred University. Alfred. NY 14802.

Abstract

Since the first formal definition of I/Icrundum as a true materials constant
by DeWoIf, the concept of the generalized Reference Intensity Ratio (RIR)
has evolved into today's definition of the RIR of phase a with respect to
phase s:

*/*,. = f*jgfi (l)
It is useful to recognize the RIR as nothing more than a generalized

slope of the standardization plot of the Internal Standard Method of quan-
titative analysis as described by Klug and Alexander. Framing the Inter-
nal Standard Method in terms of RIR'' extends its utility to standardless
analysis as first described by Chung and more recently modified by Zevin.
In addition the formalism of Copland and Bragg allows RIR1' to be used
along with chemical constraints and overlapped lines as implemented in
the NBS*QUANT84 system of Snyder and Hubbard. It also permits the
use of published RIR' in the form of l/hortmdum ' n » standardlesa semi-
quantitative analysis.

The incorporation of RIR'' into the Rietveld and whole pattern fitting
procedures has brought extra and badly needed constraints to quantitative
X-ray powder diffraction analysis.

This paper will focus on the experimental and computational considera-
tions needed to measure accurate RIR values using the AUTO and NBS*QUANT84
system to generate examples.



THE CHANGING OP THE X-RAY ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT OF THE

*"eAn^An^9n AMORPHOUS FOIL AS RESULT OP THE PROCESS OP THE

CRYSTALLIZATION

V.V.Pasichny, K.V.Oleinikov, Yu.V.Usov

Institute of Materials Science Problems, Academy of Sciences

of the Ukrainian SSR, Kiev, USSR

The changing of the X-ray absorption coefficient (.d) of the
amorphous foil as result of the process of the crystallization
was investigated in the present work.

The experimental measurements have been made by means of
monochromized Co K radiation and an X-ray diffractometer DRON-3,0.
The X-ray absorption coefficient (y/) was obtained from

Q h in -L&Jla ,.-.
(If - • V I J
\j m

where a.b are linear dimensions of the foil (cm), m is the foil
mass (g), 1^ is the intensity of X-ray beam after the transition
through the foil body (arb.unit), Io is the intensity of the
incident X-ray beam (arb.unit).

It was shown that the X-ray absorption coefficient ju rise
from J&aft«,Tfc. = 56,06 cm^g"* to jticwt. = 62,35 cm^g** was the
resuD t of the process of the crystallization of the Fe,,nNi,,nBpn
amorphous foil. * *

The theoretical value of the X-ray absorption coefficient
of the Pe^NivoB^ alloy was calculated with the help of the
known data /Ref. 1/ as

J " YOO
(2)

where *i is volume fraction of the i-th alloy component, J
is the X-ray absorption coefficient of the i-th alloy component
respectively. Ths obtained value Ĵ-the*.-. = 64,46 cm2g""* is close
to the experimental value of the x-ray absorption coefficient
of the crystallized foil and is somewhat more than the value of
the X-ray absorption coefficient of the amorphous foil.

This changing of the X-ray absorption coefficient of the
amorphous foil after the crystallization is probably a result
of the density and the structure factor of the X-ray scattering
changes.

I. A.rwHbe, PeH?reHorpa<iiHfl KipnciajincB. Teopmi H

M., I'H3MaTrM3. 1961, 604 c.



X-RAY ANALYSIS OP RESIDUAL STRESS STATE IK THE HETEROGENEOUS

Al-Be ALLOY

L.I.Kolesnik, K.V.Oleinikov, V.G.Tkachsnko, Yu.V.Usov

Institute of Materials Science Problems, Academy of Sciences
of the Ukrainian SSR, Kiev, USSR

Hesidual stress state and structure changes in the hetero-

geneous Al-Be alloy after plastic deformation and heat treatment

were investigated by means of X-ray diffraction analysis and

transmission electron microscopy (TEM).

It was shown that plastic deformation of the rolled sheet

specimen which it had suffered during its preparation, generated

the compression stress state in the Al matrix of the heterogeneous

Al-Be alloy. According to the obtained results, the biggest com-

pression stress component acted in the rolling direction. Further-

more, there wasn't any stress generation in the Be component

after plastic deformation of the heterogeneous Al-Be alloy.

The annealing treatment at 873 K for 2 hours of the heteroge-

neous Al-Be alloy resulted in the stress relaxation of the Al

matrix. This stress relaxation wasn't homogeneous so it was more

vivid expressed for the stress component in the rolling direction

than in the transverse direction. It should be noted that such

heat treatment generated the residual compressive stress state

in the Be component that was most likely explained in terms of

the Be ageing and the separation of the dispersion particles in

it.

The validity of the foregoing statements is proved by the

TEM observations which reveal the correlation between the stress

component changes and the dislocation density changes in Al and

Ee component of the heterogeneous Al-Be alloy accordingly.



ATOMIC DISPLACEMENT ANO POLARIZATION THERMAL DEPENDENCE IN

SOME PYROELECTRIC MATERIALS

Jorgen Albertsson

Inorganic Chemistry 2, Chemical Center, University of Lund, P.O.Box 124, S-221 00

Lund, Sweden

A survey will be given of the macroscopic properties of a pyroelectric

material and the atomic displacement model of pyroelectricity. Neglecting the

electronic part of th». polarization vector but retaining the ionic and dipolar

contributions, the net polarization P. along the i-th polar axis can be evaluated by

using

where q is the effective charge of an ionic dipole in the unit cell with separation

d. along the i-th direction and D. a molecular dipole moment in the same

direction. The changes in d. and D with a change in temperature AT, i.e. the
1)11 l|l11

temperature dependent atomic displacements and dipolar rotations in the structure,

correspond to AP, so the pyroelectric coefficient may be calculated from

AP. = p.AT.

This simple model has been applied to four nonferroelectric but pyroelectrc

compounds crystallizing in relatively simple structures. The compounds are

o-LiI03 [1], ZnO [2], Ba(NO2)2.H2O [3] and LigSO^.HgO [4]. The choice of model

compounds is complicated by the neglect of the polarization vector as

temperature-dependent relative ionic displacements result in modified charge

distributions. The electric multipole components associated with a system of

variable charges must also be temperature-dependent in pyroelectric materials. The

resulting complexity may prohibit a direct calculation of the polarization change

from the atomic displacements. This could be the case for a-LilO, for which no

acceptable model has been found despite several attempts based on the structural

data of Ref. 1. On the other hand the the temperature dependent polarization

change in ZnO, Ba{NO2)2.H2O and LigSO^.HgO appears to be fully explained



by atomic displacements and dipole rotations. The calculations based en the ZnO

structural data made an estimate possible of the temperature-independent effective

charge on Zn and O. The value obtained, H-/- 0.85(20)e (e is the elementary charge),

is in fair agreement with the estimate obtained by the band-gap approach.

The average atomic displacement determined for Ba(NO2)2.H2O between 102

and 298 K and the corresponding changes in angles with the polar axis made by the

nitrite ions and water molecules resulted in a good agreement between calculated

and experimental polarization change in the temperature interval, -30(10)xl0 as

compared to -26x10" C m .

Accurate X-ray and neutron diffraction studies on LLSO .H O allowed an

evaluation of the net atomic charges on all atoms at 80 and 298 K. Thus the

magnitude and direction of the water molecute and sulfate ion dipole moments could

be determined at both temperatures. An origin shift of 0.458 A and a change in

direction of about 9° between 80 and 298 K was detected for the sulfate ion dipole

vector. The magnitude decreases 0.40x10" C m along the polr.r direction. The

magnitude of the water dipole moment decreases also, in this case 1.10x10 C m .

The main setback encountered in these atomic displacement studies are the

large errors accumulated in the calculation of the polarization change. Thus the

significance of the results may in some cases be surprisingly low despite all the

efforts made to determine the structural parameters as accurately as possible.

1. Svensson, C , Albertsson, J . , Liminga, R., Kvick, A. & Abrahams, S.C. (1983).

J.Chem. Phys. 78, 7343.

2. Albertsson, J . , Abrahams, S.C. & Kvick, A. (1989). Acta Cryst. B45, 34.

3. Liminga, R., Abrahams, S.C., Glass, A.M. & Kvick, A. (1982). Phys. Rev. B26,

6896.

4. Karppinen, M., Liminga, R., Kvick, A. & Abrahams, S.C. (1988). J . Chem.

Phys. 88, 351.



INVESTIGATION OP THE HIGH ^-SUPERCONDUCTOR 2 3 x

STRUCTURE BY USING X-RAY POWDER DIFRACTION AND NEUTRONO-

GRAPHY

V.Sarin, I.Greskov, A.Noyfekh, S.Struev, N.Padeeva

Department of Radiation Physics, Branch of L.Ya.Karpov

Institute of Physical Chemistry, 249020, Obninsk, USSR

The structure of high Tc-superconductors (HTSC) YBa2CujOx
was determined for x=6.95, 6.50 and 6.20 by using X-ray pow-

der diffraction and neutronography. At first, the powder of

composition at x=6.95 was prepared and then its stoichiomet-

ry was reduced to x=6.5O and x=6.20 by heating in inert at-

mosphere (Ar). During oxygen content reduction steady coup-

ling of doublet peaks, such as (020)-(200), (123)-(213),

(012)-(102), was observed in orthorhombic structure up to

their complete split in tetragonal structure (at x=6.2O).

The X-ray powder diffraction pattern at x=6.50 was characte-

rized by existence of the wide peaks and not very high level

of accuracy in the unit cell parameters measurement.

The calculation of the atom coordinates in a unit cell

was performed on the basis of neutron diffraction data. In

all cases the R-factor didn't exceed 8.8$. The neutron dif-

fraction spectra for three investigated compositions have

nearly the same common presentation. The intensity of two li-

nes (001) and (113) is chainged essentially: with increasing

oxygen content from 6.20 to 6.95 the intensity of IQ01 is de-

creased almost two times, and that of I-.ii is increased in

the same manner. Consequently, the oxygen stoichiometry in

HTSC YBa2Cu,Ox compound can be evaluated by"the changing of

intensities of I001
 an<* *113 a^ re^nenient of oxygen O.-po-

Bition occupancy. At refinement of oxygen atom coordinates

the coefficients of Opposition occupancy were obtained. For

all compositions they were less then 0.06, i.e. one can con-

sider that oxygen in this position is absent. The calculati-

on has showed that the ordering of the oxygen vacancies at

xmb.50 is alao absent in spite of the evidence cited in li-

taratura.



ON INTEGRATING THE TECHNIQUES OF DIRECT METHODS WITH

ISOMORPHOUS REPLACEMENT AND ANOMALOUS DISPERSION. Herbert

A. Hauptman, Medical Foundation of Buffalo, Inc., 73 High St., Buffalo, N.Y.

U.S.A.

The mathematical formalism of direct methods is applied to structurally

isomorphous pairs: in particular the probabilistic theory of the three-phase structure

invariant in PI is worked out. The neighborhood principle plays the central role.

Specifically, the six magnitude first neighborhood of each of the four kinds of three-

phase structure invariant is defined and the joint probability distribution of the

corresponding six structure factors is derived. This distribution leads to the

conditional probability distribution of each kind of three-phase structure invariant,

assuming as known the six magnitudes in its first neighborhood. In the favorable

case that the variance of the distribution happens to be small, one obtains a reliable

estimate (0 or n) of the structure invariant.

Using error free diffraction data from the protein, Cytochrome c5S0 from

I'aracoccus dmiirificans, having molecular weight Mc-14,500, space group 1*2,2,^,

and a single Pt C8,4
2~ derivative, estimates (0 or n) of the three-phase structure

invariants are obtained employing the six magnitude first neighborhood, and

compared with the known values. The comparison shows that these methods are

capable of estimating reliably several tens of thousands of those invariants having

the extreme values 0 or n, approximately.

The mathematical formalism of direct methods is here generalized to the case

lhat the atomic scattering factors are arbitrary complex numbers, thus including the

special case that one or more anomalous scatferers are present. Once again the

neighborhood concept plays the central role. Final results from the probabilistic

theory of the two- and three-phase structure invariants are briefly summarized. In

particular, the conditional probability distribution of the three-phase structure

invariant, given the six magnitudes | E | in its First neighborhood, is described. The

distribution yields an estimate for the three-phase structure invariant which is

particularly good in the favorable case that the variance of the distribution happens

to be small (the neighborhood principle). Particularly noteworthy is the fact that, in

sharp contrast to all earlier work, the estimate is unique in the whole range 0 to 2it.

As example shows that the method is capable of yielding unique estimates for tens

of thousands of three-phase invariants with unprecedented accuracy, even in the

macromolecular case.



BROADWING OF THE REFLECTIONS IH STUDY OF THE FATIGUE

S.Skrzypek

Academy of Mining & Metallurgy , IM Dep. of Physical Met.

al . Mickiewicza 30 , 30-OSS Cracow PL

The basic investigations of changes in the microstructure

during fatigue show , that the essence of these changes

demonstrates itself by creation of persistent slip bands .These

is taken from investigations in annealed polycrystals .

The structure of quenched or tempered steels consist usually

of two metastable phases i.e. of martensite and retained

austenite and of carbides .

The microstructural phenomena in heat treated steels ,

accompanying the fatigue action of stresses can be general

divided into ;

1/ change in the dislocation structure of of phases ,

2.S stress induced phase transformations ,

3/ precipitation or dissolution ,

4/ creation or change in the existing state of residual

macrostresses

The present paper is focused on discusion and study of the

processes mentioned in par. 1/ i.e. decay of martensite induced

by fatigue stress.

Using our experimental corelations of broadning of

reflections and hardness of martensite we were able to measure

its fatigue softening in the ball bearing steel /!% wt.C , 1.5%

wt. Cr / .



EXPIRATION OP CONTRADICTORY EXPERIMENTAL PACTS OP

MODIFICATION II OP POLY.(VINjfLIDEHE FLUORIDE) 3Y THE

OD-THBOaY

L. Kutsehabsky, E. Hb"hne and R.-G. Kretschmer

Zentralinstitut fur Molekularbiologie der Akademie der

Sissenschaften der DDR, 1115 Berlin-Such, DDR

Zentralinstitut fur Physikalische Chemie der Akademie

der V.'issenschaften der DDR, 1199 Berlin-Adlershof, DDR

All previous attempts /1/, /2/ to solve the structure

of form II of poly(vir>ylidene fluoride) (PVDP) by using

different space groups gave no satisfactory results. There-

fore, a new model based on disorder effects concerning the

symmetry is proposed for the crystalline structure of form

II of PVDP. The disorder has the effect that the crystal

possesses no unique space group but consists alternately

of monoclinic regions with space group P2^/c and ortho-

rhombic regions with space group Pbc2... In the monoclinio

regions the arrangement of the molecular chains is anti-

parallel and in the orthorhorabic regions parallel. The

ratio between monoclinic and orthorhombic parts changes

depending on the conditions of sample preparation. This

model gives a good R-value and explains all experimental

data published in literature /1/, /2/, /3/. Theoretical

calculations on the basis of potential energies /4/ confirm

the correctness of the new model.

/1/ R. Hasegawa et al., Polymer Journal 3 (1972) 600.

/2/ Y. Tekahashi et al., Lacromolecules 16 (1983) 1568.

/3/ A. Lovinger, J. Llacromolecules 15 (1382) 40.

/4/ S. i.iother.vell, EElvY. A program for the calculation

of potential energies in molecular structures, Uni.

of Cambridge, England (1973).
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